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Introduction of the contents 

I.1) presentation of the document 

 Part of my teenager life passed-up through the 1
st

 Internet revolution (in 
1997, with AltaVista, Yahoo, etc.), and as far as I am concerned, the Internet 
has changed our way of life and impacts everything everyday.   
Even my country which is Djibouti ("horn of the East-Africa"), Internet was 
already provided since 1996, and began to invest in submarine cable 
infrastructure for planning to position itself later as a regional Internet hub.  
BGP mechanisms allow us to understand deeply how the Internet works at a 
technical view.  

 

 As a result, my first concern about writing this document is to share my 
knowledge of BGP that I have, and received from others BGP operators and 
experts. 
The document does not have the pretension to propose the best and 
accurate text, but only makes part so far, of my work, and invites other 
people to share their view and their understanding.  

 
Targeted Audience; 
 

 This document is destined to readers who have a reasonable background in 
corporate and Internet networking, but are not experts in BGP or backbone 
Internet routing architectures. 
 

 The target audience for this text concerns mainly networks administrators 
and engineers who wish to get a familiarization with BGP, in an applicable 
way, on how to process IP transit connectivity. For instance, administrators 
who have passed their CCNP and CCIE recently, will find this document 
interesting to a practical point of view. Still, certifications are not an 
obligation; it is indicated for reference only.  

 

 Administrators or experts, who manage considerable networks size every 
day for large ISPs, can use also this document for their trainees, lol. 

 
 

How to use this document; 

 

 The aim is to give a demonstration on how to use BGP and understand it in a 
world of interconnected ISPs.   
The contents describe practices and techniques about an ISP customer who: 

o buys IP transit connectivity from different ISPs. 
o needs to implement a load-balancing process. 
o inserts redundancy and multihoming options for the Internet 

provision in case of link failure. 
 

 You will not find all the knowledge about BGP, only the essentials on what is 
necessary to the purposes described above.  
  

 The tutorial and situations have been simplified as much as possible; 
information is accurate and precise, has been tested in a real ISP, and also 
through a simulator as much as I could. 

 

 The document displays many uses of Cisco command and outputs; this is 
because my work, and my technical choices make me practice mainly with 
Cisco's equipment only. Even the design of the diagrams, feels like a Cisco 
project implementation, this is due to my formation.  Nevertheless, there is 
not any advertising goal about Cisco's technologies, only standards protocols 
are described and discussed. 

 

 The chapters have been organized in a way that you can jump from one to 
another one without any restrictions too. Some situations described, are also 
deliberately complicated, this in order to highlight a result or emphasis a 
notion. Some readers can tell why complicating things in such a way, this is 
only for an informative goal. Of course, it is possible to optimize the 
configuration. 
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Executive summary; 

 

 The paper is composed of four chapters:  

 

1. The first chapter introduces the design of the network and its topology 

for the study case.   

You will find diagrams on the BGP and Static design; the traffic 

engineering targeted configuration, and a listing of IP-addresses and 

interfaces used. 

 

2. The second chapter (chapter A) highlights various global notions on BGP, 

which are a necessity to understand. This is in order to be able to design 

and configure the network described in this study case, which aims to 

deliver IP transit services to customer, and uses multihoming 

connectivity to several ISPs.   

The general points of BGP in this chapter are related to a way of thinking 

within an ISP environment. People can overview it, but it is 

recommended to read it accurately if they do not practice BGP 

administration every day. 

 

3. The 3
rd

 chapter (chapter B) targets the design directly and its 

configuration. Ebgp and Ibgp configurations are described and deeply 

explained. Peering agreements and multihoming are enlightened in a 

practical way. 

 

4. The last chapter (chapter C) validates the configuration of ChapterB, and 

more generally the study case. Scenarios of links failures are presented, 

in order to check up if the multihoming configuration agrees the design 

and the traffic engineering objectives.  

Moreover, verifications, monitoring and debug commands are also 

stressed, in order to validate the setup. 

 

 To conclude, with all the applicable and practical information and contents in 
this document, readers can easily manage, improve or figure a Tier3 or Tier4 
ISP backbone Internet network.   
 

 All best practices have not been included, only the one which focus on the 
routing and verification procedures. For common best practices, other 
experts have already done an excellent work. Network operators group like 
MENOG, NANOG, AFNOG, etc. give also much useful information on these 
topics. 

 

Credits;  

 

 At the end, I would like to thanks:  
o the Internet organisms and its founders, and everyone promoting the 

Internet structure to remain the same: free at 100%. 
o all network engineers who share on the Internet their knowledge 

about BGP and others networks studies. 
o all my friends, colleagues, work relations who encourage me to write 

this tutorial and review it. 
 

 English is not my native language, so you will excuse me for the expression.  
I also invite readers to criticize my work technically (in other words, me and 
whatever) and visit the following websites and resources that you can find at 
the end of the document. 

 
 
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
       IKBAL Abas 
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I.2) Overview of the study case: BGP tutorial, best practices and multihoming 
techniques on ISP proposing IP transit services. 

1. The information given below will be used as references for the whole 
tutorial described in this document.  
  

2. The objective of the tutorial is to show a practical example of some BGP 
best practices with multihoming techniques for a Tier3-4 ISP which desires 
to proposes IP Transit services. The study implies the use of load-balancing, 
communities, and active/passive backup configurations.   
For these topics, many notions related to BGP will be aborted and 
explained in details such as peering agreements, next-hop, choice of tools 
for traffic engineering, basic template connectivity for Ebgp and Ibgp setup, 
debug/verification commands, monitoring processes and analyzes of 
results, etc.  

 
The entire study case will focus on the ISP-A, which has the as-number 1000 
and owns two routers in its core-network: RT-A and RT-B.  
 
ISP-A is connected to the Internet, provided by the transit/upstream 
providers ISP-B, ISP-C and ISP-D.   
ISP-A also provides Internet transit services to Customer-B, C, D-E and G.  
 
All the tasks required for multihoming a BGP network using two routers with 
multiple paths to the three service providers, will be exposed. The use of 
Cisco commands (network and BGP) related to this case and how they are 
used in practice; will also be presented in the document for information. 
 
The study case is not complicated, and can be clustered up from 2 to 6-8 
routers: above these numbers, we recommend the use of reflectors routes. 
The document still requires to the reader minimum basic BGP knowledge.  
 

3. The first router "RT-A" of ISP-A is connected directly  to:  
a. The upstream/transit provider "ISP-D", with the as-number 500, 

through two external BGP sessions. The 1
st

 session will be 
referenced as ISP-D-Link1 and the 2

nd
 one as ISP-D-Link2.   

 

4. The second router "RT-B" has two different Ebgp speakers this time, and is 
connected directly to:  

a. the provider ISP-B (with the as-number 300) through one Ebgp 
session;  

b. and ISP-C (as-Number 400) through another Ebgp session.   
 

5. The two routers are physically linked, and shared an Ibgp session layered on 
an IS-IS setup. Let's note that in this design, we will try to respect that ideally 
there will be no interaction between BGP and IGP sessions.  
(See Note1) 

 

I.3) Bandwidth Planning and Provisioning for load-balancing features: 

1. We will define four various traffic zones or classes of customers provided by 
ISP-A, for simplicity and modularity. These classes shall continue being a 
reference in the dry configurations included in this document.  
 
Table I.1: Repartition bandwidth for different classes of Customers. 

 

Zone/Class 
Name 

Description  Customers 

B Ingress/Egress Customer-B client traffic 
will be symmetrically routed to ISP-C via: 
RT-B. 

Customer-B 

C Ingress/Egress Customer-C client traffic 
will be symmetrically routed to ISP-D via: 
RT-A. 

Customer-C 

D-E Ingress/Egress Customer-D-E client traffic 
will be symmetrically routed to ISP-D via: 
RT-B. 

Customer-D-E  
(4 routers) 

G Ingress/Egress Customer-G client traffic 
will be symmetrically routed to ISP-B via: 
RT-B. 

Customer-G 
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2. Since the document aims to be a tutorial or a straightforward know-how on 
BGP basis, we will not debate about these zones traffic choices. 
 
Let's simply say the design wants to use each links efficiently with a medium 
average use of 65-70% of the capacity (keep always 30% for congestion 
period and saving-time for extension), in order not to lose revenue.  
 
It is well-known that an ISP always wants to use its links at its maximum 
efficiency/rentability possibilities. 

  
Let's note that bad manipulation of controlling ingress traffic can provoke a 
loss of revenue additionally.   
If traffic destined to a particular customer is coming not through the 
correct link but another one, additional bandwidth is used and by so 
provoking fees on the incorrect link, making the other link unused to its 
role of providing the customer. For more information, please check 
paragraph A.2.c).  

 
3. Regarding the symmetrical routing process for a customer, we can notice 

that we are sending the ingress/egress or upload/download traffic for each 
customer's zone exclusively through the same provider.  
 
Rational people will inquire why we are complicating the design through this 
way.  
The main reason is about congestions and locations of your network, your 
country/continent, and your provider's POPs.   
 
For instance, let's conceive that customers of Zone-C (because of default 
bgp-configuration) have their ingress traffic routed through ISP-D, and egress 
traffic routed to ISP-B.  If ISP-D's POP is in Europe as well as ISP-B's POP, 
there is no need to reroute the In/Out traffic through the same interface or 
ISP, since latencies are small between those two providers in Europe who 
exchange Internet traffic between them.   
However, if ISP-D's POP is in Middle-East or in Asia and ISP-B's one in Europe, 
it makes the traffic to a big useless way out, which higher considerably the 
latencies between the In/Out traffic.  

Strange reactions can appear during an application process which needs 
sensible rate synchronization.  
For example, a gamer in a 2vs2 fighting game will hit its opponent with a 
delay input of 150ms, but will receive damage hits with a delay of 300ms. 
Banks application, voices and other e-government systems are commonly 
victim of these issues too. SLA will often ask a symmetrical delay input.  
 

4. Regarding the definition of multihoming. Within an ISP, multihoming is a 
mechanism tool which allows us to configure one device network with more 
than one network interface and multiple IP addresses. It provides enhanced 
and reliable Internet provision without compromising efficient performance. 
In terms of advantages, the multiple simultaneous Internet connections 
make system failure less likely than with a system with a single Internet 
connection. Multihoming contribute to load-balancing and networks to work 
with the lowest downtime. It is very efficient for for network maintenance 
and management during disaster and recovery for the ISP and its customers.  
 
The two main types of multihoming are IPV4 and IPV6. The document will 
focus only the IPV4 one. When any link or route fails, Inbound/Outbound 
traffic is automatically rerouted. IPv4's major weakness is its central 
connection point (shared on transmission line and/or edge router) for at 
least two ISPs, which can result in failure of the entire network if the central 
point fails. The BGP will be used for these multihoming purposes. 
 
 
Below you will find the topology of the study case. 
 
See below: 
 

 Figure I.1: BGP & Static topology of ISP-A, regarding Internet transit 
connectivity and provisions 
 

 Figure I.2 : Traffic Engineering targeted configuration for ISP-A 
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I.4) IP Addresses, subnet pools definition and Interface Assignments: 

The design in this document uses the following IP-addresses and interface 
assignments shown below.  
 
Table I.2: IP subnet/pools attributed by ISP-A to its customers (network pools). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table I.3: AS-number associated to ISPs and customers 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Definition of network pools Ip subnets 

Aggregation pools/                       
IP subnets (class-A) used. 

10.10.192.0/20 
 
11.11.224.0/19 

Pool of prefixes for Zone-B 11.11.240.0/24 
11.11.241.0/24 
… 
11.11.254.0/24 
11.11.255.0/24 
 

Pool of prefixes for Zone-C as-number 2000 
 
50.50.64.0/18 
50.50.64.0/24 
50.50.65.0/24 etc. 
 

Pool of prefixes for Zone-D-E 11.11.229.0/24 
10.10.205.0/24 
10.10.206.0/24 
10.10.207.0/24 

 

Pool of prefixes for Zone-G 10.10.192.0/24 
10.10.193.0/24 
… 
10.10.203.0/24 
10.10.204.0/24 
 
and 
  
11.11.230.0/24 
… 
11.11.239.0/24 
 

ISP/Customer 
 

AS associated 
 

ISP-A AS-number 1000 

  

Upstream/transit provider ISP-B 
 

AS-number 300 

Upstream/transit provider ISP-C 
 

AS-number 400 

Upstream/transit provider ISP-D 
 

AS-number 500 

  

Customer-B 
 

None, use IP-addresses of ISP-A 

Customer-D-E 
 

None, use IP-addresses of ISP-A 

Customer-G 
 

None, use IP-addresses of ISP-A 

Customer-C 
 

AS-number 2000 
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Table I.4: IP-addresses and interfaces for RT-A 

Description 
 

IP Address 

Interface Lo1, Loopback1 

 Description:  ISIS passive loopback interface for RT-A. 
 

 
11.11.226.26/32 

Interface Pc5, Port-Channel 5 

 Description:  ISIS session from RT-A to RT-B. 
  

 
11.11.226.17/30 

  

Interface Pc2, Port-Channel 2  

 Description:  Point to Point interface from RT-A to the 
Switch connected to Customer G's router (HSRP session). 

 
Customer-G's Interface. 
 
HSRP VIP Interface. 

 
11.11.224.7/27 
 
 
11.11.224.3/27 
 
11.11.224.1/27 
 

Interface Pc6, Port-Channel 6  

 Description:  Point to Point interface from RT-A  to the 
Switch connected to Customer B's router (HSRP session). 
 

Customer's B Interface. 
 
HSRP VIP Interface. 
 

 
11.11.226.242/29 
 
 
11.11.226.241/29 
 
11.11.226.244/29 
 

  

Interface Pos1/1/1, STM16  

 Description:  Point to Point interface from RT-A to 
Customer-C's router (Ebgp session). 
 

Ebgp Neighbor Customer-C's  

 Description:  Point to Point interface from Customer-C's 
router to RT-A (Ebgp session). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
11.11.225.1/30 
 
 
 
 
11.11.225.2/30 

Interface Pos3/1/0, STM64  

 Description:  Point to Point interface from  RT-A  to       
ISP-D-Link1's router (Ebgp session). 
 

Neighbor ISP-D-Link1 

 Description:  Point to Point interface from ISP-D-Link-1's 
router to RT-A (Ebgp session). 

 

 
40.40.40.2/30 
 
 
 
40.40.40.1/30 

  

Customer's D-E interfaces 
 

Unworthy statements 
 

Not useful 

  

Interface Pos1/1/0, STM16 

 Description:  Point to Point interface from  RT-A to       
ISP-D-Link2's router (Ebgp session). 
 

Ebgp Neighbor ISP-D-Link2 

 Description:  Point to Point interface from ISP-D-Link2 
router to RT-A (Ebgp session). 
 

 
40.40.40.6/30 
 
 
 
40.40.40.5/30 
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Table I.5: IP-addresses and interfaces for RT-B 

Description 
 

IP Address 

Interface Lo1, Loopback1 

 Description:  ISIS passive loopback interface for RT-B. 
 

 
11.11.226.27/32 

Interface Pc5, Port-Channel 5 

 Description :  ISIS session from  
RT-B to RT-A. 
  

 
11.11.226.18/30 

  

Interface Pc2, Port-Channel 2  

 Description:  Point to Point interface from RT-B to the 
Switch connected to Customer G's router (HSRP session). 

 
Customer's G Interface router. 
 
HSRP VIP Interface. 
 

 
11.11.224.2/27 
 
 
11.11.224.3/27 
 
11.11.224.1/27 
 

Interface Pc6, Port-Channel 6  

 Description:  Point to Point interface from RT-B to the 
Switch connected to Customer B's router (HSRP session). 
 

Customer's B Interface. 
 
HSRP VIP Interface. 
 

 
11.11.226.243/29 
 
 
11.11.226.241/29 
 
11.11.226.244/29 
 

  

Interface Pos3/1/0, STM64  

 Description :  Point to Point interface from  RT-B  to     
ISP-B's router (Ebgp session) 
 

Ebgp Neighbor ISP-B 

 Description :  Point to Point interface from ISP-B's router 
to RT-B (Ebgp session)  
 
 
 
 
 

 
20.20.20.86/30 
 
 
 
20.20.20.85/30 
 

Interface Lo0, Loopback0 

 Description :  Loopback for merging 3 STM1 into 1 Ebgp 
session  
from RT-B  to ISP-C's router  
(Ebgp session) 
 

Ebgp Neighbor ISP-C 
Description :  Loopback interface which plays the role of 
Ebgp speaker on ISP-C's router (Ebgp session) 

 
 

 
11.11.226.250/32 
 
 
 
 
 
30.30.30.127/32 

Interface Pos1/1/0, STM16  

 Description :  1
st

 Point to Point interface from RT-B to  
ISP-C's router (Ebgp session) 

 
 
Neighbor ISP-C 

 1
st

 Point to Point interface from  
ISP-C's to RT-B  router (Ebgp session) 

 
30.30.31.22/30 
 
 
 
 
30.30.31.21/30 
 
 

Interface Pos1/1/1, STM16  

 Description :  2
nd

  Point to Point interface from RT-B to 
ISP-C's router (Ebgp session) 

 
 
Neighbor ISP-C 

 2
nd

  Point to Point interface from  
ISP-C's to RT-B  router (Ebgp session) 

 
30.30.31.26/30 
 
 
 
 
30.30.31.25/30 
 
 

Interface Pos1/1/2, STM16 

 Description :  3
rd

  Point to Point interface from RT-B to 
ISP-C's router (Ebgp session) 

 
 
Neighbor ISP-C 

 3
rd

  Point to Point interface from  
ISP-C's to RT-B  router (Ebgp session) 

 
30.30.31.30/30 
 
 
 
 
30.30.31.29/30 
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Chapter A: BGP general notions, techniques 
and practices within an ISP 
A.1) BGP practical notions within an ISP 

As a reminder, the following points are essential, and need to be taken into 
consideration strongly, even for the most basic design of a network running 
BGP within an ISP. These notions are useful when traffic engineering using BGP 
is implemented. 
 
1. When a customer advertises its prefixes to an ISP: 

a. The customer will allow IP-packets flows from the ISP (or the 
Internet) to its networks.   
We can say that the customer downloads IP-packets from the ISP 
(and reciprocally we can say that the ISP uploads IP-packets to the 
customer).  

b. By advertising its prefixes, a customer controls its 
inbound/ingress/download IP-packets traffic.   
 

2. When a customer receives routes from its ISP: 
a. The customer will be able to send IP-packets from its network to the 

ISP (and so the Internet).  
So the customer uploads IP-packets to the ISP (and reciprocally it is 
the same as the ISP downloads IP-packets from the customer).  

b. By receiving prefixes or routes, a customer controls its 
outbound/egress/upload IP-packets traffic.  
 

3. Let's simply memorize that routes announcements allow IP-packets 
stream/flow from networks in the opposite way:  

a. advertising routes means receiving/download IP-packets,  
b. receiving prefixes or routes allows sending/upload IP-packets. 

 
4. To influence upload-paths for Internet routes, the BGP local-preference 

attribute will be manipulated at the gateway router of the given traffic class. 
A higher local-preference is preferred. The default value local-preference 

being 100, the local-preference of routes coming in from the less preferred 
neighbors will be set to less than 100(e.g. 90). 

5. Policy Based routing could be also used to influence upload/outbound traffic.  
"IP next-hop" instructions could be required to set more granular traffic 
engineering when it is required. 
 

6. To influence the download path for Internet routes, the BGP as-path 
attribute can be manipulated at the gateway of the traffic class of interest.  
A shorted as-path is preferred over longer ones. As-prepend operations 
could come handy for that.   
As such, ISP-A's as-number shall be prepended for updates of the given class 
to all neighbors apart from the one through which traffic download is 
preferred. 
 

7. BGP Communities can also be used to influence return traffic flow. 
Particularly, some ISPs allow the customer to set the local-preference of their 
announced networks within the ISP's as-number, this through the use of 
communities. Thus, the customer can manipulate how the ISP uploads 
packets to the customer's networks, and so influences its ingress traffic. 

 
8. BGP communities are not only limited to influence ingress traffic for a 

customer. According to each ISP, many other operations could be done. It is 
advised for a customer to ask always the communities' specs to its ISP. 
 

9. As there are numerous scenarios when configuring traffic engineering, an 
attempt at considering all possible of occurrences would not be practical 
(e.g. what would happen to class-B traffic if RT-B or any upstream link was to 
fail). We recommend that all fallback options to be looked into on a case-by-
case basis once an event has occurred.  
 

10. Bad manipulation of controlling ingress traffic can provoke a loss of revenue 
additionally. If traffic destined to a particular customer is coming not through 
the correct link, but another one, additional bandwidth is used and by so 
fees, making the other link unused to its role of providing the customer. For 
more information, please check paragraph A.2.c).  
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A.2) Understanding of the peering agreement between the transit providers. 

A.2.a) Type, size and marging tuning connectivity questions on the 
Upsteam/transit providers 

1. Most importantly, before thinking a traffic engineering case, it is 
recommended to be aware of the following information regarding the 
transit/upstream providers, that the customer ISP wish to be linked with:    
 
a. The type? Is the ISP a Tier1, Tier2 or Tier 3 size? 

 
b. The network engineering rules proposed to the customers?   

Does the ISP allow its customer to use BGP community rules? 
 

c. In the case, that the ISP allows the customer to use community rules, 
which attribute regarding the network advertised by the customers, 
can be modified within the ISP network? 
LocalPref, Prepend,  suppression, country communities …  

 
d. How does the ISP tag the routes received by its peer?  

If a prefix is advertised from the customer to several ISPs, how does an 
ISP announce the customers' prefixes to its peers and how does it tag it 
(if these same prefixes are received from another peer)?  
 

2. After reviewing these points, we can have a better picture of the limitation 
and the margin of tuning about our traffic engineering design.  
 
It is important to note:  
a. The customer can easily define a policy about how to send outgoing IP-

packets on the correct link.   
Nevertheless, it is much harder to influence the neighboring AS, on 
how to direct the IP-packets into the customer network. 

b. In other words, traffic engineering about controlling your 
ingress/inbound/download traffic is more difficult than controlling 
your egress/outbound/upload traffic.  
 
Control of ingress/inbound/download requires a good knowledge of 
your ISPs rules and peering agreement with others ISPs. 

A.2.b) Peering agreement between the upstream/transit providers 

1. ISP-B is a Tier1 operator; ISP-C and ISP-D are Tier2 operators and buy IP 
transit to ISP-B.   
 
a. The question is how ISP-B tags the routes received from its peers, in our 

case from ISP-C and ISP-D? Same question for ISP-C and ISP-D? 
 

b. Which attribute do they use in order to control the receiving routes from 
its peers and customers buying IP transit? 
 

2. ISP-B, ISP-C and ISP-D propose the following communities rules on which we 
can focus our attention: 
 
a. ISP-B proposes the following communities which allow customers to set 

local preference about their advertised network, within ISP-B's AS:  
i. 300:70 set local preference 70 
ii. 300:80 set local preference 80 
iii. 300:90 set local preference 90 
iv. local pref for routes learned from peers : 86 

 
b. ISP-C proposes the following communities which allow customers to set 

local preference about their advertised network, within ISP-C's AS:  
i. 400:70 set local preference 70 
ii. local pref for routes learned from peers : 90 

 
c. ISP-D proposes the following communities which allow customers to set 

local preference about their advertised network, within ISP-D's AS:  
i. 500:70 set local preference 70 
ii. 500:80 set local preference 80 
iii. 500:90 set local preference 90 
iv. local pref for routes learned from peers set to 85 
 
Plz check also "RFC 1998" on the Internet. 
 
See p9 Figure A.1: PEERING AGREEMENT WITH LOCAL PREFERENCE 
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ISP-B
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Figure A.1: PEERING AGREEMENT WITH LOCAL PREFERENCE
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A.2.c) Multihoming illustration case about peering agreement between ISPs. 

1. The following situation will help us to highlight why it is important to 
understand the peering agreements between ISPs.   
 
a. If ISP-A announces the prefix-A 11.11.232.0/24: 

i. to ISP-B and tags with nothing (meaning LocalPref for prefix-A 
within ISP-B's network has been set to 100, the default value)  

ii. and to ISP-D by tagging with BGP communities 500:80 
 

See below Figure A.2: prefix-A 11.11.232.0/24 advertisement with community 
values 300:100 and 500:80 

 

ISP-B
AS 300

ISP-D
AS 500

ISP-C
AS 400

ISP-A
AS 1000

85

90
86

11.1
1.2

32.0
/2

4 

Tag 5
00:8

0

11.11.232.0/24 

not announced

80

90

86

85

Figure A.2: prefixA 11.11.232.0/24 advertisement with community values 300:100 and 500:80
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1

.2
3

2
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b. We can foresee that return traffic for 11.11.232.0/24, will come 
exclusively through ISP-B. 
 
i. Within ISP-B's network, prefix-A will be existent through two BGP 

routes (at least) : 
 

 11.11.232.0/24 
        (a) as-path:  300 1000 with LocalPref 100  
        (b) as-path:  300 500 1000 with LocalPref 86 
 

 Since LocalPreference has priority on as-path length, packets 
will be sent to route (a) which is the best, directly to ISP-A.  
 

i. Inside ISP-D's network, prefix-A will be present through two BGP 
routes (at least) : 
 

 11.11.232.0/24 
(a) as-path: 500 1000 with LocalPref 80 
(b) as-path: 500 300 1000 with LocalPref 85 

 

 Since LocalPreference has priority on as-path length, packets 
destined to prefix-A 11.11.232.0/24 will be sent to route (b), 
directly to ISP-B. Then ISP-B will send this traffic to ISP-A. 

 
c. Through a correct use of communities values, traffic is coming 

exclusively through ISP-B's link.   
 
The important fact to notice here is that ISP-D sends the traffic 
destined to ISP-A, not to ISP-A but to ISP-B. And then ISP-B forwards it 
to ISP-A. 
 
-> Of course the customer pays nothing more to ISP-D, since he does 
not care of the peering exchange agreement between ISP-B and ISP-D. 
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See below, Figure A.3:  Return traffic path for prefix-A 11.11.232.0/24 where 
community values are set to 300:100 and 500:80 

ISP-D
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AS 1000

85

90

ISP-B
AS 300

86

11.1
1.2

32.0
/2

4 

Tag 5
00:8

0

11.11.232.0/24 

not announced

80

90

86

85

70

1
1

.1
1

.2
3

2
.0

/2
4

 

100

Return path 
when traffic destined to 11.11.232.0/24 
come within ISP-B’s network

Return path 
when traffic destined 
to 11.11.232.0/24 
come within ISP-D’s network

Figure A.3:  Return traffic path  for prefixA 11.11.232.0/24 
where community values are set to 300:100 and 500:80

 
2. Now, let's note that  if we announce 11.11.232.0/24 through the following 

way: 
i. to ISP-B and labels with nothing (meaning LocalPref for prefix A 

within ISP-B's AS has been set to 100, the default value)  
ii. and to ISP-D by tagging with BGP communities 500:90  

 
Within ISP-D's network, the prefix-A will be present through two 
BGP routes (at least) : 

 11.11.232.0/24 
(a) as-path: 500 1000 with LocalPref 90 
(b) as-path: 500 300 1000 with LocalPref 85 

Consequently, ingress traffic for prefix-A will come back through ISP-D 
and ISP-B at the same time.  
The reason for that is because within ISP-D's network, local-preference 
attribute is higher this time from the customer than the one received 
from the peer ISP-B (90>85).  
 
-> In this case, the customer is a victim of a loss of revenue, since he 
pays bandwidth supposed to be used on ISP-B link, to ISP-D. 

See below Figure A.4:  Return traffic path for the prefix-A 11.11.232.0/24 where 
community values are set to 300:100 and 500:90 
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Figure A.4:  Return traffic path  for prefixA 11.11.232.0/24 
where community values are set to 300:100 and 500:90
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A.3) Next-hop understanding 

A.3.a) "Next-hop" role within an Ebgp or Ibgp session 
 
1. We know commonly that BGP uses its path selection on mandatory well-

known BGP attributes: the "Origin," the "as-path", and the routing feature 
"next-hop".  
 
Origin attribute is easy to understand, as-path is based on the fact that the 
boundary router modifies the as-path element, every time information about 
a particular prefix passes over an AS-border.   
When a router is the primary one to originate a route in BGP, the as-path 
attribute is empty. And it is well-known that each time that the route crosses 
an AS-border, the diffusing AS-network prepends its own as-number to 
appear first in the as-path. As a result, we can pathway the sequence of 
autonomous systems through the route which has passed by using this 
aspect.  
 
Now it could be interesting to focus the importance of the next-hop 
attribute in a BGP context. This notion need to be understood deeply, 
because path selection and debugging mechanisms are often related to this 
feature.  

 
2. We can think of the next-hop as the outgoing IP-address of the router (the 

address that is used to establish the BGP TCP session) connected by a BGP 
session.  
When a router receives a BGP update: 

a. it analyzes the joined attributes and checks them with the attributes 
that were attached to the same IP subnet when it was received 
from a different source.  

b. Regarding the next-hop attribute, the router also modifies it when 
the route passes through the network.  

c. This attribute indicates the IP address of the next-hop router, which 
is, in fact, the router to which the receiving router should forward 
the IP-packets toward, in order to reach the destination that is 
advertised in the routing update. 

 

3. To summarize, the next-hop designates the next-hop IP-address used for 
packet forwarding and is usually set to the IP-address of the sending Ebgp 
speaker.  
 

4. For your information, it is rare, but we can set the next-hop to a third-party 
IP-address, this in order to optimize the traffic engineering. This can happen 
when we wish the egress traffic to leave through a specific interface, by 
implementing a policy base routing process (command "set next-hop"). 

 
5. The next-hop attribute is not changed on Ibgp updates, meaning that when 

the border router forwards the BGP updates on Ibgp sessions; the address is 
still the same as the IP-address of the far end of the Ebgp session.  
Therefore, the receiver of Ibgp updates will see the next-hop information 
indicating a destination that is not directly connected.   
To resolve this problematic, the router will check its routing table and see 
how it can reach the next-hop address. The router can then route IP-packets 
with destination addresses matching the network in the BGP update; in the 
same direction as it would have routed an IP-packet with a destination 
address equal to the IP-address stated in the next-hop attribute. This process 
is known as recursive routing. 

 
6. So we should keep in mind that a router does not change BGP attributes 

when an update is sent across an Ibgp session, unless next-hop-self is 
configured.  
When an Ebgp speaking router sends an update across an Ebgp session, the 
next-hop attribute is always set and the as-number of the router is 
prepended to the as-path attribute. 
 
Ibgp uses split horizon to prevent routing information loops. Ebgp does not 
use split horizon and instead uses the as-path to detect loops.  
In both cases, a router forwards only the best route and never sends a 
route back on the session from which it was received. However, Ibgp split-
horizon rules also prohibit a router from forwarding any information that is 
received from an Ibgp session to another Ibgp session. 

Below, p13, there is an example of that situation. Figure A.5: next-hop setup within 
an ibgp or Ebgp session 
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LEGEND

eBGP  sessions

iBGP sessions

Static Routes

IS-IS Session

RT-B
ISIS Loopback
11.11.226.27/32
Next-hop self is setup

RT-A

Internet Service 
Provider 

ISP-B
AS 300

20.20.20.84/30

.86

ISP-A
AS 1000

Customer-C
AS 2000

.2

11.11.225.0/30.1

Customer Service 
Provider

Figure A.5: “next-hop self” setup within an ibgp or ebgp session

Network 8.8.8.0/24
Next-hop : 20.20.20.85

Network 8.8.8.0/24
Next-hop : 11.11.226.27

Netw
ork 8.8.8.0/24

Next-hop : 11.11.226.27

Network 8.8.8.0/24
Next-hop : 11.11.225.1

Normally, the next-hop adress 
within an ibgp session should be 
unchanged, however since next-
hop self is setup, the next-hop is 
the loopback adress of the isis 
session.

In case of ebgp connectivity, next-hop is the ip 
adress of local router

.85

RT-C

7. In the figure above, ISP-B's router updates RT-B about prefix 8.8.8.0/24. 
The update overlays on an Ebgp session. The next-hop attribute is set to the 
IP-address that is used ISP-B's router as a BGP neighbor/speaker: 
20.20.20.85/32.  
Reciprocally, RT-B will use this information to route packets to network 
8.8.8.0/24 by forwarding them to ISP-B's router. RT-B forwards the BGP 
updates over all its Ibgp sessions. The next-hop attribute is normally not 
changed on Ibgp updates.   
 
But in this case, since we precise the "next-hop-self" instruction, set to the 
loopback interface of the ISIS session, RT-B also forwards the update on all its 
Ibgp sessions and changes the next-hop attribute to the IP-address of its own 
ISIS loopback interface.            

As a result, RT-A and RT-C will get information that they can reach network 
8.8.8.0/24 by forwarding packets to next-hop 11.11.226.27.  
 
However, still, this IP-address is not directly connected. The routers will 
inspect the routing table to see if and how they can reach 11.11.226.0/24, 
they will, then route packets to network 8.8.8.0/24 in the same direction 
that they would use to route packets to 11.11.226.0/24. 
 
RT-A also forwards the BGP updates of network 8.8.8.0/24 to Customer-C's 
router. This is an Ebgp session, which means that RT-A will set the next-hop 
attribute to its own IP-address that is used on that Ebgp session, 11.11.225.1. 
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A.3.b) "Next-hop-self" usefulness within an Ibgp session 

1. Why do we need to use the next-hop-self attribute?  
  
The BGP next-hop attribute is also necessary when routes received from an 
Ebgp speaker which plays the role of an edge router, are advertised to an 
Ibgp speaker within the same AS.   
By default when a route is advertised to an Ebgp outside of the AS, the 
router will make sure that the next-hop attribute reflects its IP address.  
As a result when a route is advertised to an Ibgp speaker and sourced into 
the BGP as-group, all Ibgp routers will have for next-hop the ip address of the 
Ebgp neighbor.  
  
But what happen if the Ebgp speaker is not reachable? All packets are stills 
sent and consequently; a black hole can happen.  

To prevent this, we can make sure that a route advertised to an Ibgp router; 
echoes the IP address of the router sourcing that route into the AS to the Ibgp 
neighbors; and not the IP address of the Ebgp speaker which originally 
advertised this route. 

 
We know that BGP always make sure that a "hop/destination" is reachable 
before advertising; if the hop is not reachable, the route will still be held in the 
BGP table...   
 
To avoid potential routing black-holes, it is better to make use of the "next-
hope-self" attribute to force the Ibgp speaker to set the next-hop of the route 
advertised to its own IP address. 
 
 
 

2. Forgetting the next-hop-self instruction can provoke many other bugs like CPU high-consumption resources and so deteriorates the quality of service.  
Let's give a look to the following example, where the next-self instruction between RT-B and RT-A has been deliberately omitted. 

LEGEND

eBGP  sessions

iBGP sessions

Static Routes

IS-IS Session

RT-B RT-A

Internet Service 
Provider 

ISP-B
AS 300

20.20.20.84/30

.86

ISP-A
AS 1000

Customer-C
AS 2000

.2

11.11.225.0/30.1

Customer Service 
Provider

Figure A.6: Case where next-hop-self has been omitted between both ibgp router
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If we observe the CPU utilization of both routers, we can notice from the graphs 
and additional screen captures below, that RT-A  is running high on CPU most of 
the time, much higher than its Ibgp neighbor RT-B, even though it handles less 
traffic in comparison. 

 

 

 

 
 

CPU Utilization – RT-B: 
 

 
 
CPU Utilization – RT-A: 
 

 
 
 
Note that CPU utilization on RT-A is much higher than that of RT-B on average. 
Other symptoms of high-cpu on RT-A not exhibited by RT-B are a sluggish telnet 
session establishment and poor response to commands coupled with ICMP 
packet drops among other things. 
 
Investigation showed a large number of syslog messages that hinted about the 
possibility that the BGP configurations on RT-B were to blame for the high CPU 
utilization. The large amount of messages being logged necessitated setup of a 
syslog server to allow for better log analysis since the router’s internal buffer was 
being overwritten very quickly.  
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A capture of these messages is shown below. 
 

 
 
Moreover we have the following messages: 
 
 Apr 16 08:24:07.339 UTC: BGP(0): Revise route installing 1 of 1 routes for 
202.128.36.0/23 —> 20.20.20.85 (main) to main IP table 
 Apr 16 08:24:07.339 UTC: BGP(0): Revise route installing 1 of 1 routes for 
202.128.38.0/23 —> 20.20.20.85 (main) to main IP table 
 Apr 16 08:24:07.339 UTC: BGP(0): Revise route installing 1 of 1 routes for 
202.128.52.0/23 —> 20.20.20.85 (main) to main IP table 
 Apr 16 08:24:07.339 UTC: BGP(0): Revise route installing 1 of 1 routes for 
202.128.54.0/23 —> 20.20.20.85 (main) to main IP table 
 Apr 16 08:24:07.339 UTC: BGP(0): Revise route installing 1 of 1 routes for 
202.128.59.0/23 —> 20.20.20.85 (main) to main IP table 
… 
 

The above output shows that the BGP routes (entire Internet routing table) being 
learnt from RT-B keep being flushed out of the routing table and then being re-
installed periodically. 
These routes are being advertised with a next-hop of “20.20.20.85” which is the 
IP-address of ISP-B Ebgp speaker. 
 
From this output and the next one, we find that RT-A is advertising all Internet 
routes to RT-B with a next-hop of ISP-B's IP-address. This means that RT-A will 
need to perform a recursive lookup to forward a packet to any of the Internet 
routes it has received from RT-B. 

Gateway of last resort is 11.11.224.1 to network 0.0.0.0 
B 216.221.5.0/24 [200/5) via 20.20.20.85, 00:01:22 
B 216.187.99.0/24 [200/1] via 20.20.20.85, 00:01:22 
B 210.51,225.0/24 [200/1] via 20.20.20.85, 00:01:24 
B 210.17.195.0/24 [200/1] via 20.20.20.85. 00:01:25 
B 209.136.89.0/24 [200/35] via 20.20.20.85, 00:01:25 
B 209.34.243.0/24 [200/1] via 20.20.20.85, 00:01:25 
B 205.204.1.0/24 [200/1) via 20.20.20.85. 00:01:29 
… 
 

A problem exists; the next-hop address 20.20.20.85 is not part of ISP-A as-
number 1000 and RT-B is not advertising it into AS 1000 via IGP.   RT-A, therefore, 
does not know about this host address via its IGP. Although these internet routes 
may be in the BGP routing table, they are not injected into the RIB routing table 
because the next-hop is considered invalid for these networks. 
 
One solution to this problem is to use a BGP command option in order to cause 
the AS-border router RT-B in AS 1000; to set its own IP-address in the next-hop 
attribute instead of the IP-address of the external peer. The internal peers RT-A 
would then receive the routes with a next-hop of 11.11.226.18 which is known 
via IGP. 
 

router bgp 1000 ; 
neighbor 11.11.226.18 next-hop-self 
 

Once this configuration was implemented the error messages previously 
appearing in the log were not any more present. CPU utilization on the router 
drastically reduced and the sluggish behavior experienced earlier no longer 
occurred. 
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A.4) Recursive lookup interaction between BGP tables and main routing table 
 
1. When BGP updates have propagated through the transit AS to all 

neighboring autonomous systems, the IP traffic can start to flow. 
In theory, the external information that is received by border routers (the 
one who shares an Ebgp session) could be redistributed into the IGP, to the 
Ibgp routers within the AS.  

 
However, there is not at the moment, an IGP protocol which can handle the 
volume of routing information like BGP protocol can. The excess and 
overload volume of routing information for the Internet, will saturate any, 
causing the total network to fall down in the AS.   
Nowadays, the volume of routing information that is carried by BGP for the 
Internet passed the limits of what it is possible to carry in any IGP. For 
instance, we passed from 245k in 2007 to 440k prefixes in 2012. 

 
2. A BGP route is installed in the main IP routing table (RIB) of the router only if 

the IP-address of the next-hop attribute is reachable according to the 
information already stored in the routing table.   
 
The installed BGP route contains a reference to that next-hop address. So, 
the network will be reachable via an IP-address, which may or may not be 
directly connected.   
 
Because the physical interface is not clearly located, the BGP route is 
installed in the IP routing table without any information of the outgoing 
interface. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. For instance, the following examples show that a public route which 
originates outside the AS, does not state the outgoing interface, contrary to 
an interface which manages connectivity an Ebgp neighbor.  
 
RT-B#Show ip route 8.8.8.8 
Routing entry for 8.8.8.0/24 
  Known via "bgp 1000", distance 20, metric 40 
  Tag 300, type external 
  Last update from 20.20.20.85 2d16h ago 
  Routing Descriptor Blocks: 
  * 20.20.20.85, from 20.20.20.85, 2d16h ago 
      Route metric is 40, traffic share count is 1 
      AS Hops 2 
      Route tag 300 
      MPLS label: none 
 
RT-B#Show ip route 20.20.20.85 
Routing entry for 20.20.20.84/30 
  Known via "connected", distance 0, metric 0 (connected, via interface) 
  Routing Descriptor Blocks: 
  * directly connected, via POS1/0/0 
      Route metric is 0, traffic share count is 1 

 
Show ip cef 8.8.8.8 

 
4. The router must evaluate the recursive criteria to the next-hop at one time, 

this with the aim of permitting packet forwarding to external destinations. 
The interval time when the recursive reference is resolved, depends on the 
IP switching mechanism that is used by the router.  
At the end, the router performs the recursive lookup when an IP-packet with 
a destination address that matches the BGP route should be forwarded. The 
router determines which outgoing interface should be used and which 
Layer2 address to assign (if applicable). The router creates a cache entry so 
that successive IP-packets to the matching destination can be routed using 
the same outgoing interface and Layer2 address.  
 

See below, Figure A.7: Illustration of recursive lookup mechanism 
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BGP table : Address Prefix/network As-path Next-hop Community value localpref etc,

8.8.8.0 /24 300  15169 20.20.20.85 300 : 2 100

8.8.8.0 /24 400  15169   30.30.30.127 400:70 90

8.8.8.0 /24 500   15169 11.11.226.26 500:710 90

Main Ip routing table : Protocol Address Prefix/network Next-hop

Outgoing 

interface

BGP 8.8.8.0 /24 20.20.20.85 

conn, 20.20.20.84 /30 20.20.20.85 POS1/1/0

Switching cache : Address Prefix/network L2 header

8.8.8.0 /24 Mac header

Arp cache : IP Address Mac Address

20.20.20.85 

mac adress of 

outgoing 

interface

1) BGP table never saves information about 
the outgoing interface.
Here, the best route for 8.8.8.0/24 is the one 
through ISP-B Ebgp speaker(localpref100)

2) Recursive lookup is now 
performed to find destination

3) Lookup result is done through 
the switching cache and the arp 
cache in order to build the layer2 
header

RT-B#Show ip bgp 8.8.8.8
BGP routing table entry for 8.8.8.0/24, version 347382180
Paths: (3 available, best #1, table default)
  Advertised to update-groups:
     2         
  300 15169
    20.20.20.85 from 20.20.20.85 
      Origin IGP, metric 40, localpref 100, valid, external, best
      Community: 300:2 300:22 300:100 
  400 15169
    30.30.30.127 from 30.30.30.127 (30.30.30.127)
      Origin IGP, metric 100, localpref 90, valid, external
      Community: 400:30
  500 15169
    11.11.226.26 (metric 10) from 11.11.226.26 (10.10.196.38)
      Origin IGP, metric 1, localpref 90, valid, internal
      Community: 500:666 500:710 500:500

RT-B#Show ip route 8.8.8.8
Routing entry for 8.8.8.0/24
  Known via "bgp 1000", distance 20, metric 40
  Tag 300, type external
  Last update from 20.20.20.85 2d16h ago
  Routing Descriptor Blocks:
  * 20.20.20.85, from 20.20.20.85, 2d16h ago
      Route metric is 40, traffic share count is 1
      AS Hops 2
      Route tag 300
      MPLS label: none

RT-B#Show ip route 20.20.20.85
Routing entry for 20.20.20.84/30
  Known via "connected", distance 0, metric 0 (connected, via 
interface)
  Routing Descriptor Blocks:
  * directly connected, via POS1/0/0
      Route metric is 0, traffic share count is 1

Figure A.7: Illustration of recursive lookup mechanism
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A.5) BGP loop preventions mechanisms 

A.5.a) Ebgp loop prevention mechanism based on as-path attribute 

1. When an ISP origins or advertises a network to the Internet, its as-number is 
inserted in the as-path. In some situations, it happens that one of its peers or 
a customer advertises to him this same network originated from its AS. 
Therefore, he can receive a prefix in which his as-number is present in the as-
path. In this case, the prefix and the BGP update are silently ignored. 
 
This situation is common when customers and its upstream providers are 
linked in a way that the global connectivity is fully meshed, closing the loop. 
 

See below Figure A.8: BGP loop prevention mechanism between external AS 

 

eBGP  sessions

ISP-B
AS 300

ISP-A
AS 1000

Figure A.8: BGP loop prevention mechanism between external AS

Network 10.10.200.0/24
As-path: 1000

ISP-C
AS 400

BGP update rejected, since the as-
path 1000 appears in the chain

Network 10.10.200.0/24
As-path: 300  1000

Network 10.10.200.0/24
As-path: 400 300  1000

 
 

2. This mechanism is easy to apprehend, but it can get complicated when it is 
processing not through your AS, but within your peer's network. It can create 
many surprises, as soon as you design your traffic engineering and your 
matrix case redundancy.   
 

 
a. ISP-B proposes the following communities which allow customers to set 

local preference about their advertised network, within ISP-B's AS:  
i. 300:70 set local preference 70 
ii. 300:80 set local preference 80 
iii. 300:90 set local preference 90 
iv. local pref for routes learned from peers : 86 

b. ISP-C proposes the following communities which allow customers to set 
local preference about their advertised network, within ISP-C's AS:  
i. 400:70 set local preference 70 
ii. local pref for routes learned from peers : 90 

c. ISP-D proposes the following communities which allow customers to set 
local preference about their advertised network, within ISP-D's AS:  
i. 500:70 set local preference 70 
ii. 500:80 set local preference 80 
iii. 500:90 set local preference 90 
iv. local pref for routes learned from peers set to 85 

 
We announce prefix-C with the value 500:100, 300:80 and 400:70.  
Within the bgp table of ISP-D Ebgp speaker, the route for prefix 
11.11.229.0/24 is learned by 3 ways: 

o 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 100, as-path: 1000.   
Best  (higher localpref) 

o 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 85, as-path: 300 – 500 - 1000.  
rejected(as-loop issue) 

o 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 85, as-path: 400 – 500 - 1000.  
rejected(as-loop issue) 
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ISP-C
AS 400

ISP-B
AS 300

ISP-D
AS 500

as-path localpref note

400 - 500 - 1000 86 route rejected,                            

same localpref 86,                            

but as-path longer,                          

route received from peers,                       

500 - 1000 86 best route,                                  

higher localpref  86>80,                                    

sent to peers,                             

route received from peers **

1000 80 route rejected,                            

localpref lower 80>86,               

route received from customer,                       

as-path localpref note

400 - 500 - 1000 85 route rejected,                               

as-loop issue,                                 

route received from peers,                       

300 - 500 - 1000 85 route rejected,                               

as-loop issue,                                 

route received from peers,                       

1000 100 best route,                                     

localpref higher 100>85,              

sent to peers etc ,                              

route received from customer  *                          

ISP-A
AS 100

11.11.229.0/24

Tag community
 : 5

00:100

11.11.229.0/24

Tag com
m

unity : 400:70 1
1

.1
1

.2
2

9
.0

/2
4

Ta
g 

co
m

m
u

n
it

y 
: 

3
0

0
 :

 8
0

as-path localpref note

300 - 500 - 1000 90 route rejected,                            

same localpref 90,                             

but as-path longer,                          

route received from peers,                       

500 - 1000 90 best route,                                  

higher localpref  90>70,                                     

sent to peers,                                

route received from peers ***

1000 70 route rejected,                            

localpref lower 70>90,               

route received from customer,                       

TIS’s BGP table
Prefix C : 11.11.229.0/24

(a)

(b)
(b)

(c)

LV3's BGP table
Prefix C : 11.11.229.0/24

FT’s BGP table
Prefix C : 11.11.229.0/24

Case A : 
 all the links are functional

Prefix-C is announced to the 3 ISPs.
 Primary link for return traffic of prefix-C is :

ISP-D’s link on which it is advertised with community value 500:100

 Secondary link (when primary link is cut) for return traffic of prefix-C is : 
ISP-B’s link on which it is advertised with community value 300:80

 Last backup link(meaning ISP-D and ISP-B are cut) for return traffic of prefix-C is : 
ISP-C’s link on which it is advertised with community value 400:70

Consequences: 
 Best route is through ISP-D. Inbound traffic for Prefix-C is coming back through ISP-D. 
      * If return traffic for prefix C is coming to ISP-D’s network, it will be sent to ISP-A directly. 
      ** If return traffic for prefix C is coming to ISP-B's network, it will be sent to ISP-D, then to ISP-A. 
      *** If return traffic for prefix C is coming to ISP-C’s network, it will be sent to ISP-D, then to ISP-A.

Figure J: Return Traffic for Zone_D_E when all ebgp speakers are up
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A.5.b) Ibgp loop prevention: "split-horizon" mechanism 

1. A local router propagates only the routes that are selected as best to the 
Ebgp and Ibgp neighbors. However, the router never sends a route back on 
the same BGP session upon which it was received.    
When it picks a neighbor as the best next-hop, the router makes sure that 
the neighbor is not pointing back to the local router. In order to make this 
backward destination unreachable, a withdraw message is sent to that 
neighbor. The process of preventing routing information from being sent 
back to the source of information is called “split-horizon.” 
 

2. In the case of Ibgp session, routing information loops within the AS are 
prevented by Ibgp split-horizon: routing information that is received through 
an Ibgp session is never forwarded to another Ibgp neighbor, only toward 
Ebgp neighbors.  
  
Because of BGP split-horizon, no router can relay Ibgp information within the 
AS: all routers must be directly updated from the border router that received 
the Ebgp update.  
 
To summarize, in order to prevent loops, incoming Ibgp update is never 
propagated to other Ibgp peers.  
 

3. Full mesh of Ibgp sessions has to be established between all Ibgp speakers 
within the AS for proper routing information propagation.  
 
The Ibgp full mesh is a logical mesh of TCP sessions only; physical full mesh 
is not required.   
 
Thus, common BGP practices ask you to build your Ibgp network (ISIS, for 
instance) on passive loopback interfaces, since they are always up and 
never flap: their role of reachability as best next-hop is constantly 
guaranteed.  
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4. Below the illustrations shows a network which is not entirely meshed and the same fully meshed. During an operation of IP transit, AS 1000 is unable to send the BGP 
table received from AS 300, to AS 2000. Because the interior router who does not share an Ebgp session cannot update their Ibgp neighbors.  

 
See below Figure A.9: BGP split horizon mechanism within a not-fully meshed network. 
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Figure A.9: BGP split horizon mechanism within a not-fully meshed network
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Ibgp updates can flow from AS 300 to AS 2000, through AS 1000 only when the network is fully interconnected logically. 

See below Figure A.10: BGP split horizon mechanism within a full meshed network 
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Figure A.10 : BGP split horizon mechanism within a full meshed network
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A.6) Generalities and definitions of BGP commands 

1. Prefix-list : 
(a) Filtering process of IP network numbers can be done through a 

common use of access-lists by bounding it to either the incoming or 
outgoing information of neighbor BGP updates.   
However, we use an access-list to filter IP-packets, which can ask a lot 
of CPU and memory resources in our case. Since the standard access-list 
mainly focus on IP-packets inspection, it does not support the testing of 
the subnet masks.   
For instance, if we permit 11.11.224.0/19, it will also permit 
11.11.224.0/18, which can be an IP block that does not belong to our 
as-number and is attributed to another ISP. This brings us to use 
extended access-list and a lot of instructions to edit, with an additional 
complicated heavy syntax. 
 

(b) Since BGP emphasis route-filtering process, we will use mainly prefix-list 
configuration. Prefix-list mechanism is based on matching routes in a 
part of address space with a subnet mask longer or shorter than a set 
number.  To control incoming and outgoing information to a neighbor, 
prefix-list in/out instructions will be used. 
 

(c) The following instructions and commands will be often encountered 
and used (refer Cisco's website for more information) : 
 ip prefix-list list-name [seq seq-value] {permit | deny} network 

, under global configuration command 

 ip prefix-list seq seq condition 

 neighbor {ip-address | peer-group-name} prefix-list prefix-listname {in | 
out}   
, under router bgp configuration 

 distribute-list {access-list-number | name | prefix-list prefix-listname} out 
[interfacename| routing-process | autonomous-system-number]  
, under router bgp configuration 

 show ip prefix-list [detail | summary] name [network/len] [seq seq-num] 
[longer] [firstmatch] 
, under router interface 

2. Route-map : 

(a) Since BGP configuration can be very complex and requires 
customizations, another feature which is heavily used by administrators 
or network engineers, is the route-map.   
A route-map is a filter in which we can modify, edit and modify 
attributes, which are not limited to prefix-list.   
We mainly use route-map: 

 instead of the prefix-list, in order to modify attributes of the 
permitted routes.  Matching can be done in several ways: testing on 
the prefix, the autonomous system (AS) path, or some other 
attribute.  

 in order to define conditions for redistributing routes from one 
routing protocol to another; or controlling routing information when 
injected in and out of BGP.  
 

(b) Route-maps can match on: 

 Network number and subnet mask matched with an IP prefix-list 

 Route originator 

 BGP next-hop address 

 BGP origin 

 Tag attached to IGP route 

 as-path 

 BGP community attached to BGP route 

 IGP route type (internal/external …) 
 

(c) A route map can change the following attributes : 

 Origin BGP attribute 

 Next-hop BGP attribute 

 Weight 

 Community BGP attribute 

 Local preference BGP attribute 

 (MED) attribute, by setting the metric 
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(d) The common instruction that you may need : 
 route-map map-tag [[permit | deny] | [sequence-number]] 

match commands : 
o match as-path 
o match community 
o match clns 
o match interface 
o match ip address 
o match ip next-hop 
o match ip route-source 
o match metric 
o match route-type 
o match tag 

set commands : 
o set as-path 
o set clns 
o set automatic-tag 
o set community 
o set interface 
o set default interface 
o set ip default next-hop 
o set level 
o set local-preference 
o set metric 
o set metric-type 
o set next-hop 
o set origin 
o set tag 
o set weight 

 

 neighbor ip-address route-map name [in | out] 
, in order to use the route map as a bgp filter, under bgp router 
configuration 

 show ip bgp 

 show ip bgp update 

 show ip bgp route-map 

 
 

 
 

3. as-path filters : 
(a) BGP provides interaction between different AS, it is natural to use as-

path filtering process in order to control inbound and outgoing routing 
information between AS. It is important to control information sent and 
received from AS directly connected to our router, but also AS below 
our customers or our ISPs.  
 

(b) In order to avoid BGP black holes, undesired transit passage, BGP 
damping processes, as-path filters can be configured through regular 
expressions. A regular expression is a pattern to match against an input 
string. By building a regular expression, we specify a string that input 
must match. In case of BGP, we are specifying a string consisting of path 
information that an input should match.  
 

(c) We will keep in mind the following examples: 
 _1000_(via AS1000) 

 ^100$ (origin AS100) 

 ^100 .* (coming from AS100) 

 ^$ (originated from this AS, in our case 1000) 

 ^300_ (originated from AS 300 and also others) 
 

(d) And the following commands 
 ip as-path access-list access-list-number {permit|deny} as-regular-

expression 
neighbor {ip-address | peer-group-name} filter-list access-list-number {in | 
out}  
, under bgp router configuration 

 match as-path as-number  
, under a route-map configuration 

 show ip bgp regexp regular-expression 

 show ip bgp filter-list access-list-number 
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4. Network command 
(a) The network command controls what networks are originated by the 

router. With this command, we indicate to BGP which networks are 
originated from the router. The mask portion is used because BGP4 can 
handle subnetting and supernetting. A maximum of 200 entries of the 
network command is accepted. 
 

(b) The network command will work if the network you are trying to 
advertise is known to the router, whether connected, static or learned 
dynamically. 
 

(c) An example of the network command follows: 
 router bgp 1000 

o network 192.213.0.0 mask 255.255.0.0 

 ip route 192.213.0.0 255.255.0.0 null 0 
 

The above example indicates that RT-A, will generate a network entry for 
192.213.0.0/16. The /16 indicates that we are using a supernet of the 
class C address, and we are advertising the first two octets (the first 16 
bits). 
 

(d) Note that we need the static route to get the router to generate a valid 
next-hop for prefix 192.213.0.0, the static route will put a matching 
entry in the routing table. 

 

A.7) Template A: basic BGP mulithoming configuration with 2 ISPs 

The following template which is very basic for many customers, describes the 
following configuration: 

 the router is connected to 2 isps,  

 inbound/Download traffic is not load balanced, active link is ISP-B's one,  

 default upload traffic is going through ISP-B, 

 connectivity to ISP-C is done through multiple physical links which 
implies multiple sessions to the same ISP. 

 
 
 

See below Figure A.11: Example of situation of a multihomed Customer connected 
to multiple ISPs 
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Figure A.11: Example of situation of a multihomed Customer connected to multiple 
ISPs
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A.7.a) Physical Interfaces configuration 

Note: The SDH interfaces have various options; the ones indicated below are of 
course not a reference. It can differ between ISPs. 
 
1. interface Loopback0 

 description "LOOPBACK PEER 3xSTM1 AS-400 ISP-C" 
 ip address 11.11.226.250 255.255.255.255 
 

2. POS1/1/1 
 description "STM4_1 ISP-C AS-400" 
 bandwidth 620000 
 ip address 30.30.31.22 255.255.255.252 
 load-interval 30 
 crc 32 
 clock source internal 
 pos ais-shut 
 pos framing sdh 
 pos scramble-atm 
 no cdp enable 
 

3. interface POS1/1/2 
 description "STM4_2 ISP-C AS-400" 
 bandwidth 620000 
 ip address 30.30.31.26 255.255.255.252 
 load-interval 30 
 crc 32 
 clock source internal 
 pos ais-shut 
 pos framing sdh 
 pos scramble-atm 
 no cdp enable 
 
 

4. interface POS1/1/3 
 description "STM4_3 ISP-C AS-400" 
 bandwidth 620000 
 ip address 30.30.31.30 255.255.255.252 
 load-interval 30 
 crc 32    
 clock source internal 
 pos ais-shut 
 pos framing sdh 
 pos scramble-atm 
 no cdp enable 

5. interface POS3/0/0 
 description "STM16 ISP-B AS-300" 
 ip address 20.20.20.86 255.255.255.252 
 encapsulation ppp 
 load-interval 30 
 crc 32 
 pos framing sdh 
! 
 

6. interface Port-channel7 
 description "LINK TO Customer-G 11.11.224.3 ACTIVE" 
 ip address 11.11.224.2 255.255.255.224 

 

A.7.b) Route-map and BGP Configuration with ISP-B 

1. ip as-path access-list 1 permit ^300_    

- ISP-A will receive prefixes originated by ISP-B (as-number 300); all prefixes 
of the Internet; meaning 440k prefixes approximately. The routes received 
will begin obligatory with the as-number 300. 

 
2. ip as-path access-list 2  permit ^$   

- This will allow ISP-A's networks  to be  advertised to ISP-B .   
   In other words ISP-B will receive prefixes concerning ISP-A's networks. 
 

3. Two route-maps will be created and used, as we can see the sequence 
number is not important now, because we do not want to tag some prefixes 
differently. All prefixes from ISP-A have the same attribute preference. 

 
a. One route-map for controlling the BGP table routing  into the BGP 

session from ISP-B to ISP-A:  
route-map AS-300-INCOMING permit 10   

- Same sequence number; the map-tag AS-300-INCOMING is used 
only to qualify  incoming routes  from ISP-B to ISP-A, but convention 
names can be different …  
 
match as-path 1   

- ISP-A will receive the full Internet routing table from ISP-B; this will 
allow ISP-A to UPLOAD IP-packets to ISP-B (notice that LocalPref is 
100, the default value unspecified) 
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b. One route-map for controlling the Outgoing routing into the BGP 
session from ISP-A to ISP-B:  
route-map AS-300-OUTGOING permit 10 
match as-path 2 

- ISP-A will advertise its own networks to ISP-B. This means that    
ISP-A sends its routes to ISP-B, and so downloads IP-packets from 
ISP-B.   
- From ISP-B's point of view, we can say that ISP-B will upload 
packets to ISP-A 
 

4. Then we apply the route-map to the ISP-B neighbor under the BGP router 
1000's session. We also declare ISP-A's networks through the network 
statement. 

router bgp 1000 
neighbor 20.20.20.85 route-map AS-300-INCOMING in 
neighbor 20.20.20.85 route-map AS-300-OUTGOING out 

 
5. Finally, we have the following template:  

 
router bgp 1000 
 neighbor 20.20.20.85 remote-as 300 
 neighbor 20.20.20.85 description ISP-B-STM16 
 neighbor 20.20.20.85 version 4 
  address-family ipv4 
    neighbor 20.20.20.85 activate 
    neighbor 20.20.20.85 send-community both 
    neighbor 20.20.20.85 route-map AS-300-INCOMING in 
    neighbor 20.20.20.85 route-map AS-300-OUTGOING out 

 
ip as-path access-list 2 permit ^$ 
ip as-path access-list 1 permit ^300_ 
 
route-map AS-300-INCOMINGS permit 10 
 match as-path 1 
 
route-map AS-300-OUTGOING permit 10 
match as-path 2 
 
 

 
 

A.7.c) Route-map and BGP Configuration with ISP-C 

1. Same as before, multi-session connectivity explanations are detailed on the 
following paragraph. 

2. Since the default BGP table used for outgoing/upload traffic, will be the one 
of ISP-B, we will tag ISP-C's BGP table with LocalPref 90 (since it is the same 
router, we could have used the metric parameter).   
At the same time, incoming/download traffic will come back through ISP-B's 
link as primary active one   
ISP-C's Ebgp link will be set up as a passive link, for that we can use as-
prepend or BGP communities options. For some reasons which are explained 
later, in the tutorial we will use BGP communities.  
 

router bgp 1000 
 neighbor 30.30.30.127 remote-as 400 
 neighbor 30.30.30.127 description 3xSTM4-ISP-C 
 neighbor 30.30.30.127 ebgp-multihop 2 
 neighbor 30.30.30.127 update-source Loopback0 
 neighbor 30.30.30.127 version 4 
  address-family ipv4 
   neighbor 30.30.30.127 activate 
   neighbor 30.30.30.127 send-community both 
   neighbor 30.30.30.127 route-map AS-400-INCOMING in 
   neighbor 30.30.30.127 route-map AS-400-OUTGOING out 
 
ip route 30.30.30.127 255.255.255.255 POS1/1/2 30.30.31.25 name Loopback-Peer-
AS400 
ip route 30.30.30.127 255.255.255.255 POS1/1/1 30.30.31.21 name Loopback-Peer-
AS400 
ip route 30.30.30.127 255.255.255.255 POS1/1/3 30.30.31.29 name Loopback-Peer-
AS400 
 
route-map AS-400-INCOMING permit 10 
 match as-path 3 
 set local preference 90 
 
route-map AS-400-OUTGOING permit 20 
 match as-path 2 
 set community 400:70 
 
ip as-path access-list 2 permit ^$  
ip as-path access-list 3 permit ^400_ 
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A.8) Template B: Merge or fuse multiple physical links into one, for load-sharing 
or aggregations reasons  

A.8.a) Reasons to physically aggregate multiple links to the same provider 

 It happens often for a customer ISP to upgrade its connectivity to the same 
upstream provider. The following paragraph concerns multiplications of 
physical links for an Ebgp session with SDH interfaces.   
In case of upgrades, from an ISP to another one, it is common to multiply the 
Ebgp sessions.   
 
However, some circumstances can avoid it: upgrade from the same 
customer's router to its ISP's router, existing Ebgp session, and links setups 
on SDH connectivity.  
 
It is always better to avoid multiple Ebgp sessions, because network 
administrations for load-balancing reasons can be heavy to manage 
(multiplication of a route-map which will include many as-prepend, 
LocalPref, communities mechanisms, etc.). 
 

 For instance, let’s say that ISP-A has bought one STM4 link to ISP-C.  
The router has one Ebgp neighbor, easy to manage traffic engineering and 
traffic client direction. But now let’s suppose that ISP-A will buy two 
additional links to ISP-C:  

 You have now three Ebgp speakers, and additional unworkable 
worries. You will need to use communities, as-prepend and also 
manage load-sharing upload bandwidth. 

 The only obligation to bring you to have three Ebgp neighbors, is 
that the destination of these additional links; lands to another 
router belonging to ISP-C.  

 In the case that all the links land to the same router, even if the 
physical paths are different, we will prefer to keep one Ebgp session 
and points all the links to a common IP loopback.   
This scenario is familiar for customers ISPs, who desire to connect to 
their upstream providers through distinct submarine and regional 
cables. Nonetheless, it is advised that interval latencies for all the 
links are not high, and capacity is also the same for each link. 

See below Figure A.12: Multihomed Customer connected to an ISP with 
multiple Ebgp sessions. 
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See below Figure A.13: Multihomed Customer connected to an ISP through 1 
Ebgp session 

 

STM4_1 : 30.30.31.20/30

router bgp 1000
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 neighbor 30.30.30.127 description 3xSTM4-ISP-C
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ip route 30.30.30.127 255.255.255.255 POS1/1/2 30.30.31.25 name Loopback-Peer-AS400
ip route 30.30.30.127 255.255.255.255 POS1/1/1 30.30.31.21 name Loopback-Peer-AS400
ip route 30.30.30.127 255.255.255.255 POS1/1/3 30.30.31.29 name Loopback-Peer-AS400

route-map AS-400-INCOMING permit 10
 match as-path 1
 set local preference 90
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 match as-path 2
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ip as-path access-list 1 permit ^400_
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A.8.b) Configuration sample 

 Notice that you need to add static routes between the links so load-sharing 
can be done through the loopback interface.   
We need to add an additional hop for the Ebgp session; this is because the 
Ebgp session is established to the loopback interface of your neighbor who is 
one step below the physicals interfaces.   
For that we will need to specify the "ebgp-multihop 2" instruction.   
The number of hops is 2 here, but can be more. It is not important if the 
number is higher than the minimum requirement, however the contrary will 
fail the session.  
 
router bgp 1000 
 neighbor 30.30.30.127 remote-as 400 
 neighbor 30.30.30.127 description 3xSTM4-ISP-C 
 neighbor 30.30.30.127 ebgp-multihop 2 
 neighbor 30.30.30.127 update-source Loopback0 
 neighbor 30.30.30.127 version 4 
  address-family ipv4 
   neighbor 30.30.30.127 activate 
   neighbor 30.30.30.127 send-community both 
   neighbor 30.30.30.127 route-map AS-400-INCOMING in 
   neighbor 30.30.30.127 route-map AS-400-OUTGOING out 
 
ip route 30.30.30.127 255.255.255.255 POS1/1/2 30.30.31.25 name Loopback-Peer-AS400 
ip route 30.30.30.127 255.255.255.255 POS1/1/1 30.30.31.21 name Loopback-Peer-AS400 
ip route 30.30.30.127 255.255.255.255 POS1/1/3 30.30.31.29 name Loopback-Peer-AS400 
 
route-map AS-400-INCOMING permit 10 
 match as-path 1 
 set local preference 90 
 
route-map AS-400-OUTGOING permit 20 
 match as-path 2 
 set community 400:70 
 
ip as-path access-list 1 permit ^400_ 
ip as-path access-list 2 permit ^$ 
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A.8.c) Common errors and bug to avoid 

 The two common errors made are:  

  to point remote loopback route at IP address rather than a specific 
link,  

 to forget to specify the physical interface in the static route. 
 

 If you enter the following routes; 
 
ip route 30.30.30.127 255.255.255.255 30.30.31.21 
ip route 30.30.30.127 255.255.255.255 30.30.31.25 
ip route 30.30.30.127 255.255.255.255 30.30.31.29 

 
and when one of the interfaces is down,  CPU process can high-up 
continuously to 99%, which of course is very dangerous.  
 
If the interface on which the preferred static route to this loopback is cut, in 
this case if we shut pos1/1/2, the preferred static route is still not removed 
from table.   
 
Recollection process is using 99% of CPU. In other words, the router is still 
trying to reach the next hop   of the physical interface cut through another 
route.  
 
This route is generally learned from another Ebgp session with another ISP. 
As a result, since the interface is down, the packets are actually sent to a 
black hole, because it keeps trying to send through pos1/1/2. 

 

 Before cut : 
RT-B#sh ip  route 30.30.30.127 
Routing entry for 30.30.30.127/32 
  Known via "static", distance 1, metric 0 
  Routing Descriptor Blocks: 
    30.30.31.29 
      Route metric is 0, traffic share count is 1 
  * 30.30.31.25 
      Route metric is 0, traffic share count is 1 
    30.30.31.21 
      Route metric is 0, traffic share count is 1 

 

After cut: 
RT-B#sh ip  route 30.30.30.127 
Routing entry for 30.30.30.127/32 
  Known via "static", distance 1, metric 0 
  Routing Descriptor Blocks: 
    30.30.31.29 
      Route metric is 0, traffic share count is 1 
  * 30.30.31.25 
      Route metric is 0, traffic share count is 1 
    30.30.31.21 
      Route metric is 0, traffic share count is 1 

 
As a result:  
RT-B#sh processes cpu | e 0.00% 
CPU utilization for five seconds: 100%/0%; one minute: 53%; five minutes: 17% 
PID Runtime(ms)   Invoked      uSecs   5Sec   1Min   5Min TTY Process  
   7   217467240  12822226      16960  5.91%  0.86%  0.64%   0 Check heaps       
  10    62638380 670931689         93  0.07%  0.15%  0.21%   0 ARP Input         
  66    43237700 105520440        409  4.55% 10.36%  3.54%   0 BGP Router        
  69     5854600  69807223         83  0.95%  0.23%  0.05%   0 BGP I/O           
 265     6829624  29879692        228  0.07%  9.92%  2.94%   0 IP RIB Update     
 329      175304      1082     162018 87.92% 21.50%  5.32%   0 Collection proce  
 471         152       428        355  0.23%  0.08%  0.02%   1 Virtual Exec     

 

 The solution is, in order to remove the static preferred route from the 
routing table; to precise that next-hop 30.30.31.25 is related to its own 
physical interface.   
 
If the interface is down and so the next-hop is removed from the routing 
table, the router will not try to reach anymore this next-hop through 
another way. 

 
ip route 30.30.30.127 255.255.255.255 POS1/1/2 30.30.31.21 
ip route 30.30.30.127 255.255.255.255 POS1/1/2 30.30.31.25 
ip route 30.30.30.127 255.255.255.255 POS1/1/2 30.30.31.29 
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Before cut: 
RT-B#sh ip route 30.30.30.127 
Routing entry for 30.30.30.127/32 
  Known via "static", distance 1, metric 0 
  Routing Descriptor Blocks: 
    30.30.31.29, via POS1/1/3 
      Route metric is 0, traffic share count is 1 
    30.30.31.25, via POS1/1/2 
      Route metric is 0, traffic share count is 1 
  * 30.30.31.21, via POS1/1/1 
      Route metric is 0, traffic share count is 1 

 
After cut:  
RT-B#sh ip route 30.30.30.127 
Routing entry for 30.30.30.127/32 
  Known via "static", distance 1, metric 0 
  Routing Descriptor Blocks: 
    30.30.30.29, via POS1/1/3 
      Route metric is 0, traffic share count is 1 
   * 30.30.30.25, via POS1/1/2 
      Route metric is 0, traffic share count is 1 
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Chapter B: Traffic engineering concerns, setup and 
implementation of the Ebgp and Ibgp sessions  

B.1) Traffic engineering tools discussions for multihoming purposes 

B.1.a) Choice of BGP tools and practices for return traffic: as-path prepend, 
LocalPreference or BGP communities? 

1. It is very regular for a customer ISP to be connected to several ISPs, and by 
so, desires to have the return traffic for a particular zone of customers, 
arriving specifically through a link as active (primary ISP) and the other one 
as passive (because capacity is lower or used for others networks pools).  
 
When connections to multiple providers are required, it is important that 
BGP selects the optimal route for traffic to use.   
Still, the optimum/best route may not be what the network designer 
intended to base on design criteria, administrative policies, or corporate 
mandate.   
 
Commonly, return traffic enters the customer's AS by using the shortest  
as-path as its selection criterion. This of course, does not arrange the 
network designer's aims, and so bring him to modify his Ebgp structure. 
 

2. In order to control return traffic, three main ideas will come in mind: 
 
a. The customer can ask to the backup ISP to change its routing policy. The 

change should cause the backup ISP to prefer reaching the customer's 
AS via the AS or network of the primary ISP (through local preference or 
med manipulations).   
The backup ISP must implement this change in its own AS. However, the 
backup ISP might be reluctant to change the configuration for a single 
customer. Within Tier1 and Tier2 ISPs, network administrators are most 
likely busy of doing other tasks than tailoring router configurations that 
are based on the demand of a customer. 

 
 

b. Then comes the case for the customer to use another BGP feature: the 
as-path prepending tool which allows influencing the selection of the 
primary ISP. We can manipulate as-paths by prepending as-number to 
existing as-paths.  Normally, we can perform as-path prepending on 
outgoing Ebgp updates through the non-desired return path.   
Since the as-paths sent out over the non-desired link, become longer 
than the as-path directed to the preferred path, the non-desired link is 
now less likely to be used as the return path. 
 

c. Last choice is the use of communities, which allow the customer to 
manipulate the LocalPref about their advertised networks inside the 
ISP's network (paragraph A.2.c). 
 

3. We agree that the first solution is unsuitable. So we will hesitate between as-
path and communities uses. However, the choice of using as-path prepend 
tool will not work in this practical example of ISP-A, because of the way on 
how ISP-B, ISP-C and ISP-D exchange their traffic among them.  
 
We remember that BGP route selection uses the following selection criteria: 

i. Prefer the higher-value weight. 
ii. Prefer the higher-value local preference. 
iii. Prefer routes that the router originated. 
iv. Prefer shorter length of AS paths. 
v. Etc. 

 
If within the ISP, both weights and the local preference parameters are left at 
their default settings, the configuration causes the route selection process to 
continue down the list of selection criteria. Normally, the 4

th
 criterion will 

apply; because the as-paths have different lengths (the 3
rd

 criterion for 
selection will not influence route selection in this scenario, because none of 
the routes originated at the router which is performing the route selection.)
  
Nevertheless, the fact is that the local-preference parameter is changed 
within our upstream providers. As we notice for ISP-B, ISP-C and ISP-D, 
local-preference value is lower for peer partner (86, 90 and 85 respectively) 
and for the customers is set up to 100 by default.   
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That means that if ISP-A prepends the as-path for a pool of network, the 
manipulation will be useless. Traffic return path will depend first about the 
local-preference value within the ISP and its origin (LocalPref is set to 100).  
 
To clarify the subtlety, let's give a look to the following illustration:  

 Prefix-B belongs to ISP-A's as-number. ISP-A as a customer, desires for 
prefix-B's end-users to have their return traffic flows exclusively 
through ISP-B. It announces the prefix-B 11.11.233.0/24: 
i. to ISP-B and tags with nothing (meaning LocalPref for prefix-B 

within ISP-B's network has been set to 100, the default value)  
ii. and to ISP-D by prepending the as-path.  

 
See below Figure B.1: Return traffic for prefix-B 11.11.233.0/24, tagged to ISP-B 
300:100 and prepended to ISP-D 5 times.  
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Figure B.1 : Return traffic for Prefix-B 11.11.233.0/24, tagged to ISP-B 300:100 and prepended to ISP-D 5 times 
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 We can prefigure that return traffic for the prefix-B 11.11.233.0/24, 
will come back through ISP-B  but also over ISP-D (but not exclusively 
through ISP-B), because:  

i. Within ISP-B's network, prefix-B will be present through two BGP 
routes (at least) : 
 11.11.233.0/24 

(a) as-path:  300 1000 with LocalPref 100  
(b) as-path:  300 500 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 with LocalPref 86 

 Since LocalPreference has priority on as-path length, packets 
will be sent to route (a) which is the best, directly to ISP-A. 
  

ii. Within ISP-D's network, prefix-B will be present through two Ebgp 
routes (at least) : 

 11.11.233.0/24 
(a) as-path : 500 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000  with LocalPref 100 
(b) as-path : 500 300 1000 with LocalPref 85 

 LocalPreference has priority on as-path length. Packets will 
then be sent to route (a), directly to ISP-A, even if here the as-
path is longer.  
 

4. The solution in order to make the ingress traffic for prefix-B to return 
exclusively across ISP-B, is to announce the prefix-B to ISP-B with a 
community value 300:100 and to ISP-D with a community value 500:80. This 
will make us come back in the same situation described in paragraph A.2.c. 
 
Clearly we need to use BGP communities allowing local-preference 
manipulations within the ISP, instead of as-prepend tools.   
 
However, again, we repeat that the communities are not limited to local-
preference manipulations; regarding many other features can be proposed 
by your ISP to control your inbound and also outbound traffic.  
 

See below Figure B.2:  Return traffic path for prefix-B 11.11.233.0/24 when 
community values are set to 300:100 and 500:80 
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4.  
5. Summary (see also on Internet RFC1998): 

 
See below Figure B.3: control of ingress/download traffic: ask its ISP to change its 
routing policies (localpref) 
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Will the administrator of AS 500 
configure it?

A: 
Forget it.

Figure B.3 : control of ingress/download traffic: ask its ISP to change its routing policies(localpref)
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See below Figure B.4: control of ingress/download traffic tools: use of as-
prepend tool? 

 

I want the return traffic flow to come 
back exclusively from ISP-B to ISP-A.

Q:
How can I select the proper return path 
from AS 500?

A:
I could use as-path prepend.

Q:
Why does it not work ?

A: 
as-path prepend will not work since :
there is localpref default value of 100 
tagged on our customers who buy ip 
transit to us

Figure B.4 : control of ingress/download traffic tools: use of as-prepend tool?
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See below Figure B.5: control of ingress/download traffic tools: change 
LocalPref through bgp community uses? 
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I want the return traffic flow to come 
back exclusively from ISP-B to ISP-A.

Q:
Sigh, How can I select the proper return 
path from AS 500

A: 
Change my localpref by the use of 
communities, 

and do not forget to put the correct 
value : here it will be 80, since 80<85
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Figure B.5 : control of ingress/download traffic tools : change localpref through bgp community uses ?
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B.1.b) ISP-A's targeted traffic engineering repartition.  

1.  As said previously, we desired that each traffic zone (upload and download) 
to go exclusively through a specific upstream link. 
 

2. For information, ISP-A wants to control its customer traffic by the following 
approach:  
a. Zone-B ingress/egress traffic is coming exclusively through: 

ISP-C Ebgp neighbor:  30.30.30.127/32 
b. Zone-C ingress/egress traffic is coming exclusively through: 

ISP-D 2
nd

 link ("ISP-D-Link2") Ebgp neighbor:  40.40.40.5/30 
c. Zone-D-E ingress/egress traffic is coming exclusively through: 

ISP-D 1
st

  link ("ISP-D-Link1") Ebgp neighbor:  40.40.40.1/30 
d. Zone-G ingress/egress traffic is coming exclusively through: 

ISP-B Ebgp neighbor:  20.20.20.85/30 
 

3. Note: Let’s remember that for 2
nd

 backup link, LocalPref communities 
values should be lower than 90. Since LocalPref peering values are 90, 86 
and 85, the charge 80 can preempt the highest value 90 (80<86, 80<85, 
80<90 etc.)  
 
Table B.1: Repartition bandwidth for different classes of Customers. 

 
 

Table B.2: Communities values chosen toward the ISPs, for different Zones/Classes 
Customers. 

 
Table B.3: Redundancy/Failover matrix table for ingress traffic of each zone/class 
customer 

 
 
See below Figure B.6: Traffic engineering summary 
 

Zone/Class 
Name 

Description  Customers 

B Ingress/Egress Customer-B client traffic will be 
symmetrically routed to ISP-C via: RT-B. 

Customer-B 

C Ingress/Egress Customer-C client traffic will be 
symmetrically routed to ISP-D via: RT-A. 

Customer-C 

D-E Ingress/Egress Customer-D-E client traffic will 
be symmetrically routed to ISP-D via: RT-B. 

Customer-D-E  
(4 routers ) 

G Ingress/Egress Customer-G client traffic will be 
symmetrically routed to ISP-B via: RT-B. 

Customer-G 

ingress/download 
traffic path -> 

Priority  
Link  

Secondary  
link 

Third  
backup link 

4
th

  
Backup link 

Zone-B ISP-C 
(advertised 
normally) 

ISP-B 
(300:80) 

ISP-D-Link1 
(500:70) 

ISP-D-Link2 
(not advertised) 

Zone-C ISP-D-Link2 
(advertised 
normally) 

ISP-D-Link1 
(500:90) 

  

Zone-D-E ISP-D-Link1 
(advertised 
normally) 

ISP-B  
(300:80) 

ISP-C 
(400:70) 

 

Zone-G ISP-B 
(advertised 
normally) 

ISP-D-Link1 
(500:90) 

ISP-C 
(400:70) 

 

ingress/download traffic 
path definition on each 
ebgp neighbor -> 

ISP-D-Link1  Ebgp 
neighbor 

ISP-D-Link2  Ebgp 

neighbor 

 

ISP-C  Ebgp 

neighbor 
ISP-B  Ebgp  

neighbor 

Zone-B  300:70 (3rd) 
 

none 400:100 (1st) 
 

300:80 (2nd) 
 

Zone-C  500:90 (2nd) 500:100 (1st) none none 

Zone-D_E 500:100 (1st) none 400:70 (3rd ) 
 

300:80 (2nd ) 
 

Zone-G  500:80 (2nd) none 
 

400:70 (3rd) 300:100 (1st) 
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LocalPref 100

.18

.1711.11.226.16/30

RT-B    
Lo1 - 11.11.226.27/32
Pc5 - 11.11.226.18/30
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1
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Figure B.6: Traffic Engineering targeted configuration for ISP-A

11.11.226.241/29
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B.2) Setup of Ebgp sessions. 

B.2.a) Networks pools definition and aggregation implication 

1. We are using the two following IP blocks 10.10.192.0/20 and 11.11.224.0/19, 
which are divided into the next network or zone pools defined by class-C or 
/24 prefixes. 
 

2. About the aggregation process, it is important to advertise the aggregated 
blocks to all Ebgp neighbors. The mains reasons are to provide redundancy 
and traffic continuity for customers, but also to avoid useless Internet load 
and provoking flap issues. This will be explained in details in paragraph B.4. 
 

3. The following configuration is straightforward and has been described in the 
templates. Even so, for your personal information or as a reminder, you are 
welcome to give a look to it, if you wish to have further details. 

 
Table B.4: IP subnet/pools attributed by ISP-A to its customers (network pools). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Definition of network pools Ip subnets 

Aggregation pools/                       
IP subnets (class-A) used. 

10.10.192.0/20 
 
11.11.224.0/19 

Pool of prefixes for Zone-B 11.11.240.0/24 
11.11.241.0/24 
… 
11.11.254.0/24 
11.11.255.0/24 
 

Pool of prefixes for Zone-C as-number 2000 
 
50.50.64.0/18 
50.50.64.0/24 
50.50.65.0/24 etc. 

Pool of prefixes for Zone-D_E 11.11.229.0/24 
10.10.205.0/24 
10.10.206.0/24 
10.10.207.0/24 

 

Pool of prefixes for Zone-G 10.10.192.0/24 
10.10.193.0/24 
… 
10.10.203.0/24 
10.10.204.0/24 
 
11.11.230.0/24 
11.11.231.0/24 
… 
11.11.238.0/24 
11.11.239.0/24 
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B.2.b) General configuration in both routers of ISP-A. 

1. Networks advertisement in RT-A 

 
address-family ipv4 
  no synchronization 
 
  network 11.11.224.0 mask 255.255.224.0 
  network 10.10.192.0 mask 255.255.240.0 
  // both Aggregated IP blocks 
 
  network 10.10.205.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 10.10.206.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 10.10.207.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.229.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  // Zone-D-E IP blocks 
 
  network 11.11.224.0 mask 255.255.255.0 

 
2. Networks advertisement in RT-B 

 
address-family ipv4 
  no synchronization 
   
  network 11.11.224.0 mask 255.255.224.0 
  network 10.10.192.0 mask 255.255.240.0 
  // both Aggregated IP blocks   
 
  network 11.11.230.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.231.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.232.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.233.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.234.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.235.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.236.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.237.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.238.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.239.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  // Zone-G IP blocks part1 
 
  network 11.11.240.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.241.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.242.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.243.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.244.0 mask 255.255.255.0 

  network 11.11.245.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.246.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.247.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.248.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.249.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.250.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.251.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.252.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.253.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.254.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.255.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  // Zone-B IP blocks part 
 
  network 10.10.192.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 10.10.193.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 10.10.194.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 10.10.195.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 10.10.196.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 10.10.197.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 10.10.198.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 10.10.199.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 10.10.200.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 10.10.201.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 10.10.202.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 10.10.203.0 mask 255.255.255.0   
  network 10.10.203.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  // Zone-G IP blocks part2 
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B.2.c) Ebgp setup between RT-A and ISP-D-Link1 upstream link. 

1. Ebgp session with ISP-D-Link1 upstream link: 
 

 router bgp 1000 
 bgp log-neighbor-changes 
neighbor 40.40.40.1 remote-as 500 
 neighbor 40.40.40.1 description ISP-D-link1-Ebgp-Session 
 neighbor 40.40.40.1 version 4 
 ! 
 address-family ipv4 
  neighbor 40.40.40.1 activate 
  neighbor 40.40.40.1 send-community both 
  neighbor 40.40.40.1 route-map AS-500-Link1-INCOMING in 
  neighbor 40.40.40.1 route-map AS-500-Link1-OUTGOING out 

 

2. Route-map for downloading full routing table from ISP-D-Link1 Ebgp neighbor 
 

ip as-path access-list 1 permit ^500_ 
 

route-map AS-500-Link1-INCOMING permit 10 
 match as-path 1 

 

3. As a result: 
 

RT-A#sh ip bgp summary  
BGP router identifier 10.10.193.62, local AS number 1000 
BGP table version is 39291422, main routing table version 39291422 
370663 network entries using 47444864 bytes of memory 
1092561 path entries using 56813172 bytes of memory 
304438/61608 BGP path/bestpath attribute entries using 37750312 bytes of memory 
110109 BGP AS-PATH entries using 4018076 bytes of memory 
519 BGP community entries using 43932 bytes of memory 
2 BGP extended community entries using 48 bytes of memory 
610 BGP route-map cache entries using 21960 bytes of memory 
0 BGP filter-list cache entries using 0 bytes of memory 
BGP using 146092364 total bytes of memory 
BGP activity 1319857/949194 prefixes, 21673871/20581310 paths, scan interval 60 secs 
 
Neighbor V  AS       MsgRcvd MsgSent  TblVer         InQ  OutQ Up/Down  State/PfxRcd 
11.11.225.2 4  2000   48730       54661      39291422    0      0         2w3d             5 
11.11.226.27 4  1000   138188     296718   39291422     0     0          1d00h           419918 
40.40.40.1 4  500     68695       192          39291422      0     0         6d20h           419907 
40.40.40.5 4  500     431797     6265       39291422      0     0          1d23h           419981 
 

RT-A#sh ip bgp neighbors 40.40.40.1 routes  
BGP table version is 73414700, local router ID is 10.10.193.62 
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i - internal, 
              r RIB-failure, S Stale 
Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete 
 
   Network          Next Hop            Metric LocPrf Weight Path 
*> 1.0.4.0/22       40.40.40.1           13             0 500 174 7545 7545 7545 7545 7545 56203 i 
*> 1.5.0.0/16       40.40.40.1            1             0 500 3356 4725 i 
*> 1.9.0.0/16       40.40.40.1            1             0 500 6453 4788 i 
*> 1.11.0.0/21      40.40.40.1            4             0 500 2914 9318 38091 18313 i 
*> 1.11.8.0/21      40.40.40.1            4             0 500 2914 9318 38091 18313 i 
*> 1.11.16.0/21     40.40.40.1            4             0 500 2914 9318 38091 18313 i 
*> 1.11.24.0/21     40.40.40.1            4             0 500 2914 9318 38091 18313 i 
*> 1.11.32.0/21     40.40.40.1            4             0 500 2914 9318 38091 18313 i 
*> 1.11.40.0/21     40.40.40.1            4             0 500 2914 9318 38091 18313 i 
*> 1.11.48.0/21     40.40.40.1            4             0 500 2914 9318 38091 18313 i 
*> 1.11.56.0/21     40.40.40.1            4             0 500 2914 9318 38091 18313 i 
*> 1.11.64.0/21     40.40.40.1            4             0 500 2914 9318 38091 i 
*> 1.11.72.0/21     40.40.40.1            4             0 500 2914 9318 38091 i 
*> 1.11.80.0/21     40.40.40.1            4             0 500 2914 9318 38091 i 
*> 1.11.88.0/21     40.40.40.1            4             0 500 2914 9318 38091 i 
*> 1.11.128.0/17    40.40.40.1            4             0 500 2914 9318 38091 17839 i 
*> 1.12.0.0/24      40.40.40.1           35             0 500 1239 4837 4808 17431 18245 i 
*> 1.12.0.0/14      40.40.40.1           63             0 500 4134 4847 18245 i 
*> 1.12.1.0/24      40.40.40.1           63             0 500 4134 4847 18245 i 
*> 1.21.0.0/16      40.40.40.1            4             0 500 2914 2519 i 
*> 1.22.0.0/23      40.40.40.1            1             0 500 6453 4755 45528 i 
*> 1.22.4.0/23      40.40.40.1            1             0 500 6453 4755 45528 i 
*> 1.22.6.0/23      40.40.40.1            1             0 500 6453 4755 45528 i 
*> 1.22.8.0/23      40.40.40.1            1             0 500 6453 4755 45528 i 
*> 1.22.12.0/23     40.40.40.1            1             0 500 3356 9498 45528 i 
*> 1.22.14.0/23     40.40.40.1            1             0 500 6453 4755 45528 i 
*> 1.22.16.0/23     40.40.40.1            1             0 500 6453 4755 45528 i 
*> 1.22.18.0/23     40.40.40.1            1             0 500 6453 4755 45528 i 
*> 1.22.20.0/23     40.40.40.1            1             0 500 6453 4755 45528 i 
*> 1.22.24.0/24     40.40.40.1            1             0 500 3356 15412 18101 45528 i 
*> 1.22.24.0/23     40.40.40.1            1             0 500 6453 4755 45528 i 
*> 1.22.28.0/23     40.40.40.1            1             0 500 6453 4755 45528 i 
*> 1.22.30.0/23     40.40.40.1            1             0 500 6453 4755 45528 i 
*> 1.22.32.0/23     40.40.40.1            1             0 500 1273 37986 24186 45528 i 
*> 1.22.36.0/23     40.40.40.1            1             0 500 6453 4755 45528 i 
*> 1.22.38.0/23     40.40.40.1            1             0 500 6453 4755 45528 i 
*> 1.22.40.0/23     40.40.40.1            1             0 500 1273 37986 24186 45528 i 
… 
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4. Route-maps for advertising ISP-A's prefixes: 
 

Note: We need to be careful about the permit number.  
The lowest number in the route-map will be used to advertise ZONE-C customer 
which have a different as-number than ISP-A. 
 
Table B.5: Redundancy/Failover matrix table for ingress traffic of each zone/class 
customer on ISP-D-Link1 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.1)  Zone_C ingress traffic: ISP-D-Link1 Ebgp neighbor as secondary backup link:  
 
ip as-path access-list 3 permit ^2000_ 
 
route-map AS-500-Link1-OUTGOING permit 10 
 match as-path 3 
set community 500:90 

 
 

4.2) Zone_D_E ingress traffic: ISP-D-Link1 Ebgp neighbor as primary link:  
 

ip prefix-list ZONE_D_E seq 30 permit 10.10.10.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_D_E seq 40 permit 10.10.10.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_D_E seq 50 permit 10.10.10.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_D_E seq 60 permit 11.11.229.0/24 

 
route-map AS-500-Link1-OUTGOING permit 20 
 match ip address prefix-list ZONE_D_E 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.3) Zone_G ingress traffic: ISP-D-Link1 Ebgp neighbor as 2
nd

 backup link: 
 

ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 40 permit 11.11.230.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 50 permit 11.11.231.0/24 
… 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 130 permit 11.11.238.0/24  
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 140 permit 11.11.239.0/24 
 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 200 permit 10.10.192.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 210 permit 10.10.10.0/24 
… 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 310 permit 10.10.203.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 320 permit 10.10.204.0/24 
 
route-map AS-500-Link1-OUTGOING permit 30 
 match ip address prefix-list ZONE_G 
 set community 500:80 

 
 

4.4) Zone_B and the rest of ISP-A's IP blocks: ISP-D-Link1 Ebgp neighbor as 3rd link, 
with local-pref 70: 
  

ip as-path access-list 2 permit ^$ 
 
route-map AS-500-Link1-OUTGOING permit 40 
 match as-path 2 
set community 500:70 

 
Note: "match as-path 2" instruction includes also the networks block 10.10.192.0/20 and 
10.10.224.0/19 for the redundancy aggregation purposes. 

 

As a result: 
 
RT-A#sh ip bgp neighbors 40.40.40.1 advertised-routes  
BGP table version is 107225231, local router ID is 10.10.193.62 
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i - internal, 
              r RIB-failure, S Stale, m multipath, b backup-path, x best-external 
Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete 
 
   Network  Next Hop            Metric LocPrf Weight Path 
*> 11.11.224.0/24      11.11.224.3            0         32768 i 
*> 11.11.224.0/19      0.0.0.0                  0         32768 i 
*> 11.11.229.0/24      11.11.226.230           0         32768 i 
r>i11.11.230.0/24      11.11.226.27            0     90      0 i 
r>i11.11.232.0/24      11.11.226.27            0     90      0 i 

 ISP-D-Link1  Ebgp link 
Communities values tags used to  
delimit  ingress/download redundancy 

Zone-B  500:70 (3rd) 
 

Zone-C  500:90 (2nd) 

Zone-D_E 500:100 (1st) 

Zone-G  500:80 (2nd) 
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r>i11.11.233.0/24      11.11.226.27            0     90      0 i 
… 
 
r>i11.11.248.0/24      11.11.226.27            0     90      0 i 
r>i11.11.249.0/24     11.11.226.27            0     90      0 i 
r>i11.11.250.0/24     11.11.226.27            0     90      0 i 
r>i11.11.251.0/24     11.11.226.27            0     90      0 i 
r>i11.11.252.0/24     11.11.226.27            0     90      0 i 
r>i11.11.253.0/24     11.11.226.27            0     90      0 i 
r>i11.11.254.0/24     11.11.226.27            0     90      0 i 
r>i11.11.255.0/24     11.11.226.27            0     90      0 i 
r>i10.10.192.0           11.11.224.3            0     90      0 i 
*> 10.10.192.0/20     0.0.0.0                  0         32768 i 
r>i10.10.193.0           11.11.224.3            0     90      0 i 
r>i10.10.194.0           11.11.224.3            0     90      0 i 
… 
 
r>i10.10.203.0           11.11.224.3            0     90      0 i 
r>i10.10.204.0           11.11.224.3            0     90      0 i 
*> 10.10.205.0           0.0.0.0                  0         32768 i 
*> 10.10.206.0           0.0.0.0                  0         32768 i 
*> 10.10.207.0           11.11.230.254           0         32768 i 
*> 50.50.64.0             11.11.225.2                           0 2000 i 
*> 50.50.64.0/18      11.11.225.2                           0 2000 i 
 
Total number of prefixes 46 
 
 
 
//Recursive issue? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

B.2.d) Ebgp setup between RT-A and ISP-D-Link2 upstream link. 

1. Same template as ISP-D-Link1 Ebgp link, however we will tag with LocalPref 90 the 
full Internet routing table received by ISP-D-Link2. Remember that by default, we 
wish, that upload/egress traffic leave across ISP-D-Link1 Ebgp speaker.  
 

2. For ZONE-C we will force upload/outbound traffic through ISP-D-Link2 link by using 
policy base routing and next hop instructions. 
 
For that purpose, we will use “set ip next-hop recursive” command.   
 
If ISP-D-Link2 Ebgp neighbor is not available or joinable, and by so, the next-hop is not 
valid : the outbound traffic for ZONE-C will go through ISP-D-Link1 link, thanks to the 
recursive option which will search another active link to upload.   
 
Remember the next-hop is the physical IP-address of the Ebgp neighbor connected to 
our router (careful to not be confused with the multi-hop feature). 
 

3. Redirection of outbound traffic of Customers zones through ISP-D-Link-2: 
 
interface POS1/1/0 
 description "STM16-ISP-D-Link2 AS500"  
 ip address 40.40.40.6 255.255.255.252 
 
! 
interface POS1/1/1 
 description "Customer-ZONE-C_C AS2000" 
ip address 11.11.225.1 255.255.255.252 
 ip policy route-map ZONE-C-UPLOAD 
 
ip access-list extended  ZONE-C-UPLOAD 
 permit ip 50.50.64.0 0.0.63.255 any 
 
route-map ZONE-C-UPLOAD permit 10 
 match ip address ZONE-C-UPLOAD 
 set ip next-hop recursive 40.40.40.5 
 
//We force ZONE-C Customer upload traffic to leave through ISP-D-Link2 Ebgp speaker  
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4. Ebgp session with ISP-D-Link2 upstream link: 
 

Table B.6: Redundancy/Failover matrix table for ingress traffic of each zone/class 
customer on ISP-D-Link2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

router bgp 1000 
 bgp log-neighbor-changes 
neighbor 40.40.40.5 remote-as 500 
 neighbor 40.40.40.5 description ISP-D-Link2-Ebgp-Session 
 neighbor 40.40.40.5 version 4 
 ! 
  neighbor 40.40.40.5 activate 
  neighbor 40.40.40.5 send-community both 
  neighbor 40.40.40.5 route-map AS-500-Link2-INCOMING in 
  neighbor 40.40.40.5 route-map AS-500-Link2-OUTGOING out 
 

5. Route-map for downloading full routing table from ISP-D-Link2 Ebgp neighbor and 
tagged with LocalPref 90  
 
ip as-path access-list 1 permit ^500_ 
 
 route-map AS-500-Link2-INCOMING permit 10 
 match as-path 1 
 set local-preference 90 
 

6. Route-maps for advertising Zone_C as-number (and its belonged prefixes): 
 
ip as-path access-list 3 permit ^2000_ 
 
route-map AS-500-Link2-OUTGOING permit 10 
 match as-path 3 

//all others zones will not use this link as backup for its ingress traffic 

7. Ebgp session with Zone_C customer : 

 

Zone-C customer has its own as-number and desires only that we sent them the 
default-route "0.0.0.0" and not the full Internet routing table which contains the 440k 
prefixes.  
 
For information, you can find the template below.   
 
We also limit the networks advertisement coming from Zone-C in order to not 
advertise by accident any non-desirable prefixes which do not belong to Customer-C 
as-number. Why? 
 
It can happen that Customer-C sends accidently the entire Internet table to ISP-A (for 
instance an empty route-map), and by so ISP-A in his turn, advertises all the prefixes 
of Customer-C to ISP-D.  
However if ISP-D puts a limit of receiving prefixes on its customer and a mechanism 
to cut the Ebgp session or damping, consequences will be unexpected and will 
degrade the service considerably.  
For avoiding it, it is better to limit Customer-C to a specific list of announcement. The 
list needs of course to be communicated by Zone-C customer. 
 
router bgp 1000 
neighbor 11.11.225.2 remote-as 2000 
neighbor 11.11.225.2 version 4 
neighbor 11.11.225.2 description CustomerC-Ebgp-Session 
neighbor 11.11.225.2 activate 
! 
neighbor 11.11.225.2 send-community 
neighbor 11.11.225.2 default-originate 
neighbor 11.11.225.2 prefix-list DEFAULT out 
neighbor 11.11.225.2 route-map AS-2000-INCOMING in 
 
ip as-path access-list 3 permit ^2000_ 
 
ip prefix-list DEFAULT seq 10 permit 0.0.0.0/0 
 
ip prefix-list Zone-C-Network seq 10 permit 50.50.64.0/18 
… 
ip prefix-list Zone-C-Network  seq 160 permit 50.50.72.0/22 

 
route-map AS-2000-INCOMING permit 10 
 match ip address prefix-list Zone-C-Network 
 
 

 ISP-D-Link2  Ebgp link 
Communities values tags used to  
delimit  ingress/download 
redundancy 

Zone-B  none 

Zone-C  500:100 (1st) 

Zone-D_E none 

Zone-G  none 
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B.2.e) Ebgp setup between RT-B and ISP-C upstream link. 

 

1. 3 physical links of ISP-C aggregated as 1 Ebgp neighbor link: 
 
Physical connectivity, loopback and routes: 
ip address 30.30.31.22 255.255.255.252 
ip address 30.30.31.26 255.255.255.252 
ip address 30.30.31.30 255.255.255.252 

  
ISP-A's loopback ip address:  11.11.226.250 255.255.255.255 
 
ISP-C's loopback ip address: 30.30.30.127 255.255.255.255 

 
ip route 30.30.30.127 255.255.255.255 POS1/1/2 30.30.31.21 name Loopback-Peer-AS400-
ISPC-3xSTM16 

 
ip route 30.30.30.127 255.255.255.255 POS1/1/1 30.30.31.25 name Loopback-Peer-AS400-
ISPC-3xSTM16 
 
ip route 30.30.30.127 255.255.255.255 POS1/1/3 30.30.31.29 Loopback-Peer-AS400-ISPC-
3xSTM16 
 

2. Ebgp session with ISP-C upstream link: 
 

neighbor 30.30.175.127 remote-as 400 
neighbor 30.30.175.127 description ISP-C-Ebgp-Session 
 neighbor 30.30.175.127 ebgp-multihop 2 
 neighbor 30.30.175.127 update-source Loopback0 
 neighbor 30.30.175.127 version 4 
 !         
 address-family ipv4 
  neighbor 30.30.175.127 activate 
  neighbor 30.30.175.127 send-community both 
  neighbor 30.30.175.127 route-map AS-400-INCOMING in 
  neighbor 30.30.175.127 route-map AS-400-OUTGOING out 

 

3. Route-map for downloading full routing table from ISP-C ebgp neighbor and tagged 
with local pref 90  

 
ip as-path access-list 1 permit ^400_ 

 
route-map AS-400-INCOMING permit 10 
 match as-path 1 
set local-preference 90! 

// This Internet table received from ISP-C will be tagged with LocalPref 90. However, 
we desire that ingress/egress traffic of Zone-B leaves through ISP-C Ebgp neighbor.  To 
ensure that, the "next-hop recursive" instruction will be used in order to force the 
outbound/upload traffic of Zone_B customer to leave though ISP-C.  

 

4. Route-maps for advertising ISP-A’s networks: 
 

Table B.7: Redundancy/Failover matrix table for ingress traffic of each zone/class 
customer on ISP-C 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

4.1) Zone_B ingress traffic: ISP-C Ebgp neighbor as primary link:  
 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 120 permit 11.11.240.0/24 
… 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 280 permit 11.11.255.0/24 

 
route-map AS-400-OUTGOING permit 10 
 match ip address prefix-list ZONE_B 

 
 

4.2) ZONE_D_E  and ZONE_G will use ISP-C for its ingress traffic as a tertiary 
backup link 
 
ip as-path access-list 2 permit ^$ 
 
route-map AS-400-OUTGOING permit 20 
 match as-path 2 
 set community 400:70 
 
Note: "match as-path 2" instruction includes also the networks block 10.10.192.0/20 and 
11.11.224.0/19 for the redundancy aggregation purposes. 
 

 ISP-C Ebgp link 
Communities values tags used to  
delimit  ingress/download 
redundancy 

Zone-B  400:100 (1st) 
 

Zone-C  none 

Zone-D_E 400:70 (3rd) 
 

Zone-G  400:70 (3rd) 
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B.2.f) Ebgp setup between RT-B and ISP-B transit/upstream link. 

1. Ebgp session with ISP-B: 
 

neighbor 20.20.20.85 remote-as 300 
neighbor 20.20.20.85 description ISP-B-Ebgp-Session 
neighbor 20.20.20.85 version 4 

 
neighbor 20.20.20.85 send-community both 
 neighbor 20.20.20.85 route-map AS-300-INCOMING in 
 neighbor 20.20.20.85 route-map AS-300-OUTGOING out 

 
 

2. Route-map for downloading  BGP table(set as best LocalpRef 100) from ISP-B.  
 

ip as-path access-list 3 permit ^300_ 
 

route-map AS-300-INCOMING permit 10 
 match as-path 3 

 

3. Route-maps for advertising ISP-B's networks: 
 

Table B.8: Redundancy/Failover matrix table for ingress traffic of each zone/class 
customer on ISP-B 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

3.1) Zone_G ingress traffic: ISP-B Ebgp neighbor as primary link:  
 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 40 permit 11.11.230.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 50 permit 11.11.231.0/24 
… 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 130 permit 11.11.238.0/24  
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 140 permit 11.11.239.0/24 
 

ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 200 permit 10.10.192.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 210 permit 10.10.193.0/24 
… 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 310 permit 10.10.203.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 320 permit 10.10.204.0/24 
 
route-map AS-300-OUTGOING permit 10 
 match ip address prefix-list ZONE_G 
 

 

3.2) ZONE_D_E , ZONE_B will use ISP-B Ebgp neighbor for its ingress traffic as a 
secondary link 

 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 120 permit 11.11.240.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 130 permit 11.11.241.0/24 
… 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 270 permit 11.11.254.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 280 permit 11.11.255.0/24 
! 
 
ip prefix-list ZONE_D_E seq 30 permit 10.10.205.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_D_E seq 40 permit 10.10.206.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_D_E seq 50 permit 10.10.207.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_D_E seq 60 permit 11.11.229.0/24 
 
route-map AS-300-OUTGOING permit 20 
 match ip address prefix-list ZONE_B 
 set community 300:80 
! 
route-map AS-300-OUTGOING permit 30 
 match ip address prefix-list ZONE_D_E 
 set community 300:80 
 

3.3) The rest of ISP-A's network will use ISP-B link as a 3rd backup link 
 
ip as-path access-list 2 permit ^$ 
 
route-map AS-300-OUTGOING permit 20 
 match as-path 2 
 set community 300:70 
 
Note: "match as-path 2" instruction includes also the networks block 10.10.192.0/20 and 
11.11.224.0/19 for the redundancy aggregation purposes.  

 ISP-B Ebgp link 
Communities values tags used to  
delimit  ingress/download 
redundancy 

Zone-B  300 : 80 (2nd) 
 

Zone-C  none 

Zone-D_E 300:80 (2nd) 
 

Zone-G  300:100 (1st) 
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B.3) Setup of Ibgp connectivity between both routers of ISP-A 

B.3.a) Ibgp session within RT-A. 

1. The outline is simple: if ISP-D-Link1 and ISP-D-Link2 are both down on RT-A, 
inbound/outbound traffic of Zone-C and Zone-D-E customers still need to go 
to the Internet, and so leave over the 2

nd
 router RT-B. 

 
For that purpose, we need to receive the FIB of router RT-B in router RT-A 
and tag it with LocalPref 90.   
 
Important note:  

o The FIB is the "forwarding information base" resulting of the best 
routes given by the "routing information table" (RIB).   
 

o In our case if we have 3 BGP tables, IS-IS, OSPF, etc. The best 
routes are stored into the RIB. Then some other information is 
added (like some static routes and BGP routes, which could have 
next-hop that are not directly connected) and result into the FIB. 
 

o For an Ibgp session between two routers, they exchange their FIB 
table. Of course, the FIB table from a neighbor router is received 
as a BGP table into the other router. 
 

2. For instance, for Zone-D-E:  
o outbound/upload traffic will leave-out through: 

 ISP-D-Link1 (tagged with LocalPref 100) on router RT-A  if 
all links are up.  

 If ISP-D-Link1 link is cut, traffic will pass through ISP-D-
Link2 and not the Ibgp neighbor link of RT-B.  
We should remember that with same attributes and local-
preferences, Ebgp routes are preferred to Ibgp routes. 

 If ISP-D-Link1 and ISP-D-Link2 are cut, Zone-D-E and Zone-C 
upload traffic will pass over router RT-B thanks to the Ibgp 
session.   

o inbound/download traffic will come back through the communities 
values that we tag , values defined in paragraph B.2 

 

3. On RT-A,  we tag with local-pref 90 the BGP table received from the Ibgp 
neighbor RT-B:  

 
router bgp 1000 
 bgp log-neighbor-changes 
 neighbor ibgp_client peer-group 
 neighbor ibgp_client remote-as 1000 
 neighbor ibgp_client description "Peering with iBGP Core Routers" 
 neighbor ibgp_client password 7 "…" 
 neighbor ibgp_client update-source Loopback1 
 neighbor 11.11.226.27 peer-group ibgp_client 
  neighbor ibgp_client send-community both 
 
//Important , do not forget next-hop instruction   
neighbor ibgp_client next-hop-self 
 
  neighbor ibgp_client route-map IBGP-Neighbor-IN in 
  neighbor ibgp_client route-map IBGP-Neighbor-OUT out 
 
//With the following route-map we tag the BGP table of RT-B received in RT-A  with 
LocalPref90. 
route-map IBGP-Neighbor-IN permit 10 
 set local-preference 90 

 

4. On router RT-B, we send the FIB to RT-A : 

 
router bgp 1000 
 bgp log-neighbor-changes 
 neighbor ibgp_client peer-group 
 neighbor ibgp_client remote-as 1000 
 neighbor ibgp_client description "Peering with iBGP Core Routers" 
 neighbor ibgp_client password 7 "…" 
 neighbor ibgp_client update-source Loopback1 
 neighbor ibgp_client version 4 
neighbor 11.11.226.26 peer-group ibgp_client 
  ! 
  neighbor ibgp_client send-community both 
  neighbor ibgp_client next-hop-self 
  neighbor ibgp_client route-map IBGP-Neighbor-IN in 
  neighbor ibgp_client route-map IBGP-Neighbor-OUT out 

 
//With the following route-map we advertise the FIB of RT-B to RT-B. 
route-map IBGP-Neighbor-OUT permit 20 

 
//Note:  blank or empty route-map will send all routes present in FIB. 
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5. If ISP-C or ISP-B links are down on RT-B, download/ingress traffic regarding 
Zone-B and Zone-G need to come back from the Internet to the Customer, 
through the other router RT-A, and so from ISP-D-Link1.   
 

In RT-B, the route-map "IBGP-Neighbor-OUT" sends to RT-A: 

o the FIB table including the best routes of BGP tables of the 
upstream links, 

o but also routes and prefix lists advertised in router RT-B, in other 
words, routes for Zone-B and Zone-G.  
 

As a consequence, if ISP-C and ISP-B links are both down (and how we 
structure the redundancy priorities through the communities values) the 
ingress traffic will come back from ISP-D-Link1 to Zone-B and Zone-G 
customers to RT-B over RT-A.  

 
Note: local-communities values tagged to Ebgp neighbors on each router are not 
exported through the Ibgp session. 
 

B.3.b) Ibgp session within router RT-B. 

1. For upload/egress traffic we need to receive the FIB of router RT-A in router 
RT-B and tag it with LocalPref 90.  
As a result, for example, Zone-B customers will upload:  
 

o To ISP-C's link (tagged with LocalPref 100).  
o If ISP-C link is cut, upload will go to ISP-B link 
o If ISP-C and ISP-B links are both down, to RT-A and so to ISP-D-Link1 

(tag local pref100) 
o Etc. 

 
2. On RT-B, we tag with local-pref 90 the RIB received from the Ibgp speaker 

RT-A : 
 
router bgp 1000 
 bgp log-neighbor-changes 
 neighbor ibgp_client peer-group 
 neighbor ibgp_client remote-as 1000 
 neighbor ibgp_client description "Peering with iBGP Core Routers" 

 neighbor ibgp_client password 7 "…" 
 neighbor ibgp_client update-source Loopback1 
 neighbor ibgp_client version 4 
neighbor 11.11.226.26 peer-group ibgp_client 
 ! 
  neighbor ibgp_client send-community both 
  neighbor ibgp_client next-hop-self 
  neighbor ibgp_client route-map IBGP-Neighbor-IN in 
  neighbor ibgp_client route-map IBGP-Neighbor-OUT out 
   
route-map IBGP-Neighbor-IN permit 10 
 set local-preference 90 

 

3. On RT-A, the FIB is sent to router RT-B : 
 

router bgp 1000 
 bgp log-neighbor-changes 
 neighbor ibgp_client peer-group 
 neighbor ibgp_client remote-as 1000 
 neighbor ibgp_client description "Peering with iBGP Core Routers" 
 neighbor ibgp_client password 7 "…" 
 neighbor ibgp_client update-source Loopback1 
 neighbor ibgp_client version 4 
 neighbor 11.11.226.27 peer-group ibgp_client 
 neighbor ibgp_client send-community both 
  neighbor ibgp_client next-hop-self 
  neighbor ibgp_client route-map IBGP-Neighbor-IN in 
  neighbor ibgp_client route-map IBGP-Neighbor-OUT out 
   
 
With the following route-map we advertise the FIB of RT-A to RT-B. 

 
route-map IBGP-Neighbor-OUT permit 20 
Note:  blank or empty route-map will send all routes present in FIB. 

 Etc. 
  
2. If we give a look to the Figure B.7, we can see that it not recommended 

configuring the soft-inbound option reconfiguration within our routers.   
Since each ISP sends the full internet table (440k prefixes) the sums of 
network that the router has to put in copy asks a lot of CPU and memory 
utilization. 
 
See below Figure B.7: Ibgp relations with BGP tables, RIB and FIB 
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B.3.c) Explanations and remarks about the Ibgp sessions between the routers RT-A and RT-B of ISP-A 

1. In order to make evident the case, we will focus our attention on Zone-G inbound/outbound traffic. According to our traffic engineering desires, Zone-G 
inbound/outbound traffic leaves-out through ISP-B link, as we can see in Figure B.8. 
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2. Zone-G outbound/upload traffic streams through ISP-B, since all routes 
received from ISP-B's BGP table, are the best (this BGP table was untagged; 
LocalPref is set at 100).  
 
For instance:   
 
RT-B#sh ip bgp 8.8.8.8 
BGP routing table entry for 8.8.8.0/24, version 261842458 
Paths: (3 available, best #1, table default) 
  Advertised to update-groups: 
     2          
  300 15169 
    20.20.20.85 from 20.20.20.85 (20.20.20.85) 
      Origin IGP, metric 40, localpref 100, valid, external, best 
      Community: 300:2 300:100 300:2065 
    400 15169 
    30.30.30.127 from 30.30.30.127 (30.30.30.127) 
      Origin IGP, metric 100, localpref 90, valid, external 
      Community: 400:30 
  500 15169 
    11.11.226.26 (metric 10) from 11.11.226.26 (10.10.193.62) 
      Origin IGP, metric 1, localpref 90, valid, internal 
      Community: 500:666 500:212 

 

Now if ISP-B link is cut, outbound/upload traffic will pass through ISP-C link. 
Routes from ISP-C ebgp neighbor and RT-A Ibgp neighbor are both tagged 
with LocalPref 90 in our network.   
 

We have here equivalent routes, which are routes that have equal BGP 
path attributes used in the BGP route selection rules (local-preference).   
 
Still with the same attributes, a router always prefers routes from Ebgp 
neighbor instead of an Ibgp neighbor.   
 
This is due of the fact that a router realizes it is better to make the IP-
packets leave sooner through the Ebgp speaker right away. So the update 
that was received from the Ebgp session is preferred over the update that 
was received from the Ibgp session.  

 
 
 

RT-B#sh ip bgp 8.8.8.8  
BGP routing table entry for 8.8.8.0/24, version 265622392 
Paths: (2 available, best #1, table default) 
  Advertised to update-groups: 
     2          
    400 15169 
    30.30.30.127 from 30.30.30.127 (30.30.30.127) 
      Origin IGP, metric 100, localpref 90, valid, external, best 
      Community: 400:30 
  500 15169 
    11.11.226.26 (metric 10) from 11.11.226.26 (10.10.193.62) 
      Origin IGP, metric 1, localpref 90, valid, internal 
      Community: 500:666 500:212 

 
If ISP-B and ISP-C links are cut down, since there is not any other Ebgp 

speaker which sends the full internet routes table, best routes will be the 

one coming from the Ibgp neighbor RT-A. Upload of Zone-G will pass 

through the Ibgp neighbor.   

 

This is the result of the route-map "IBGP-Neighbor-In" that we defined 

above in RT-B. 

router bgp 1000 
 bgp log-neighbor-changes 
 neighbor ibgp_client peer-group 
 neighbor ibgp_client remote-as 1000 
 … 
 neighbor 11.11.226.26 peer-group ibgp_client 
  neighbor ibgp_client next-hop-self 
  neighbor ibgp_client route-map IBGP-Neighbor-IN in 
  neighbor ibgp_client route-map IBGP-Neighbor-OUT out 
   
route-map IBGP-Neighbor-IN permit 10 
 set local-preference 90 

 
RT-B#sh ip bgp 8.8.8.8  
BGP routing table entry for 8.8.8.0/24, version 265622392 
Paths: (1 available, best #1, table default) 
  Advertised to update-groups: 
  500 15169 
    11.11.226.26 (metric 10) from 11.11.226.26 (10.10.193.62) 
      Origin IGP, metric 1, localpref 90, valid, internal, best 
      Community: 500:666 500:212 
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3. We still stay in the situation in where ISP-B is cut.   
 
Inbound/download traffic of Zone-G will come from ISP-D-Link1 Ebgp 
neighbor through the router RT-B, which is the Ibgp neighbor. This has been 
defined in our traffic engineering requirements. 
 
We remember that communities tag attached to Zone_G:  
 
Table B.9: Communities values chosen toward ISP-B, for Zone-G. 

 

 
Let's focus on the Ibgp session. It is important to notice that RT-A receives 
routes from Zone-G though the Ibgp session (next-hop 11.11.226.27).  
So IP-packets coming from ISP-D-Link1 in RT-A, are sent to RT-B.  
 
For instance, for the prefix 11.11.232.0/24 belonging to Zone-G, we have:  
 
RT-A#sh ip bgp 11.11.232.0/24   
BGP routing table entry for 11.11.232.0/24, version 4813058 
Paths: (1 available, best #1, table default) 
  Advertised to update-groups: 
     261        
  Local 
    11.11.226.27 (metric 10) from 11.11.226.27 (11.11.226.250) 
      Origin IGP, metric 0, localpref 90, valid, internal, best 

 
 
 
 
 
 

RT-B#sh ip bgp 11.11.232.0 
BGP routing table entry for 11.11.232.0/24, version 19706 
Paths: (1 available, best #1, table default) 
  Advertised to update-groups: 
     2          269        323        332        
  Local 
    11.11.224.3 from 0.0.0.0 (11.11.226.250) 
      Origin IGP, metric 0, localpref 100, weight 32768, valid, sourced, local, best 

 

This is the result of the route-map "IBGP-Neighbor-OUT" defined in RT-B, 
which advertise the FIB to RT-A, including Zone-G networks.. 

 
router bgp 1000 
 bgp log-neighbor-changes 
 neighbor ibgp_client peer-group 
 neighbor ibgp_client remote-as 1000 
 neighbor ibgp_client description "Peering with iBGP Core Routers" 
 neighbor ibgp_client password 7 "…" 
 neighbor ibgp_client update-source Loopback1 
 neighbor ibgp_client version 4 
 neighbor 11.11.226.26 peer-group ibgp_client 
 neighbor ibgp_client send-community both 
  neighbor ibgp_client next-hop-self 
  neighbor ibgp_client route-map IBGP-Neighbor-IN in 
  neighbor ibgp_client route-map IBGP-Neighbor-OUT out 
   
 
With the following route-map we advertise the FIB of RT-B to RT-A, including Zone-G prefixes 
list defined as network entries in router bgp 1000 session. 

 
route-map IBGP-Neighbor-OUT permit 20 
 

 
See below Figure B.9: Ingress/egress traffic of Zone-G if ISP-B Ebgp speaker is 
down. 
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Figure B.9 : Ingress/egress traffic of Zone_G if ISP-B Ebgp speaker is down.  
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B.4) Notes on network pools aggregations within a BGP session.   

1. You surely remarked previously some notes on the advertisement of the 
prefixes of 10.10.192.0/20 and 11.11.224.0/19, which are the two class-A IP 
blocks that ISP-A attributes to its customers. We advertise these blocks to all 
our Ebgp and Ibgp speakers through the following ways:  

 
Router RT-A: 
router bgp 1000   
  address-family ipv4 
    neighbor ibgp_client route-map IBGP-Neighbor-OUT out 
    neighbor 40.40.40.1 route-map AS-500-Link1-OUTGOING out 
    network 11.11.224.0 mask 255.255.224.0 
    network 10.10.192.0 mask 255.255.240.0 
 
ip as-path access-list 2 permit ^$ 
 
route-map AS-500-Link1-OUTGOING permit 30 
 match as-path 2 
set community 500:70 
 
route-map IBGP-Neighbor-OUT permit 20 
 
Router RT-B:  
Router bgp 1000   
address-family ipv4 
  neighbor ibgp_client route-map IBGP-Neighbor-OUT out 
 neighbor 20.20.20.85 route-map AS-300-OUTGOING out 
 neighbor 30.30.30.127 route-map AS-400-OUTGOING out 
 network 11.11.224.0 mask 255.255.224.0 
 network 10.10.192.0 mask 255.255.240.0 
 
ip as-path access-list 2 permit ^$ 
 
route-map AS-400-OUTGOING permit 20 
 match as-path 2 
 set community 400:70 
 
route-map AS-300-OUTGOING permit 20 
 match as-path 2 
 set community 300:70 
 
route-map IBGP-Neighbor-OUT permit 20 

2. The main motive of advertising our aggregated block (in addition to all /24 
prefixes destined to customers) is mainly due to redundancy purposes.  
 

3. As we can see in Figure B.6 P38, some customer's zones (B, D_E and G) are 
connected to both routers (through HSRP sessions).    
 
What can happen if a router is down? 

 
4. If router RT-B is down, Zone-B and Zone-G traffic are down too. Because : 

  Zone-B and Zone-G networks lists does not exist in RT-B.  

 and are not advertised anymore from RT-B to RT-A, through the Ibgp 
session,  

 and so is not advertised to ISP-D-Link1.  
 

HSRP session here is useless.   
 
In other words, RT-A does not see Zone-G and Zone-B prefixes from its Ibgp 
neighbor. 
 
Same goes for router RT-B, in the case it is down. Zone-D_E ingress traffics 
will not stream too. Because the prefix list is not advertised anymore from 
RT-A to RT-B through Ibgp session; and so is not advertised to ISP-B … 
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For instance, below, we can note that if RT-B is down, its Ibgp neighbor RT-A 
is unable to advertise the networks blocks of Zone-B and Zone-G, since the 
network list has not been manually entered in the "router bgp 1000" session. 

 
RT-A#sh ip bgp neighbors 40.40.40.1 advertised-routes  
BGP table version is 74064532, local router ID is 10.10.193.62 
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i - internal, 
              r RIB-failure, S Stale 
Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete 
 
   Network          Next Hop            Metric LocPrf Weight Path 
*> 11.11.224.0/24  0.0.0.0                  0         32768 i 
*> 11.11.229.0/24  0.0.0.0                  0         32768 i 
 
… 
r>i11.11.230.0/24  11.11.226.27            0     90      0 i 
r>i11.11.231.0/24  11.11.226.27            0     90      0 i 
… 
r>i11.11.238.0/24  11.11.226.27            0     90      0 i 
r>i11.11.239.0/24  11.11.226.27            0     90      0 i 
 
r>i11.11.240.0/24  11.11.226.27            0     90      0 i 
r>i11.11.241.0/24  11.11.226.27            0     90      0 i 
… 
r>i11.11.254.0/24  11.11.226.27            0     90      0 i 
r>i11.11.255.0/24  11.11.226.27            0     90      0 i 
… 
r>i10.10.192.0/24  11.11.226.27            0     90      0 i 
r>i10.10.193.0/24  11.11.226.27            0     90      0 i 
… 
r>i10.10.203.0/24  11.11.226.27            0     90      0 i 
r>i10.10.204.0/24  11.11.226.27            0     90      0 i 
 
… 
 
*> 10.10.205.0    0.0.0.0                  0         32768 i 
*> 10.10.206.0    11.11.230.246           0         32768 i 
*> 10.10.207.0    0.0.0.0                  0         32768 i 
*> 50.50.64.0      11.11.225.2             0             0 2000 i 
*> 50.50.64.0/18   11.11.225.2             0             0 2000 i 
*> 50.50.72.0/24 11.11.225.2             0             0 2000 i 
 
Total number of prefixes 8 

5. However, in the case that a router is down, if we advertise the aggregated 
blocks which include all the /24 blocs (and so the zones' definitions), the 
Ebgp speakers will still see the customers' network lists.    
 
In order to make the advertisement possible, the routes for the two 
aggregated blocks must exist, learned dynamically or statically, so we force 
the presence of next-hop by using the null0 interface.  
 
Furthermore, since we use static routes for the zones, to make the next-
hop valid, we need to copy the routes on the opposite router too. 

 
6. It happens often to forget about aggregation, which means announcing your 

whole address block received from the RIR to the other AS connected to your 
network. 
 
Because of multi-homing reflexes, it results in a proliferation of /24s or class-
C addresses blocs in the Internet routing table. Thinking of advertising your 
whole block network on the router which has the most stable links is strong 
requirement. Lot of times on terrestrial or submarine cable, maintenances 
and cuts happen, so it can occur that your prefixes appear and disappear 
from the Internet route table.   
 
In case of accentuated flapping, some ISPs will damp your network. As a 
result if some Tier1 ISP damps your networks, you will not have access to 
some major parts of the Internet. To allow your network visible on the net, 
try to declare your whole block on your routers.  
You should avoid advertising Sub prefixes of address unless traffic 
engineering is needed for redundancy and multi-homing reasons. 
 

7. With aggregation statement, if a link fails, other one will still advertise your 
network with a higher mask. We suggest that you read and be informed on 
damping process. This is really important and can perturb and made your 
customers very angry if you encounter that matter. So be prepared. 
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8. Below we can see an example. Prefix 10.10.199.0/24 ingress traffic is coming back though ISP-B. The router which manages 10.10.199.0/24 customers is connected 
to RT-B and RT-A, through an HSRP session. Prefix 10.10.192.0/20 is not advertised. 

Figure B.10 show network 10.10.192.0/20 is not advertised to ebgp and ibgp speakers. 
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AS 400
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11.11.224.1/27

Prefix 10.10.199.0/24
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Prefix 10.10.199.0/24
As-path : 1000
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Prefix 10.10.199.0/24
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Figure B.10: Return Traffic for a /24 prefix, without advertising the aggregated blocks.
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o In figure B.11, RT-B is down, as we can see customers do not have Internet anymore since prefix 10.10.199.0/24 disappears from internet. 
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ISP-C 
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.3
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11.11.224.1

.2

.7
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Figure B.11: Return Traffic for a /24 prefix, without advertising the aggregated blocks. RT-B is Down.

10.10.199.0/24 customers have no ingress traffic
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o In FigureB.12, we can see that both routers advertise the aggregated block 10.10.192.0/20. Even if RT-B is down, prefix for 10.10.192.0/20 is 
still present in Internet. Next-hop is still valid in RT-A thanks to these announcements. Customers are not cut. 
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Figure B.12: Return Traffic for a /24 prefix, with advertising its aggregated block. RT-B is down
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B.5) summary: BGP setup of  ISP-A's router RT-A.   

router bgp 1000 
 bgp log-neighbor-changes 
 
//Ibgp session with RT-B  
 neighbor ibgp_client peer-group 
 neighbor ibgp_client remote-as 1000 
 neighbor ibgp_client description "Peering with iBGP Core Routers" 
 neighbor ibgp_client password 7 "…" 
 neighbor ibgp_client update-source Loopback1 
 neighbor ibgp_client version 4   
 neighbor 11.11.226.27 peer-group ibgp_client 
 neighbor 11.11.226.27 activate 
 
//Ebgp session with Customer ZONE_C 
 neighbor 11.11.225.2 remote-as 2000 
 neighbor 11.11.225.2 description Customer-C-Ebgp-Session 
 neighbor 11.11.225.2 version 4 
 
//Ebgp session with ISP-D-Link1  
 neighbor 40.40.40.1 remote-as 500 
 neighbor 40.40.40.1 description ISP-D-Link1-Ebgp-Session 
 neighbor 40.40.40.1 version 4 
 
//Ebgp session with ISP-D-Link2 
neighbor 40.40.40.5 remote-as 500 
 neighbor 40.40.40.5 description ISP-D-Link2-Ebgp-Session  
 neighbor 40.40.40.5 version 4 
 ! 
 address-family ipv4 
  no synchronization 
  
//advertisement of aggregated ip blocks,  if RT-B is down, /20 and /19 networks are still 
advertised (pointed to Null0)  
 network 11.11.224.0 mask 255.255.224.0 
  network 10.10.192.0 mask 255.255.240.0 
 
 //advertisement of /24 ip blocks(Zone D_E) 
 network 11.11.229.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
 network 10.10.205.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 10.10.206.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 10.10.207.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
 
//Ibgp setup with RT-B 

  neighbor ibgp_client send-community both 
  neighbor ibgp_client next-hop-self 

   neighbor ibgp_client route-map IBGP-Neighbor-IN in 
   neighbor ibgp_client route-map IBGP-Neighbor-OUT out 

  
//Ebgp route-map with Customer-C, send only default-route, limit prefix entries advertised 
by customer 
  neighbor 11.11.225.2 activate 
  neighbor 11.11.225.2 send-community 
  neighbor 11.11.225.2 default-originate 
  neighbor 11.11.225.2 prefix-list DEFAULT out 
  neighbor 11.11.225.2 route-map AS-2000-INCOMING in 
 
 //Ebgp setup with ISP-D-Link1: receive BGP table (default localpref value set to 100) and 
advertises different Zones prefixes with different communities attributes. 
 neighbor 40.40.40.1 activate 
  neighbor 40.40.40.1 send-community both 

   neighbor 40.40.40.1 route-map AS-500-Link1-INCOMING in 
   neighbor 40.40.40.1 route-map AS-500-Link1-OUTGOING out 

 
//Ebgp setup with ISP-D-Link : receive BGP table(will tag with LocalPref 90 later), advertises 
only ZONE_C 
 neighbor 40.40.40.5 activate 
 neighbor 40.40.40.5 send-community both 

   neighbor 40.40.40.5 route-map AS-500-Link2-INCOMING in 
   neighbor 40.40.40.5 route-map AS-500-Link2-OUTGOING out 

  no auto-summary 
 exit-address-family 
! 
//AS path access list for ISP-D, Customer-C and ISP-A as-number  
ip as-path access-list 1 permit ^500_ 
ip as-path access-list 2 permit ^$ 
ip as-path access-list 3 permit ^2000_ 
 
//Aggregation routes if RT-B is down, IP blocks are still advertised  
ip route 11.11.224.0 255.255.224.0 Null0 name IPBlock2-Redundancy-Aggregation 
ip route 10.10.192.0 255.255.240.0 Null0 name IPBlock1-Redundancy-Aggregation 
 
 
//ZONE_G and ZONE_B static routes, if RT-B is down 
ip route 11.11.224.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name DMZ-to-FW 
 
ip route 11.11.230.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-redundant-aggregate 
ip route 11.11.231.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-redundant-aggregate 
ip route 11.11.232.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-redundant-aggregate 
ip route 11.11.233.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-redundant-aggregate 
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ip route 11.11.234.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-redundant-aggregate 
ip route 11.11.235.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-redundant-aggregate 
ip route 11.11.236.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-redundant-aggregate 
ip route 11.11.237.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-redundant-aggregate 
ip route 11.11.238.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-redundant-aggregate 
ip route 11.11.239.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-redundant-aggregate 
 
ip route 11.11.240.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-redundant-
aggregate 
ip route 11.11.241.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-redundant-
aggregate 
ip route 11.11.242.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-redundant-
aggregate 
ip route 11.11.243.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-redundant-
aggregate 
ip route 11.11.244.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-redundant-
aggregate 
ip route 11.11.245.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-redundant-
aggregate 
ip route 11.11.246.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-redundant-
aggregate 
ip route 11.11.247.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-redundant-
aggregate 
ip route 11.11.248.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-redundant-
aggregate 
ip route 11.11.249.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-redundant-
aggregate 
ip route 11.11.250.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-redundant-
aggregate 
ip route 11.11.251.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-redundant-
aggregate 
ip route 11.11.252.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-redundant-
aggregate 
ip route 11.11.253.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-redundant-
aggregate 
ip route 11.11.254.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-redundant-
aggregate 
ip route 11.11.255.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-redundant-
aggregate 
 
ip route 10.10.192.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-redundant-aggregate 
ip route 10.10.193.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-redundant-aggregate 
ip route 10.10.194.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-redundant-aggregate 
ip route 10.10.195.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-redundant-aggregate 
ip route 10.10.196.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-redundant-aggregate 
ip route 10.10.197.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-redundant-aggregate 

ip route 10.10.198.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-redundant-aggregate 
ip route 10.10.199.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-redundant-aggregate 
ip route 10.10.200.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-redundant-aggregate 
ip route 10.10.201.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-redundant-aggregate 
ip route 10.10.202.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-redundant-aggregate 
ip route 10.10.203.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-redundant-aggregate 
ip route 10.10.204.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-redundant-aggregate 
 
//Static routes for ZONE_D_E 
ip route 11.11.229.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.230.250 name Customer-D-E-GW1 
ip route 10.10.205.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.230.242 name Customer-D-E-GW2 
ip route 10.10.206.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.230.246 name Customer-D-E-GW3 
ip route 10.10.207.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.230.254 name Customer-D-E-GW4 
! 
 
//Send default-routes to customer of ZONE_C 
ip prefix-list DEFAULT seq 10 permit 0.0.0.0/0 
! 
 
//Routes-rpefixes accepted from Customer of ZONE_C 
ip prefix-list Zone-C-Network seq 10 permit 50.50.64.0/18 
ip prefix-list Zone-C-Network seq 20 permit 50.50.64.0/24 
ip prefix-list Zone-C-Network seq 30 permit 50.50.73.0/24 
ip prefix-list Zone-C-Network seq 40 permit 50.50.74.0/24 
ip prefix-list Zone-C-Network seq 50 permit 50.50.75.0/24 
ip prefix-list Zone-C-Network seq 60 permit 50.50.76.0/24 
ip prefix-list Zone-C-Network seq 70 permit 50.50.77.0/24 
ip prefix-list Zone-C-Network seq 80 permit 50.50.78.0/24 
ip prefix-list Zone-C-Network seq 90 permit 50.50.79.0/24 
ip prefix-list Zone-C-Network seq 100 permit 50.50.89.0/24 
ip prefix-list Zone-C-Network seq 110 permit 50.50.116.0/22 
ip prefix-list Zone-C-Network seq 120 permit 50.50.120.0/22 
ip prefix-list Zone-C-Network seq 130 permit 50.50.124.0/22 
ip prefix-list Zone-C-Network seq 140 permit 50.50.96.0/24 
ip prefix-list Zone-C-Network seq 150 permit 50.50.96.0/19 
ip prefix-list Zone-C-Network seq 160 permit 50.50.72.0/22 
! 
 
//Zone_B prefix list which will be advertised to ISP-D-Link1 with community 500:70  
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 120 permit 11.11.240.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 130 permit 11.11.241.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 140 permit 11.11.242.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 150 permit 11.11.243.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 160 permit 11.11.244.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 170 permit 11.11.245.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 180 permit 11.11.246.0/24 
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ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 190 permit 11.11.247.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 200 permit 11.11.248.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 210 permit 11.11.249.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 220 permit 11.11.250.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 230 permit 11.11.251.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 240 permit 11.11.252.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 250 permit 11.11.253.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 260 permit 11.11.254.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 270 permit 11.11.255.0/24 
! 
 
//Zone_D_E prefix list which will be announced to ISP-D-Link1  with community 500:100  
ip prefix-list ZONE_D_E seq 30 permit 10.10.205.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_D_E seq 40 permit 10.10.206.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_D_E seq 50 permit 10.10.207.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_D_E seq 60 permit 11.11.229.0/24 
! 
 
//Zone_G prefix list which will be advertised to ISP-D-Link1  with community 500:80 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 60 permit 11.11.232.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 70 permit 11.11.233.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 80 permit 11.11.234.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 90 permit 11.11.235.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 100 permit 11.11.236.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 110 permit 11.11.237.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 120 permit 11.11.238.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 130 permit 11.11.239.0/24 
 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 200 permit 10.10.192.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 210 permit 10.10.193.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 220 permit 10.10.194.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 230 permit 10.10.195.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 240 permit 10.10.196.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 250 permit 10.10.197.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 260 permit 10.10.198.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 270 permit 10.10.199.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 280 permit 10.10.200.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 290 permit 10.10.201.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 300 permit 10.10.202.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 310 permit 10.10.203.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 320 permit 10.10.204.0/24 
! 
 
 
 
 

//Route-map to receive full routing table from ISP-D-Link1  (localpref 100) 
route-map AS-500-Link1-INCOMING permit 10 
 match as-path 1 
! 
 
//Route-map to advertise ZONE_C on ISP-D-Link1  as 2nd ingress backup link  
route-map AS-500-Link1-OUTGOING permit 10 
 match as-path 3 
 set community 500:90 
! 
 
//Route-map to advertise ZONE_D_E on ISP-D-Link1 as 1st ingress link  
route-map AS-500-Link1-OUTGOING permit 20 
 match ip address prefix-list ZONE_D_E 
! 
 
//Route-map to advertise ZONE_G on ISP-D-Link1 as 2nd backup ingress link  
route-map AS-500-Link1-OUTGOING permit 30 
 match ip address prefix-list ZONE_G 
 set community 500:80 
! 
 
//Route-map to advertise ZONE_B and other networks from ISP-A (aggregated block, etc.) 
on ISP-D-Link1 as last backup ingress link  
route-map AS-500- Link1-OUTGOING permit 40 
 match as-path 2 
 set community 500:70 
! 
 
//Route-map to receive only these networks from Customer of ZONE_C  
route-map AS-2000-INCOMING permit 10 
 match ip address prefix-list Zone-C-Network 
! 
//Route-map to tag bgp table from RT-B with localpref 90  
route-map IBGP-Neighbor-IN permit 10 
 set local-preference 90 
! 
//Route-map to send FIB (including prefixes of, ZONE_D_E and ZONE_C) to RT-B 
route-map IBGP-Neighbor-OUT permit 20 
! 
 
//Route-map to receive full routing table from ISP-D-link2 and tag 90 
route-map AS-500-Link2-INCOMING permit 10 
 match as-path 1 
 set local-preference 90 
! 
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//Route-map to advertise ZONE_C on ISP-D-link2 as 1st ingress link, we do not advertise 
other zones at all  
route-map AS-500-Link2-OUTGOING permit 10 
 match as-path 3 

 
//Ip access-list and Route-map to force upload/outbound traffic of Zone_C to leave through 
Ebgp speaker ISP-D-link2 
ip access-list extended  ZONE-C-UPLOAD 
 permit ip 50.50.64.0 0.0.63.255 any 
 
route-map ZONE_C_UPLOAD permit 10 
 match ip address ZONE-C-UPLOAD 
 set ip next-hop recursive 40.40.40.5 

 
interface POS1/1/0 
 description "STM16-ISP-D-Link2 AS500"  
 ip address 40.40.40.6 255.255.255.252 
 
! 
interface POS1/1/1 
 description "Customer-ZONE-C_C AS2000" 
ip address 11.11.225.1 255.255.255.252 
 ip policy route-map ZONE_C_UPLOAD 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

B.6) summary: BGP setup of ISP-A's router RT-B.   

router bgp 1000 
 

//Ibgp setup with RT-A 
 neighbor ibgp_client peer-group 
 neighbor ibgp_client remote-as 1000 
 neighbor ibgp_client description "Peering with iBGP Core Routers" 
 neighbor ibgp_client password 7 "…" 
 neighbor ibgp_client update-source Loopback1 
 neighbor ibgp_client version 4 
 neighbor 11.11.226.26 peer-group ibgp_client 
  
 //Ebgp session with ISP-B  
neighbor 20.20.20.85 remote-as 300 
 neighbor 20.20.20.85 description ISP-B-Ebgp-Session 
 neighbor 20.20.20.85 version 4 
 
//Ebgp session with ISP-C  
 neighbor 30.30.30.127 remote-as 400 
 neighbor 30.30.30.127 description ISP-C-Ebgp-Session  
 neighbor 30.30.30.127 ebgp-multihop 2 
 neighbor 30.30.30.127 update-source Loopback0 
 neighbor 30.30.30.127 version 4 
 ! 
 address-family ipv4 
  no synchronization 
  
//Aggregation network blocks, if router1 is down, /20 and /19 networks are still advertised 
(pointed to Null0)  
 network 11.11.224.0 mask 255.255.224.0 
  network 10.10.192.0 mask 255.255.240.0 
  
 //Advertisement of /24 blocks (Zone_B and ZoneD_E) 
  network 11.11.224.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.230.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.231.0 mask 255.255.255.0   
  network 11.11.232.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.233.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.234.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.235.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.236.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.237.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.238.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.239.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.240.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
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  network 11.11.241.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.242.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.243.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.244.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.245.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.246.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.247.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.248.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.249.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.250.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.251.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.252.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.253.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.254.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 11.11.255.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  
network 10.10.192.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
 network 10.10.193.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 10.10.194.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 10.10.195.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 10.10.196.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 10.10.197.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 10.10.198.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 10.10.199.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 10.10.200.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 10.10.201.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 10.10.202.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 10.10.203.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
  network 10.10.204.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
 
  //Ibgp setup with RT-A 
  neighbor ibgp_client send-community both 
  neighbor ibgp_client next-hop-self 

   neighbor ibgp_client route-map IBGP-Neighbor-IN in 
   neighbor ibgp_client route-map IBGP-Neighbor-OUT out 

  neighbor 11.11.226.26 activate 
 
//Ebgp setup with ISP-B: downloads BGP table and advertises all networks with different 
communities attributes. 
  neighbor 20.20.20.85 activate 
  neighbor 20.20.20.85 send-community both 
  neighbor 20.20.20.85 route-map AS-300-INCOMING in 
  neighbor 20.20.20.85 route-map AS-300-OUTGOING out 
  
 

//Ebgp setup with ISP-C: download BGP table (which will be tagged with localpref 90) , 
advertises all networks with different communities attributes. 
 neighbor 30.30.30.127 activate 
  neighbor 30.30.30.127 send-community both 
  neighbor 30.30.30.127 route-map AS-400-INCOMING in 
  neighbor 30.30.30.127 route-map AS-400-OUTGOING out 
  no auto-summary 
 
//AS path access list for ISP-B,ISP-C and ISP-A as- number  
ip as-path access-list 1 permit ^400_ 
ip as-path access-list 2 permit ^$ 
ip as-path access-list 4 permit ^300_ 
 
 
//Aggregation routes if RT-A is down, IP blocks are still advertised  
ip route 11.11.224.0 255.255.224.0 Null0 name IPBlock2-Redundancy-Aggregation 
ip route 10.10.192.0 255.255.240.0 Null0 name IPBlock1-Redundancy-Aggregation 
 
//Static routes for ZONE_G 
ip route 11.11.230.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-GW 
ip route 11.11.231.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-GW 
ip route 11.11.232.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-GW 
ip route 11.11.233.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-GW 
ip route 11.11.234.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-GW 
ip route 11.11.235.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-GW 
ip route 11.11.236.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-GW 
ip route 11.11.237.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-GW 
ip route 11.11.238.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-GW 
ip route 11.11.239.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-GW 
 
ip route 10.10.192.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-GW 
ip route 10.10.193.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-GW 
ip route 10.10.194.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-GW 
ip route 10.10.195.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-GW 
ip route 10.10.196.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-GW 
ip route 10.10.197.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-GW 
ip route 10.10.198.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-GW 
ip route 10.10.199.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-GW 
ip route 10.10.200.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-GW 
ip route 10.10.201.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-GW 
ip route 10.10.202.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-GW 
ip route 10.10.203.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-GW 
ip route 10.10.204.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.224.3 name Customer-G-GW 
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//Static routes for ZONE_B 
ip route 11.11.240.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-GW 
ip route 11.11.241.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-GW 
ip route 11.11.242.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-GW 
ip route 11.11.243.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-GW 
ip route 11.11.244.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-GW 
ip route 11.11.245.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-GW 
ip route 11.11.246.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-GW 
ip route 11.11.247.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-GW 
ip route 11.11.248.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-GW 
ip route 11.11.249.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-GW 
ip route 11.11.250.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-GW 
ip route 11.11.251.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-GW 
ip route 11.11.252.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-GW 
ip route 11.11.253.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-GW 
ip route 11.11.254.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-GW 
ip route 11.11.255.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.226.241 name Customer-B-GW 
 
//Redundant Static routes for ZONE_D_E if RT-A is down 
ip route 11.11.229.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.230.250 name Customer-B-GW1 redundant-
aggregate  
ip route 10.10.205.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.230.242 name Customer-B-GW2 redundant-
aggregate 
ip route 10.10.206.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.230.246 name  Customer-B-GW3 redundant-
aggregate  
ip route 10.10.207.0 255.255.255.0 11.11.230.254 name Customer-B-GW4 redundant-
aggregate  
 
//ISP-C static routes pointing to internal loopback, do not forget to precise physically the 
interface 
ip route 213.144.175.127 255.255.255.255 POS1/1/2 213.144.175.25 name Loopback-
Peer-AS400 
ip route 213.144.175.127 255.255.255.255 POS1/1/1 213.144.175.21 name Loopback-
Peer-AS400 
ip route 213.144.175.127 255.255.255.255 POS1/1/3 213.144.175.29 name Loopback-
Peer-AS400 
 
//Zone_B prefix list which will be labeled to ISP-C with community 100 and to Ebgp4 with 
300:80  
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 120 permit 11.11.240.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 130 permit 11.11.241.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 140 permit 11.11.242.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 150 permit 11.11.243.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 160 permit 11.11.244.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 170 permit 11.11.245.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 180 permit 11.11.246.0/24 

ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 190 permit 11.11.247.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 200 permit 11.11.248.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 210 permit 11.11.249.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 220 permit 11.11.250.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 230 permit 11.11.251.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 240 permit 11.11.252.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 250 permit 11.11.253.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 260 permit 11.11.254.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_B seq 270 permit 11.11.255.0/24 
! 
 
//Zone_D_E prefix list which will be labeled to Ebgp4 with community 300:80 and to Ebgp3 
with 400:70  
ip prefix-list ZONE_D_E seq 30 permit 10.10.205.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_D_E seq 40 permit 10.10.206.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_D_E seq 50 permit 10.10.207.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_D_E seq 60 permit 11.11.229.0/24 
! 
 
//Zone_G prefix list which will be labeled to ISP-B with community 300:100 and to ISP-C 
with 400:70  
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 60 permit 11.11.232.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 70 permit 11.11.233.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 80 permit 11.11.234.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 90 permit 11.11.235.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 100 permit 11.11.236.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 110 permit 11.11.237.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 120 permit 11.11.238.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 130 permit 11.11.239.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 200 permit 10.10.192.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 210 permit 10.10.193.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 220 permit 10.10.194.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 230 permit 10.10.195.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 240 permit 10.10.196.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 250 permit 10.10.197.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 260 permit 10.10.198.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 270 permit 10.10.199.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 280 permit 10.10.200.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 290 permit 10.10.201.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 300 permit 10.10.202.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 310 permit 10.10.203.0/24 
ip prefix-list ZONE_G seq 320 permit 10.10.204.0/24 
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//Route-map to receive full routing table from ISP-C and tag 90 
route-map AS-400-INCOMING permit 10 
 match as-path 1 
set local-preference 90 
! 
 
//Route-map to advertise ZONE_B on ISP-C as 1st ingress link  
route-map AS-400-OUTGOING permit 10 
 match ip address prefix-list ZONE_B 
! 
 
//Route-map to advertise other zones and aggregated blocks as last backup ingress link on 
ISP-C  
route-map AS-400-OUTGOING permit 20 
 match as-path 2 
 set community 400:70 
! 
 
//Route-map to label with 90, BGP table received from RT-A  
route-map IBGP-Neighbor-IN permit 10 
 set local-preference 90 
! 
 
//Route-map to send FIB to RT-A (BGP table which includes routes from ZONE_B, ZONE_G 
etc … ) 
route-map IBGP-Neighbor-OUT permit 20 
! 
 
//Route-map to receive full routing table from ISP-B (localpref 100) 
route-map AS-300-INCOMING permit 10 
 match as-path 4 
! 
//Route-map to advertise  ZONE_G on ISP-B as 1st ingress link  
route-map AS-300-OUTGOING permit 10 
 match ip address prefix-list ZONE_G 
! 
//Route-map to advertise  ZONE_B on ISP-B as 2nd backup ingress link  
route-map AS-300-OUTGOINGS permit 20 
 match ip address prefix-list ZONE_B 
 set community 300:80 
! 
//Route-map to advertise ZONE_D_E on ISP-B as 2nd backup ingress link  
route-map AS-300-OUTGOINGSTM4 permit 30 
 match ip address prefix-list ZONE_D_E 
 set community 300:80 
! 

//Route-map to advertise  remaining and aggregated prefixes of ISP-A on ISP-B as last 
backup ingress link  
route-map AS-300-OUTGOINGSTM4 permit 40 
 match as-path 2 
 set community 300:70 
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Chapter C : Analyze of the BGP 
configurations, tests and monitoring results 
of the multihoming and traffic engineering 
setup. 
C.1) Observations /commentaries of the results and the redundancy scenarios. 

Regarding the egress/outbound traffic for each zone, results are in accordance 
with the paragraph B.1.b). 
 
Now that the configuration has been defined and implemented, it is interesting 
to make some tests by cutting some Ebgp speakers voluntarily, and observe if 
the ingress/inbound traffic for the customers is flowing accordingly to our 
redundancy scenarios that we defined previously.  
 
In this chapter, we will emphasis on Zone-D_E download/ingress traffic. For 
easiness and visibility, the following figures will highlight only the prefix-C of 
Zone-D-E: 11.11.229.0/24. 
 
Table C.1: Redundancy/Failover matrix table for ingress traffic of each zone/class 
customer 

 
 
 
 

C.1.a) Traffic Analysis 1:  Scenario A: Zone-D_E ingress/download traffic, all 
Ebgp links are up. 

1. ISP-A advertises the prefix 11.11.229.0/24 to ISP-D with the community 
value of 500:100.   
This route in ISP-D's BGP table, is selected as the best.    
Then, it is also announced to its Ebgp peers, in our case ISP-B and ISP-C 
(see blue arrow (a) in figureJ). 
 

2. Within ISP-B network, the ISP-B's Ebgp router connected to ISP-A learns 
the prefix 11.11.229.0/24 with community value 300:80, and so tags it 
with LocalPref 80.   
 
It receives also a route of this prefix from ISP-D, since it is a route 
received from a peer, the LocalPref is set up to 86.   
This route will be considered better to the previous one for the reason 
that the LocalPref value is higher (86>80), even if the as-path is longer 
(300-500-1000 than 300-1000).   
Therefore, ISP-B will send this route to its peers too (ISP-C and ISP-D). 
(see yellow arrow (b) in Figure J).  
This means traffic also that traffic destined to ISP-A, coming within ISP-
B's network, will be forwarded by ISP-B to ISP-D and not ISP-A. 
 

3. Within ISP-C network, the ISP-C's Ebgp router connected to ISP-A learns 
prefixes 11.11.229.0/24 with community value 400:70, and so tags it 
with LocalPref 70.   
 
It receives also two routes of this prefix: one from ISP-D and another one 
ISP-B, and tags it both with LocalPref value 90.   
 
The best route will be the one learned from ISP-D, since at same 
LocalPref number (90); the as-path is shorter (400-500-100 and 400-300-
500-1000).   
Thus ISP-C will announce it (learned from ISP-D) to its peers ISP-B and 
ISP-D (see grey arrow (c) in Figure J).  
 
 

ingress/download traffic 
path definition on each 
Ebgp neighbor -> 

ISP-D-Link1  Ebgp 
neighbor 

ISP-D-Link2  Ebgp 

neighbor 

 

ISP-C  Ebgp 

neighbor 
ISP-B  Ebgp  

neighbor 

Zone-B  300:70 (3rd) 
 

none 400:100 (1st) 
 

300:80 (2nd) 
 

Zone-C  500:90 (2nd) 500:100 (1st) none none 

Zone-D_E 500:100 (1st) none 400:70 (3rd ) 
 

300:80 (2nd ) 
 

Zone-G  500:80 (2nd) none 
 

400:70 (3rd) 300:100 (1st) 
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4. To summarize :  

 
(a) within the bgp table of ISP-D Ebgp speaker, the route for prefix 

11.11.229.0/24 is learned by 3 ways  : 
i. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 100, as-path: 1000.   

Best  (higher localpref) 
ii. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 85, as-path: 300 – 500 - 1000.  

rejected(as-loop issue) 
iii. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 85, as-path: 400 – 500 - 1000.  

rejected(as-loop issue) 
 

(b) Within the bgp table of ISP-B Ebgp speaker, the prefix is learned by 3 
ways  : 

i. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 80, as-path: 1000.   
rejected(lower localpref) 

ii. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 86, as-path: 500 - 1000.   
best(higher localpref and shortest as-path) 

iii. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 86, as-path: 400 – 500 - 1000.  
rejected(same localpref but longer as-path) 
 

(c) Within the bgp table of ISP-C Ebgp speaker, the prefix is received by 3 
ways  : 

i. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 70, as-path: 1000.   
rejected(lower localpref) 

ii. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 90, as-path: 500 - 1000.   
best(higher localpref) 

iii. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 90, as-path: 300 - 500 - 1000.  
rejected(same localpref but longer as-path) 

 
5. Our configuration of Zone-D-E advertisements prefixes to our ISPs is 

right. Ingress traffic is coming back through ISP-D Ebgp link, since all 
traffic destined to Zone-D-E coming to ISP-B or ISP-C networks, is sent to 
ISP-D. Then ISP-D uploads these packets to ISP-A.  
 

Below Figure C.1: Return Traffic of prefix-C 11.11.229.0/24 (Zone-D-E) when all ebgp 
speakers are up 
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300 - 500 - 1000 90 route rejected,                            

same localpref 90,                             

but as-path longer,                          

route received from peers,                       

500 - 1000 90 best route,                                  

higher localpref  90>70,                                     
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route received from peers ***
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ISP-C’s BGP table
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(a)
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ISP-B's BGP table
Prefix-C : 11.11.229.0/24

ISP-D’s BGP table
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Case A : 
 all the links are functional

Prefix-C is announced to the 3 ISPs.
 Primary link for return traffic of Prefix-C is :

ISP-D’s link on which it is advertises with community value 500:100

 Secondary link (when primary link is cut) for return traffic of prefix-C is : 
ISP-B's link on which it is advertises with community value 300:80

 Last backup link(meaning ISP-D and ISP-B are cut) for return traffic of prefix-C is : 
ISP-C’s link on which it is announces with community value 400:70

Consequences: 
 Best route is through ISP-D. Inbound traffic for Prefix-C is coming back through ISP-D. 

* If return traffic for prefix-C is coming to ISP-D’s network, it will be sent to ISP-A directly. 
** If return traffic for prefix-C is coming to ISP-B's network, it will be sent to ISP-D, then to ISP-A. 
*** If return traffic for Prefix-C is coming to ISP-C’s network, it will be sent to ISP-D, then to ISP-A.

Figure C.1: Return Traffic of prefix-C 11.11.229.0/24 (Zone-D-E) when all ebgp speakers are up
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C.1.b) Traffic Analysis 2: Scenario B: Zone-D-E ingress/download traffic, primary 
link ISP-D is cut. 

1. Because ISP-D link is cut, ISP-A does not announce anymore the prefix-C 
11.11.229.0/24 to ISP-D with the community value of 500:100.  
Hence ISP-D will not broadcast the route:  "11.11.229.0/24, LocalPref 100, 

as-path: 1000". 
 

2. Within ISP-B network, the ISP-B Ebgp speaker connected to ISP-A learns 
prefixes 11.11.229.0/24 with community value 300:80, and so tags it 
with LocalPref 80.   
This route will be fixed as the best within ISP-B network. It will be sent 
by ISP-B to its peers which are ISP-C and ISP-D (see yellow arrow (a) in 
Figure J1).  
It does not receive it anymore from ISP-D the older route 
"11.11.229.0/24, LocalPref 100, as-path: 1000").    
 

3. Within ISP-C network, the ISP-C Ebgp router connected to ISP-A learns 
also prefix-C 11.11.229.0/24 with community value 400:70.   
It receives additionally two routes of this prefix, one from ISP-B and 
another one from ISP-D, which are marked with LocalPref 90 (prefixes 
received from peers).   
The one read from ISP-D is coming from ISP-B too, so at same LocalPref 
value; the as-path is longer.    
As a result, the best route will be the one received from ISP-B directly.  
ISP-C will announce this route to its peers ISP-B and ISP-D (see grey 
arrow (b) in Figure J1) 
 

4. ISP-D will also learn prefix 11.11.229.0/24 from ISP-B and will send this 
route again to its peers(ISP-C and ISP-B) (see blue arrow (c) in figure J1) 
 
Below Figure C.2: Return Traffic of prefix-C 11.11.229.0/24 (Zone-D-E) when the 
primary link ISP-C, is cut. 

 
 
 
 

 
5. In summary 

 
(a) within the bgp table of ISP-D Ebgp speaker, the route for prefix 

11.11.229.0/24 is learned by 2 ways  : 
i. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 85, as-path: 300 - 1000.  

best 
ii. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 85, as-path: 400 - 300 - 1000.  

rejected(as-path longer) 
 

(b) Within the bgp table of ISP-B Ebgp speaker, the prefix 11.11.229.0/24 
is received by 3 ways  : 

i. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 80, as-path: 1000.   
best 

ii. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 86, as-path: 500 - 300- 1000.  
rejected(as-loop issue) 

iii. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 86, as-path: 400 - 300 - 1000.  
rejected(as-loop issue) 
 

(c) Within the bgp table of ISP-C Ebgp speaker, the prefix is learned by 3 
ways  : 

i. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 70, as-path: 1000.   
rejected(lower localpref) 

ii. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 90, as-path: 300 - 1000.   
best(higher localpref and shortest as-path) 

iii. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 90, as-path: 500 - 300 - 1000.  
rejected(same localpref but longer as-path)  
 

6. The configuration seems exact at this point; secondary backup link for 
Zone-D-E ingress traffic is ISP-B's upstream/transit link. When ISP-D's 
primary link for Zone-D-E is cut, the ingress traffic is coming back 
through ISP-B.   
This also due to the fact that, when the ingress traffic destined to Zone-
D-E is coming within ISP-D's or ISP-C's networks, it is uploaded to ISP-B 
(and then ISP-B sends it to ISP-A).  
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Prefix-C : 11.11.229.0/24
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(b)

ISP-B’s BGP table
Prefix-C : 11.11.229.0/24

ISP-D’s BGP table
Prefix-C : 11.11.229.0/24

Link C
ut

Case B : 
1) Primary link (ISP-D’s link) is cut 

Prefix-C is still announced to the 3 ISPs.
 Best route is through ISP-B. Inbound traffic for Prefix-C is coming back through ISP-B.

Consequences: 
* If return traffic for prefix-C is coming to ISP-B's network, it will be sent to ISP-A directly.
** If return traffic for prefix-C is coming to ISP-C’s network, it will be sent to ISP-B, then to ISP-A.
*** If return traffic for prefix-C is coming to ISP-D’s network, it will be sent to ISP-B, then to ISP-A.

(c)

Figure C.2: Return Traffic of prefix-C 11.11.229.0/24 (Zone-D-E) when the primary link ISP-C, is cut.
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C.1.c) Traffic Analysis 3: Scenario C: Zone-D-E ingress/download traffic: primary 
link ISP-D is cut, secondary backup link ISP-B is cut too. 

1. ISP-D and ISP-B Ebgp speakers are down, meaning that only ISP-C 
receives the prefix-C 11.11.229.0/24 and tags it with LocalPref 70. This 
route will be set as the best and announced to its peers too. 

 
2. In summary 

(a) within the BGP table of ISP-D Ebgp speaker, the route for prefix 
11.11.229.0/24 is learned by two ways:   

i. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 85, as-path: 400 – 1000.  
best 

ii. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 85, as-path: 300 – 400 - 1000.  
rejected(as-path longer) 
 

(b) Within the bgp table of ISP-B Ebgp speaker, the prefix 11.11.229.0/24 
is received by 2 ways  : 

i. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 86, as-path: 500 - 400- 1000.  
rejected(as-path longer) 

ii. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 86, as-path: 400 - 1000.  
best(shortest as-path) 
 

(c) Within the bgp table of ISP-C Ebgp speaker, the route for prefix 
11.11.229.0/24 is learned by 3 ways  : 

i. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 70, as-path: 1000.   
best 

ii. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 90, as-path: 300 - 400 - 1000.  
rejected(as-loop issue) 

iii. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 90, as-path: 500 - 400 - 1000.  
rejected(as-loop issue) 

 
Consequently all ingress traffic will come back from ISP-C Ebgp speaker.  
 
Below Figure C.3: Return Traffic of prefix-C 11.11.229.0/24 (Zone-D-E) when its 
primary and secondary links are cut. 
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ISP-C
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as-path localpref note
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400 - 1000 86 best route,                                                                  

sent to peers,                             

route received from peers ***

as-path localpref note

400 - 300 - 1000 85 route rejected,                               

as-path longer,                                 
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sent to peers,                             

route received from peers **
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500 - 400 - 1000 90 route rejected,                               

as-loop issue,                                 

route received from peers,                       

300 - 400 - 1000 90 route rejected,                               

as-loop issue,                                 

route received from peers,                       

1000 70 Best route *

ISP-C’s BGP table
Prefix-C : 11.11.229.0/24

(c)

(a)

ISP-B's BGP table
Prefix-C : 11.11.229.0/24

ISP-D’s BGP table
Prefix-C : 11.11.229.0/24

Links Cut

(b)(c)

Case C : 
1) Primary link (ISP-D’s link) 
2) and secondary link (ISP-B's link) are cut 

Prefix-C is still announced to the 3 ISPs.
Best route is through ISP-C. Inbound traffic for Prefix-C is coming back through ISP-B.

Consequences: 
* If return traffic for Prefix-C is coming to ISP-C’s network, it will be sent to ISP-A directly.
** If return traffic for Prefix-C is coming to ISP-D’s network, it will be sent to ISP-C, then to ISP-A.
*** If return traffic for Prefix-C is coming to ISP-B's network, it will be sent to ISP-C, then to ISP-A.

Figure C.3: Return Traffic of prefix-C 11.11.229.0/24 (Zone-D-E) when its primary and secondary links are cut.
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C.1.d) Traffic Analysis 4: Scenario D: Zone-D-E ingress/download traffic, primary 
link ISP-D is restored however secondary backup link ISP-B is still down. 

1. This scenario described the following events through this order: 
 

(a) ISP-D is cut. Ingress traffic at destination of ZONE-D-E 
customers is streaming from ISP-B to ISP-A. 
 

(b)  ISP-D is cut, and then ISP-B is also cut. Ingress traffic for 
ZONE-D-E is coming back through ISP-C to ISP-A. 
 

(c) ISP-D is now restored but ISP-B link is still down. Ingress traffic 
for ZONE-D-E is coming back again from ISP-D to ISP-A. 
  
This is because the prefix-C 11.11.229.0/24 is advertised again 
by ISP-A to ISP-D with the community value 500:100.  
 
So the best route is once more the following one: 
"11.11.229.0/24, localpref 100, as-path: 1000".  
  
We come back then to same situation of paragraph C.1.a) 
 
 

2. In summary 
 

(a) within the bgp table of ISP-D Ebgp speaker, the route for prefix 
11.11.229.0/24 is learned by 3 ways  : 

i. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 100, as-path: 1000.  
best 

ii. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 85, as-path: 300 - 500 - 1000.  
rejected(as-loop issue)  

iii. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 85, as-path: 400 - 500 - 1000.  
rejected(as-loop issue) 
 
 
 
 

(b) Within the bgp table of ISP-B Ebgp speaker, the route for prefix 
11.11.229.0/24 is learned by 2 ways  : 

i. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 86, as-path: 500 - 1000.  
best (shortest as-path) 

ii. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 86, as-path: 400 - 500 - 1000.  
rejected(longer as-path) 

 
 

(c) Within the bgp table of ISP-C Ebgp speaker, the route for prefix 
11.11.229.0/24 is learned by 3 ways  : 

i. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 70, as-path: 1000.   
rejected (lower locapref) 

ii. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 90, as-path: 300 - 500 - 1000.  
rejected(same locapref but longer as-path) 

iii. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 90, as-path: 500 - 1000.  
best(same localpref but shortest as-path) 

 
See Below Figure C.4 : Return Traffic of prefix-C 11.11.229.0/24 (Zone-
D-E) when its primary link ISP-D is restored but secondary backup link 
from  ISP-B is still cut. 
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(a)

(b)

(b)
(c)

ISP-B's BGP table
Prefix-C : 11.11.229.0/24

ISP-D’s BGP table
Prefix-C : 11.11.229.0/24

Case D : 
1) Primary (ISP-D) and secondary (ISP-B) links have been cut, trafic for prefix-C came 
back though ISP-C to ISP-A
2) Primary link (ISP-D’s link) is restored but secondary link (ISP-B's link) is still inactive 

Prefix-C is still announced to the 3 ISPs.
- Best route is through ISP-D. 
- Inbound traffic for Prefix-C is coming back through ISP-D.
- LocalPref is 100 into ISP-D’s network.

ISP-B's link still 

not restored

Figure C.4 : Return Traffic of prefix-C 11.11.229.0/24 (Zone-D-E) when its primary link ISP-D is restored but secondary backup link from  ISP-B is still cut.
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C.1.e) Traffic Analysis 5: Scenario E: Zone-D-E ingress/download traffic, primary 
link is still cut however secondary link ISP-B is restored. 

1. The most interesting scenario which described the following events 
through this order: 
 

(a) ISP-D is cut. Ingress traffic for ZONE-D-E is coming back though 
ISP-B. 
 

(b)  ISP-D is cut, and then ISP-B is down too. Ingress traffic for 
ZONE-D-E is coming back through ISP-C to ISP-A. 
 

(c) ISP-D is still cut, but this time only ISP-B's link is restored. Will 
ingress traffic for ZONE-D-E stream back through ISP-B again? 
 

2. We will be tempted to say, "yes of course ISP-B". After all, this is how 
we defined our traffic engineering requirements. ISP-B is the secondary 
backup link for Zone-D-E ingress traffic.  
 
However, in reality, traffic for Zone-D-E is still coming back through 
ISP-C and not ISP-B.  

 
3. As a quick reminder when ISP-D and ISP-B links are down, we have:  

(a) within the bgp table of ISP-D Ebgp speaker, the prefix 11.11.229.0/24 
is learned by two ways:   

i. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 85, as-path: 400 – 1000.  
best 

ii. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 85, as-path: 300 – 400 - 1000.  
rejected(as-path longer) 
 

(b) Within the bgp table of ISP-B Ebgp speaker, the route for prefix 
11.11.229.0/24 is learned by 2 ways  : 

i. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 86, as-path: 500 - 400- 1000.  
rejected(as-path longer) 

ii. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 86, as-path: 400 - 1000.  
best(shortest as-path) 

(c) Within the bgp table of ISP-C Ebgp speaker, the route for prefix 
11.11.229.0/24 is learned by 3 ways  : 

i. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 70, as-path: 1000.   
best 

ii. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 90, as-path: 300 - 400 - 1000.  
rejected(as-loop issue) 

iii. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 90, as-path: 500 - 400 - 1000.  
rejected(as-loop issue) 
 

4. Now when ISP-B link is restored, ISP-A will advertise again the prefix to 
ISP-B with community value 300:80. Within the BGP table of ISP-B 
Ebgp speaker, the route for prefix 11.11.229.0/24 is learned:   
 

(a) by the older ways:  
i. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 86, as-path: 500 - 400- 1000.  

rejected(as-path longer) 
ii. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 86, as-path: 400 - 1000.  

best(higher localpref) 

(b) through ISP-A directly:  
i. 11.11.229.0/24, localpref 80, as-path: 1000.  

rejected(localpref value is lower,  cannot preempt the route 
learned from ISP-C) 

 
In fact, the order of the cuts is important.  Within ISP-B network, the 
route for prefix-C 11.11.229.0/24 from ISP-C is older and has a higher 
LocalPref value which is 86. The new route from ISP-A comes after the 
older route received by ISP-C, and is installed later in the BGP table of 
ISP-B with a LocalPref value of 80. This value cannot preempt the value 
of 86.   
 

5. To conclude, theory of traffic engineering setup could differ from the 
reality. It is important to test the various scenarios which can behave 
differently from the theory. This could avoid surprises. Tests redundancy 
cuts are recommended with looking glass consultation too. 
 
Figure C.5: Return Traffic of prefix-C 11.11.229.0/24 (Zone-D-E) when its 
primary link ISP-D is still cut but secondary link from ISP-B is restored.
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ISP-B's BGP table
Prefix-C : 11.11.229.0/24

ISP-D’s BGP table
Prefix-C : 11.11.229.0/24

Link C
ut
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Case E : 
1) Primary link (ISP-D’s link) and secondary link(ISP-B) have both been cut.
Traffic for prefix-C came back though ISP-C to ISP-A. 
2) Secondary link (ISP-B's link) is restored but primary link (ISP-D) is still down.

Observation : 
 Inbound traffic for Prefix-C is still coming back trough 3rd backup link (ISP-C’s network) 

and not secondary link (ISP-B's) which is restored. 
* This is rational since localpref value 86 prempt on 80, within ISP-B's network.

Prefix-C is still announced to the 3 ISPs.
 Best route is through ISP-C. Inbound traffic for Prefix-C is coming back through ISP-B.

 Consequences: 
Consequences: 
** If return traffic for Prefix-C is coming to ISP-C’s network, it will be sent to ISP-A directly.
*** If return traffic for Prefix-C is coming to ISP-D’s network, it will be sent to ISP-C, then to ISP-A.
**** If return traffic for Prefix-C is coming to ISP-B's network, it will be sent to ISP-C, then to ISP-A

Figure C.5: Return Traffic of prefix-C 11.11.229.0/24 (Zone-D-E) when its primary link ISP-D  is still cut but secondary link from ISP-B is restored.
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C.2) BGP verification and troubleshooting commands  
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Figure B.6 : Traffic Engineering targeted configuration for ISP-A
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C.2.a) "Show ip bgp summary" 

 

This command allows us to see if the router has been able to set up the Ibgp and 
Ebgp session with the other peers. 
 
1. The command "show ip bgp summary" will give some useful information. 

 
a) The "BGP table version" which increases and tracks the changes of the 

router which has been advertised to the peers.   
This table should always increment and never be static. It is important 
to compare the table version of the router with the table version of each 
neighbor.   
As you can deduce, if the table version of the neighbor is lower than 
the main table version, it means that the neighbor is not yet fully 
updated. The BGP timer advertisement value is by default 30 seconds. 

Change to one 
BGP Best Path ?

RIB updated ?

Increment BGP table 
version

Update BGP 
peer ?

Increment main 
routing table version

Increment BGP 
Table peers

Ok Ok

Figure C.6: BGP table version mechanisms updates 
 

b) The up/down time session will indicate if you are a victim of flap issues 
(transmission line or IP) with your neighbor.   
Generally, by ruling an ISP, the session should not flap, and the up/down 
should not be reset often. If the up/down is resetting every day or week, 
it can deteriorate your quality of service given to your customers. Some 
upstream/transit providers also process to a damping case if flaps 
occurred too many times from a customer. 
 

c) The number of prefixes that you receive from your neighbor.  
In case of an Ebgp speaker, if you ask the full internet routing table to 
be sent, you should receive at least 400k prefixes.   
The other common case is to ask only the default route ("0.0.0.0/0"); 
then you should receive just one prefix.  
 

d) How long the neighbor has been in the current state and the name of 
the current state (the state “Established” is not printed out).  
 

e) The “InQ” shows how many messages have been received but not yet 
processed. A high InQ number indicates an insufficiency of CPU 
resources to process the input.   
“OutQ” shows how many outgoing messages are queued. A high OutQ 
number indicates a lack of bandwidth to transmit on the outgoing 
messages or CPU overload from the other router. 
 

f) The amount of memory that is being used for the BGP data structures. 
This information is very important to check and compare with the 
"show memory command", in order to see if the router has enough 
memory or if the memory is not fragmented. 
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2. For RT-B and RT-A, we get the resulting outputs.   
 
 RT-B#Show ip bgp summary 

BGP router identifier 11.11.226.250, local AS number 1000 
BGP table version is 350642565, main routing table version 350642563 
424810 network entries using 54375680 bytes of memory 
1684642 path entries using 87601384 bytes of memory 
492837/74553 BGP path/bestpath attribute entries using 61111788 bytes of memory 
248036 BGP AS-PATH entries using 9319486 bytes of memory 
13517 BGP community entries using 1207452 bytes of memory 
1 BGP extended community entries using 24 bytes of memory 
299 BGP route-map cache entries using 10764 bytes of memory 
48 BGP filter-list cache entries using 768 bytes of memory 
BGP using 213627346 total bytes of memory 
BGP activity 5062783/4637968 prefixes, 152093580/150408936 paths, scan interval 60 
secs 
 
Neighbor          V     AS       MsgRcvd    MsgSent    TblVer  InQ OutQ Up/Down  State/PfxRcd 
11.11.226.26    4    1000   43637270   88620021  350642565    0    0  42w0d         419918 
20.20.20.85      4    300      875617       8374           350642565    0    0  2d15h          418890 
30.30.30.127    4    400      14007687  239360      350642565    0    0  21w4d          421435 

 
  
 

 As said previously, we could see that the table version of the router is 
slightly different to the one of the BGP neighbors. This is a correct result; 
BGP neighbor updates are correctly incremented to the router (BGP and 
main routing table). 

 

 The InQ and OutQ columns are empty, and additionally, all memory 
outputs, show that the router is perfectly capable of handling the 
multiple BGP sessions. 

 We can note that there is not any indication on the nature of the BGP 
peers (Ebgp or Ibgp). For RT-B, we can see the three BGP peers, ISP-B, 
ISP-C and ISP-A("RT-A"). Regarding the Ibgp session, we can observe that 
RT-A sends the Internet table to RT-B. This result, as expected, is used in 
order to allow the outgoing traffic to leave through RT-A, in case of cut 
of ISP-B and ISP-C links. 

 
 
 

3. For information, here is the output of RT-A. We can check that Customer-C is 
advertising us three prefixes.  

 
RT-A#Show ip bgp summary                      
BGP router identifier 10.10.193.62, local AS number 1000 
BGP table version is 153887990, main routing table version 153887990 
424821 network entries using 54377088 bytes of memory 
1264517 path entries using 65754884 bytes of memory 
221358/70885 BGP path/bestpath attribute entries using 27448392 bytes of memory 
124691 BGP AS-PATH entries using 4639188 bytes of memory 
13507 BGP community entries using 1205752 bytes of memory 
433 BGP route-map cache entries using 15588 bytes of memory 
0 BGP filter-list cache entries using 0 bytes of memory 
BGP using 153440892 total bytes of memory 
BGP activity 5185732/4760911 prefixes, 84734341/83469824 paths, scan interval 60 secs 
 
Neighbor        V   AS      MsgRcvd   MsgSent   TblVer         InQ OutQ Up/Down  State/PfxRcd 
11.11.225.2    4   2000  14553        15830        153887994    0    0            5d00h           3 
11.11.226.27  4   1000  88622185 43638579 153887994    0    0            42w0d      424786 
40.40.40.1       4   500    5030310   54989        153887994    0    0           4w6d       419794 

 40.40.40.5       4   500    2461847   38047         153887994    0    0          3w2d       419907 
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C.2.b) "Show ip bgp neighbor ip-address" 

1. This command is useful in order to get:  
 

a) Information about the TCP counter, timers and sessions and also the 
BGP parameters of the BGP session.   
Information on any of the optional qualifiers referring to routes or 
paths is given. This feature is useful when you are troubleshooting 
path selection. 

 
2. In the case of RT-B, we have three outputs to analyze. 

 
a) The 1

st
 give us paths information on the Ibgp session with RT-A.  

We could say that as expected the best path is the local one, point 
to point connection with RT-A. Though, this is not the case because 
all prefixes received from RT-A are set with a LocalPref of 90.   
Best path is the one coming from the static route, to Customer-G's 
router ("11.11.224.3"), on which LocalPref has been left to its 
default value (100).   
Remember that network 11.11.226.0/24 is not advertised to Ebgp 
speakers, if it was the case, the best path should be ISP-B Ebgp 
neighbor. 
This command shows us its usefulness on how to check path 
selection of your traffic and your BGP peers.  
 
RT-B#Show ip bgp 11.11.226.26 
BGP routing table entry for 11.11.226.0/24, version 249048711 
Paths: (2 available, best #2, table default) 
  Advertised to update-groups: 
     2          269        365        372        
  Local 
    11.11.226.26 (metric 10) from 11.11.226.26 (10.10.193.62) 
      Origin IGP, metric 0, localpref 90, valid, internal 
  Local 
    11.11.224.3 from 0.0.0.0 (11.11.226.250) 
      Origin IGP, metric 0, localpref 100, weight 32768, valid, sourced, local, best 
 
 
 

b) The 2
nd

 one is about Ebgp session with ISP-B. Obviously the best 
path is through ISP-B's Ebgp session. Remember that BGP table of 
ISP-B is set to LocalPref of 100, instead of 90 like for the other BGP 
tables,  
 
RT-B#Show ip bgp 20.20.20.85  
BGP routing table entry for 20.20.20.0/18, version 347657849 
Paths: (3 available, best #1, table default) 
  Advertised to update-groups: 
     2          
  300, (aggregated by 300 20.20.20.85) 
    20.20.20.85 from 20.20.20.85 (20.20.20.85) 
      Origin IGP, metric 0, localpref 100, valid, external, atomic-aggregate, best 
      Community: 300:0 300:2 300:100 300:123 300:501 
    500 300, (aggregated by 300 20.20.20.80) 
    11.11.226.26 (metric 10) from 11.11.226.26 (10.10.193.62) 
      Origin IGP, metric 1, localpref 90, valid, internal, atomic-aggregate 
      Community: 300:0 300:2 300:100 300:123 300:502 500:500 
  400 300, (aggregated by 300 20.20.20.85) 
    30.30.30.127 from 30.30.30.127 (30.30.30.127) 
      Origin IGP, metric 100, localpref 90, valid, external, atomic-aggregate 
      Community: 400:30 
 

c) The 3
rd

 one is about Ebgp session with ISP-C. For the same reason; 
best path is ISP-B's Ebgp neighbor since LocalPref is 100.  
To conclude, the best path by default for outgoing traffic in router 
RT-B is the one from ISP-B's link. 

 
RT-B#Show ip bgp 30.30.30.127 
BGP routing table entry for 30.30.30.0/19, version 347431193 
Paths: (3 available, best #1, table default) 
  Advertised to update-groups: 
     2          
  300 400 
    20.20.20.85 from 20.20.20.85 (20.20.186.76) 
      Origin IGP, metric 0, localpref 100, valid, external, best 
      Community: 300:2 300:22 300:86 300:501 300:666 300:2065 
  400 
    30.30.30.127 from 30.30.30.127 (30.30.30.127) 
      Origin IGP, metric 100, localpref 90, valid, external 
      Community: 400:40 
  500 400 
    11.11.226.26 (metric 10) from 11.11.226.26 (10.10.193.62) 
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      Origin IGP, metric 11, localpref 90, valid, internal 
      Community: 500:666 500:710 500:500 

 
3. For additional information, in the case of RT-A, we have the following output. 

 
a) The 1

st
 one is about Ibgp session with RT-B. 

 
RT-A#Show ip bgp 11.11.226.27   
BGP routing table entry for 11.11.226.0/24, version 100204380 
Paths: (2 available, best #1, table default) 
  Advertised to update-groups: 
     56         273        
  Local 
    11.11.224.3 from 0.0.0.0 (10.10.193.62) 
      Origin IGP, metric 0, localpref 100, weight 32768, valid, sourced, local, best 
  Local 
    11.11.226.27 (metric 10) from 11.11.226.27 (11.11.226.250) 
      Origin IGP, metric 0, localpref 90, valid, internal 

 
b) The 2

nd
 one is about Ebgp session with ISP-D-Link1. 

 
RT-A#Show ip bgp 40.40.40.1              
BGP routing table entry for 40.40.40.0/24, version 142753463 
Paths: (2 available, best #2, table default) 
  Advertised to update-groups: 
     56         
  300 500 
    11.11.226.27 (metric 10) from 11.11.226.27 (11.11.226.250) 
      Origin IGP, metric 0, localpref 90, valid, internal 
      Community: 300:2 300:22 300:86 300:501 300:666 300:2065 
  500 
    40.40.40.5 from 40.40.40.5 (40.40.40.36) 
      Origin IGP, metric 0, localpref 100, valid, external, best 
      Community: 500:500 500:502 500:999 500:500 

 
c) The 3

rd
 one is about Ebgp session with ISP-D-Link2. 

 
RT-A#Show ip bgp 40.40.40.5 
BGP routing table entry for 40.40.40.0/20, version 142753527 
Paths: (1 available, best #1, table default) 
  Advertised to update-groups: 
     56         
  500 

    40.40.40.5 from 40.40.40.5 (40.40.40.5) 
      Origin IGP, metric 0, localpref 100, valid, external, best 
      Community: 500:500 
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C.2.c) "Show ip bgp neighbor ip-address advertised routes" 

1. We know that when a customer advertises its prefixes to an ISP: 
a) The customer will allow packets to enter from the ISP (or the internet) to 

its networks.   
We can say that the customer downloads packets from the ISP (and 
reciprocally we can say that the ISP uploads packets to the customer).  

b) By advertising its prefixes, a customer controls its 
inbound/ingress/download traffic IP-packets.  

 
2. This command helps to check if the traffic engineering has been designed 

rightly on how the customer wants to download its traffic from the 
Internet.  
Unfortunately, this command will not show us the community number 
applied to each network; we need to use another command and looking-
glass for it.  
The input will allow:  
 

a) to see how many prefixes you advertise to your Ebgp speakers. In 
our case, it should list all the /24 ip blocks and the two aggregated 
blocks.  
 

b) to see if you advertise your networks, which originate from your as-
number and no other routes received from your other Ebgp peers.  
In the case, you advertise other routes that are received from your 
peers (which can happen by accident through a bad setup of the 
Ibgp session); you are in the risk to provoke BGP black holes, if your 
neighbor did not put some filter protections. 
 

c) to see if you do not advertise ip blocks higher than /24. It is 
common to advertise the /30 to /32 blocks, mainly because of the 
redistributed connect command under the router bgp session.  
Even if your ISP filters it, it happens that an ISP tolerates a certain 
number of received prefixes. This accident can higher the number 
and so resets or stops the BGP session. 
 

d) To check if your boggon list is applied and working. 

4. The information about the next hop indicates, where the packet will be sent, 
once it comes in the router.  
 

a) The origin of the network indicates also from where the route 
advertised is learned.  
 

b) In our case, the next-hop 11.11.224.3 shows that packets will be 
sent to Customer-G's router directly. The Ibgp next-hop, show that 
packets will be sent to the Ibgp peer, but also that this network is 
advertised from the Ibgp peer and not this router originally.  

 
5. In the case of RT-B, the following outputs show that we advertise to ISP-B 

and ISP-C Ebgp speaker 38 /24 ip blocks which originate from our as-number, 
and 1 /19 and 1 /20 blocks.  
Sadly we cannot see which communities values are applied, for this 
information you will need to check your config and the looking glass of ISP-B.  

 
RT-B#Show ip bgp neighbor 20.20.20.85 advertised-routes  
BGP table version is 350643278, local router ID is 11.11.226.250 
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i - internal, 
              r RIB-failure, S Stale, m multipath, b backup-path, x best-external 
Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete 
 
   Network          Next Hop            Metric LocPrf Weight Path 
*>i11.11.224.0/24  11.11.226.26            0     90      0 i 
*> 11.11.224.0/19  0.0.0.0                  0         32768 i 
r>i11.11.229.0/24  11.11.226.26            0     90      0 i 
*>i11.11.230.0/24  11.11.226.26            0     90      0 i 
*> 11.11.231.0/24  11.11.224.3            0         32768 i 
*> 11.11.232.0/24  11.11.224.3            0         32768 i 
*> 11.11.233.0/24  11.11.224.3            0         32768 i 
*> 11.11.234.0/24  11.11.224.3            0         32768 i 
*> 11.11.235.0/24  11.11.224.3            0         32768 i 
*> 11.11.236.0/24  11.11.224.3            0         32768 i 
*> 11.11.237.0/24  11.11.224.3            0         32768 i 
*> 11.11.238.0/24  11.11.224.3            0         32768 i 
*> 11.11.239.0/24  11.11.224.3            0         32768 i 
*> 11.11.240.0/24  11.11.224.3            0         32768 i 
*> 11.11.241.0/24  11.11.224.3            0         32768 i 
*> 11.11.242.0/24  11.11.226.241          0         32768 i 
*> 11.11.243.0/24  11.11.226.241          0         32768 i 
*> 11.11.244.0/24  11.11.226.241          0         32768 i 
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*> 11.11.245.0/24  11.11.226.241          0         32768  
*> 11.11.246.0/24  11.11.226.241          0         32768  
*> 11.11.247.0/24  11.11.226.241          0         32768  
*> 11.11.248.0/24  11.11.226.241          0         32768  
*> 11.11.249.0/24  11.11.226.241          0         32768  
*> 11.11.250.0/24  11.11.226.241          0         32768  
*> 11.11.251.0/24  11.11.226.241          0         32768  
*> 11.11.252.0/24  11.11.226.241          0         32768  
*> 11.11.253.0/24  11.11.226.241          0         32768  
*> 11.11.254.0/24  11.11.226.241          0         32768  
*> 11.11.255.0/24  11.11.226.241          0         32768  
*> 10.10.192.0/24  11.11.224.3            0         32768 i 
*> 10.10.193.0/24  11.11.224.3            0         32768 i 
*> 10.10.194.0/24  11.11.224.3            0         32768 i 
*> 10.10.195.0/24  11.11.224.3            0         32768 i 
*> 10.10.196.0/24  11.11.224.3            0         32768 i 
*> 10.10.197.0/24  11.11.224.3            0         32768 i 
*> 10.10.198.0/24  11.11.224.3            0         32768 i 
*> 10.10.199.0/24  11.11.224.3            0         32768 i 
*> 10.10.200.0/24  11.11.224.3            0         32768 i 
*> 10.10.201.0/24  11.11.224.3            0         32768 i 
*> 10.10.202.0/24  11.11.224.3            0         32768 i 
*> 10.10.203.0/24  11.11.224.3            0         32768 i 
*> 10.10.204.0/24  11.11.224.3            0         32768 i 
r>i10.10.205.0    11.11.226.26            0     90      0 i 
r>i10.10.206.0    11.11.226.26            0     90      0 i 
r>i10.10.207.0    11.11.226.26            0     90      0 i 
 
Total number of prefixes 38  

 
 

RT-B#Show ip bgp neighbors 213.144.175.127 advertised-routes  
BGP table version is 350644442, local router ID is 11.11.226.250 
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i - internal, 
              r RIB-failure, S Stale, m multipath, b backup-path, x best-external 
Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete 
 

   Network          Next Hop            Metric LocPrf Weight Path 
*>i11.11.224.0/24  11.11.226.26            0     90      0 i 
*> 11.11.224.0/19  0.0.0.0                  0         32768 i 
*>i11.11.225.0/24  11.11.226.26            0     90      0 i 
*> 11.11.226.0/24  11.11.224.3            0         32768 i 
… 
*> 11.11.251.0/24  11.11.226.241          0         32768  
*> 11.11.252.0/24  11.11.226.241          0         32768  
*> 11.11.253.0/24  11.11.226.241          0         32768  

*> 11.11.254.0/24  11.11.226.241          0         32768  
*> 11.11.255.0/24  11.11.226.241          0         32768  
… 
 
Total number of prefixes 38  
 

 

The next-hop indication is quite important; in our case, we have four 
results: 
 

 11.11.224.3 which is the router connected directly, managing 
Zone_G customers ingress traffic.  
 

 Remember that all network statements are not originated from 
this router but also from RT-A. For these networks, 11.11.226.27 
is the next-hop and Ibgp peer address of RT-A. LocalPref is set up 
to 90, since we tag all prefixes coming from the Ibgp neighbor to 
90. When the traffic comes into RT-A, it is sent to the router 
11.11.224.3 which manages in addition the inbound traffic of 
Zone-G customers.  
 

 11.11.226.241 which is the ip address of the router managing the 
traffic for Zone-B customers. 
 

 Null0, in order to force the advertisement of the aggregated 
blocks. 
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6. Now let's give a look to the following output which displays what RT-B 
advertises to its Ibgp neighbor RT-A.  
We can note that it broadcasts the full main routing table, including all 
prefixes of ISP-A originated from this router. This is correctly expected 
according to our configuration. The route-map sends all routes to the Ibgp 
peers. This has been discussed previously, if all Ebgp speakers of RT-A are 
down, customers from RT-A need to upload their traffic though RT-B. 
You can notice that for external prefixes, paths are originated with as-
number of ISP-B its BGP table is the best by default (localpref100).  
 
RT-B#Show ip bgp neighbors 11.11.226.26 advertised-routes    
BGP table version is 350644938, local router ID is 11.11.226.250 
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i - internal, 
              r RIB-failure, S Stale, m multipath, b backup-path, x best-external 
Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete 
 
   Network          Next Hop            Metric LocPrf Weight Path 
*> 1.0.0.0/24       20.20.20.85           40             0 300 15169 i 
*> 1.0.4.0/22       20.20.20.85        25123             0 300 4323 7545 7545 7545 7545 56203 i 
*> 1.0.16.0/23      20.20.20.85        25123             0 300 2516 2519 i 
*> 1.0.18.0/23      20.20.20.85        25123             0 300 2516 2519 i 
*> 1.0.20.0/23      20.20.20.85        25123             0 300 2516 2519 i 
*> 1.0.22.0/23      20.20.20.85        25123             0 300 2516 2519 i 
*> 1.0.24.0/23      20.20.20.85        25123             0 300 2516 2519 i 
*> 1.0.26.0/23      20.20.20.85        25123             0 300 2516 2519 i 
*> 1.0.28.0/22      20.20.20.85        25123             0 300 2516 2519 i 
*> 1.0.64.0/18      20.20.20.85        25123             0 300 2516 7670 18144 i 
*> 1.0.128.0/18     20.20.20.85            0             0 300 701 38040 9737 i 
*> 1.0.128.0/17     20.20.20.85            0             0 300 3549 24218 38040 9737 i 
*> 1.0.129.0/24     20.20.20.85        25440             0 300 38040 9737 23969 i 
*> 1.0.192.0/18     20.20.20.85            0             0 300 701 38040 9737 i 
*> 1.1.1.0/24       20.20.20.85           40             0 300 15169 i 
*> 1.1.64.0/19      20.20.20.85        25123             0 300 2516 2519 i 
*> 1.1.127.0/24     20.20.20.85        25123             0 300 2516 2519 i 
*> 1.1.128.0/19     20.20.20.85            0             0 300 7018 38040 9737 i 
*> 1.1.128.0/17     20.20.20.85            0             0 300 3549 10026 38040 9737 i 
*> 1.2.3.0/24       20.20.20.85           40             0 300 15169 i 
*> 1.2.4.0/24       20.20.20.85            0             0 300 1239 4837 4808 24151 i 
*> 1.2.128.0/17     20.20.20.85            0             0 300 3549 24218 38040 9737 i 
*> 1.2.160.0/19     20.20.20.85            0             0 300 3320 38040 9737 i 
*> 1.4.128.0/17     20.20.20.85            0             0 300 3549 24218 38040 9737 i 
*> 1.5.0.0/16       20.20.20.85            0             0 300 701 4725 i 
*> 1.8.1.0/24       20.20.20.85            0             0 300 2914 4641 38345 i 

*> 1.8.8.0/24       20.20.20.85            0             0 300 2914 4641 38345 i 
*> 1.8.101.0/24     20.20.20.85            0             0 300 3549 10026 7497 38345 i 
*> 1.8.102.0/24     20.20.20.85            0             0 300 2914 4641 38345 i 
*> 1.8.103.0/24     20.20.20.85            0             0 300 6453 38345 i 
*> 1.8.104.0/24     20.20.20.85            0             0 300 6453 38345 i 
*> 1.8.150.0/24     20.20.20.85            0             0 300 3549 10026 7497 38345 i 
 
………… 

 
7. One last information but not least, concerns for RT-A, the Zone_C customer's 

ingress traffic. As told before, ISP-C shares an Ebgp session with ISP-A, and its 
ingress traffic is going exclusively through ISP-D-Link2 Ebgp speaker. The 
output below displays clearly that prefixes received from ISP-C, are 
advertised to ISP-D-Link2 Ebgp speaker. Configuration details about this 
result can be found above.  

 
RT-A#Show ip bgp neighbors 40.40.40.5 advertised-routes  
BGP table version is 153888149, local router ID is 10.10.193.62 
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i - internal, 
              r RIB-failure, S Stale, m multipath, b backup-path, x best-external 
Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete 
 
   Network          Next Hop            Metric LocPrf Weight Path 
*> 50.50.64.0      11.11.225.2                           0 2000 i 
*> 50.50.64.0/18   11.11.225.2                           0 2000 i 
*> 50.555089.0      11.11.225.2                           0 2000 i 
 
Total number of prefixes 3 
 
RT-A#Show ip bgp neighbors 11.11.225.2 routes  
BGP table version is 153888149, local router ID is 10.10.193.62 
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i - internal, 
              r RIB-failure, S Stale, m multipath, b backup-path, x best-external 
Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete 
 
   Network          Next Hop            Metric LocPrf Weight Path 
*> 50.55.64.0      11.11.225.2                           0 2000 i 
*> 50.50.64.0/18   11.11.225.2                           0 2000 i 
*> 50.50.89.0      11.11.225.2                           0 2000 i 
 
Total number of prefixes 3 
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C.2.d) "Show ip bgp neighbor ip-address routes" 

1. As said previously, when a customer receives routes from its ISP: 
a. The customer will be able to send IP-packets from its network to the 

ISP (and so the Internet),), so the customer uploads packets to the 
ISP (and reciprocally we can say that the ISP downloads packets 
from the customer).  

b. By receiving prefixes or routes, a customer controls its 
outbound/egress/upload traffic packets.  
 

2. With this command, we can check if the traffic engineering has been 
designed rightly on how the customer wants to upload its traffic to the 
Internet.   
Still it will not tell you clearly, how packets for each subnet are leaving from 
your router, for that you will need to make a traceroute, originated from an 
IP's customer. 

a. With that command, you will have much information on the route 
that your peer advertises to you. 

b. The as-path column, show the quality of the ISP and its size as a 
Tier1 or Tier2. 

c. The LocalPref will show if our route-map have been applied 
correctly, and which BGP table is the best by default. 

d. The next-hop is obviously the bgp speaker ip address. 
 

3. In our case, ISP-B BGP table is the best one since LocalPref is fixed to 100. 
Unless a next-hop is fixed to a specific network, default upload traffic should 
go to ISP-B.  
ISP-C's BGP table is tagged with LocalPref90, in case of ISP-B link is cut, the 
ISP-C's BGP table will be the prefered one(it is an Ebgp table, so has priority 
on RTA's Ibgp table, even if BGP selection criteria are the same, Localpref 
90). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
RT-B#Show ip bgp neighbor 20.20.20.85 routes  
BGP table version is 350645231, local router ID is 11.11.226.250 
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i - internal, 
              r RIB-failure, S Stale, m multipath, b backup-path, x best-external 
Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete 
 
   Network          Next Hop            Metric LocPrf Weight Path 
*  0.0.0.0          192.0.2.50                             0 300 i 
*> 1.0.0.0/24       20.20.20.85           40             0 300 15169 i 
*> 1.0.4.0/22       20.20.20.85        25123             0 300 4323 7545 7545 7545 7545 56203 i 
*> 1.0.16.0/23      20.20.20.85        25123             0 300 2516 2519 i 
*> 1.0.18.0/23      20.20.20.85        25123             0 300 2516 2519 i 
*> 1.0.20.0/23      20.20.20.85        25123             0 300 2516 2519 i 
*> 1.0.22.0/23      20.20.20.85        25123             0 300 2516 2519 i 
*> 1.0.24.0/23      20.20.20.85        25123             0 300 2516 2519 i 
*> 1.0.26.0/23      20.20.20.85        25123             0 300 2516 2519 i 
*> 1.0.28.0/22      20.20.20.85        25123             0 300 2516 2519 i 
*> 1.0.64.0/18      20.20.20.85        25123             0 300 2516 7670 18144 i 
*> 1.0.128.0/18     20.20.20.85            0             0 300 701 38040 9737 i 
*> 1.0.128.0/17     20.20.20.85            0             0 300 3549 24218 38040 9737 i 
*> 1.0.129.0/24     20.20.20.85        25440             0 300 38040 9737 23969 i 
*> 1.0.192.0/18     20.20.20.85            0             0 300 701 38040 9737 i 
*> 1.1.1.0/24       20.20.20.85           40             0 300 15169 i 
*> 1.1.64.0/19      20.20.20.85        25123             0 300 2516 2519 i 
*> 1.1.127.0/24     20.20.20.85        25123             0 300 2516 2519 i 
*> 1.1.128.0/19     20.20.20.85            0             0 300 7018 38040 9737 i 
*> 1.1.128.0/17     20.20.20.85            0             0 300 3549 10026 38040 9737 i 
*> 1.2.3.0/24       20.20.20.85           40             0 300 15169 i 
*> 1.2.4.0/24       20.20.20.85            0             0 300 1239 4837 4808 24151 i 
*> 1.2.128.0/17     20.20.20.85            0             0 300 3549 24218 38040 9737 i 
*> 1.2.160.0/19     20.20.20.85            0             0 300 3320 38040 9737 i 
*> 1.4.128.0/17     20.20.20.85            0             0 300 3549 24218 38040 9737 i 
*> 1.5.0.0/16       20.20.20.85            0             0 300 701 4725 i 
*> 1.8.1.0/24       20.20.20.85            0             0 300 2914 4641 38345 i 
*> 1.8.8.0/24       20.20.20.85            0             0 300 2914 4641 38345 i 
*> 1.8.101.0/24     20.20.20.85            0             0 300 3549 10026 7497 38345 i 
*> 1.8.102.0/24     20.20.20.85            0             0 300 2914 4641 38345 i 
 
… 
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RT-B#Show ip bgp neighbors 30.30.30.127 routes  
BGP table version is 350645291, local router ID is 11.11.226.250 
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i - internal, 
              r RIB-failure, S Stale, m multipath, b backup-path, x best-external 
Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete 
 
   Network          Next Hop            Metric LocPrf Weight Path 
*  1.0.0.0/24       30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 15169 i 
*  1.0.4.0/22       30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 174 7545 7545 7545 7545 7545 56203 i 
*  1.0.16.0/23      30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 2516 2519 i 
*  1.0.18.0/23      30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 2516 2519 i 
*  1.0.20.0/23      30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 2516 2519 i 
*  1.0.22.0/23      30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 2516 2519 i 
*  1.0.24.0/23      30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 2516 2519 i 
*  1.0.26.0/23      30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 3320 2519 i 
*  1.0.28.0/22      30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 3320 2519 i 
*  1.0.64.0/18      30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 2516 7670 18144 i 
*  1.0.128.0/18     30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 701 38040 9737 i 
*  1.0.128.0/17     30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 38040 9737 i 
*  1.0.129.0/24     30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 38040 9737 23969 i 
*  1.0.192.0/18     30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 701 38040 9737 i 
*  1.1.1.0/24       30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 15169 i 
*  1.1.64.0/19      30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 3320 2519 i 
*  1.1.127.0/24     30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 2516 2519 i 
*  1.1.128.0/19     30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 7018 38040 9737 i 
*  1.1.128.0/17     30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 38040 9737 i 
*  1.2.3.0/24       30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 15169 i 
*  1.2.4.0/24       30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 4837 4808 24151 i 
*  1.2.128.0/17     30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 38040 9737 i 
*  1.2.160.0/19     30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 3320 38040 9737 i 
*  1.4.128.0/17     30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 38040 9737 i 
*  1.5.0.0/16       30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 4725 i 
*  1.8.1.0/24       30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 4637 4641 38345 i 
*  1.8.8.0/24       30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 4637 4641 38345 i 
*  1.8.101.0/24     30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 3320 7497 38345 i 
*  1.8.102.0/24     30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 4637 4641 38345 i 
*  1.8.103.0/24     30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 6453 38345 i 
*  1.20.0.0/17      30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 4651 9737 9737 9737 56120 i 
*  1.20.1.0/24      30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 4651 9737 9737 9737 56120 i 
*  1.20.2.0/24      30.30.30.127        100     90      0 400 38040 9737 9737 9737 56120 i 
… 
 
 
 
 

 
RT-B#Show ip bgp neighbors 11.11.226.26 routes  
BGP table version is 350645406, local router ID is 11.11.226.250 
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i - internal, 
              r RIB-failure, S Stale, m multipath, b backup-path, x best-external 
Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete 
 
   Network          Next Hop            Metric LocPrf Weight Path 
* i1.0.0.0/24       11.11.226.26           34     90      0 500 15169 i 
* i1.0.4.0/22       11.11.226.26            1     90      0 500 6453 4323 7545 7545 7545 7545 56203 i 
* i1.0.16.0/23      11.11.226.26            4     90      0 500 2914 2519 i 
* i1.0.18.0/23      11.11.226.26            4     90      0 500 2914 2519 i 
* i1.0.20.0/23      11.11.226.26            4     90      0 500 2914 2519 i 
* i1.0.22.0/23      11.11.226.26            4     90      0 500 2914 2519 i 
* i1.0.24.0/23      11.11.226.26            4     90      0 500 2914 2519 i 
* i1.0.26.0/23      11.11.226.26            1     90      0 500 3320 2519 i 
* i1.0.28.0/22      11.11.226.26            1     90      0 500 3320 2519 i 
* i1.0.64.0/18      11.11.226.26            1     90      0 500 3356 2516 7670 18144 i 
* i1.0.128.0/18     11.11.226.26           34     90      0 500 701 38040 9737 i 
* i1.0.128.0/17     11.11.226.26            1     90      0 500 1299 38040 9737 i 
* i1.0.129.0/24     11.11.226.26            1     90      0 500 1299 38040 9737 23969 i 
* i1.0.192.0/18     11.11.226.26           34     90      0 500 701 38040 9737 i 
* i1.1.1.0/24       11.11.226.26           34     90      0 500 15169 i 
* i1.1.64.0/19      11.11.226.26            1     90      0 500 3320 2519 i 
* i1.1.127.0/24     11.11.226.26            4     90      0 500 2914 2519 i 
* i1.1.128.0/19     11.11.226.26           35     90      0 500 7018 38040 9737 i 
* i1.1.128.0/17     11.11.226.26            1     90      0 500 1299 38040 9737 i 
* i1.2.3.0/24       11.11.226.26           34     90      0 500 15169 i 
* i1.2.4.0/24       11.11.226.26           35     90      0 500 1239 4837 4808 24151 i 
* i1.2.128.0/17     11.11.226.26            1     90      0 500 1299 38040 9737 i 
* i1.2.160.0/19     11.11.226.26            1     90      0 500 3320 38040 9737 i 
* i1.4.128.0/17     11.11.226.26            1     90      0 500 1299 38040 9737 i 
* i1.5.0.0/16       11.11.226.26           34     90      0 500 701 4725 i 
* i1.8.1.0/24       11.11.226.26            4     90      0 500 2914 4641 38345 i 
* i1.8.8.0/24       11.11.226.26            4     90      0 500 2914 4641 38345 i 
* i1.8.101.0/24     11.11.226.26            1     90      0 500 3320 7497 38345 i 
* i1.9.0.0/16       11.11.226.26            1     90      0 500 6453 4788 i 
* i1.11.120.0/22    11.11.226.26            4     90      0 500 2914 9318 38091 38091 38091 38091  
* i1.18.119.0/24    11.11.226.26            1     90      0 500 3356 4766 23600 i 
* i1.20.0.0/24      11.11.226.26            1     90      0 500 3356 38040 9737 9737 9737 56120 i 
* i1.20.0.0/17      11.11.226.26            1     90      0 500 3356 38040 9737 9737 9737 56120 i 
* i1.20.1.0/24      11.11.226.26            1     90      0 500 3356 38040 9737 9737 9737 56120 i 
* i1.20.2.0/24      11.11.226.26            1     90      0 500 1299 38040 9737 9737 9737 56120 i 
* i1.20.3.0/24      11.11.226.26            1     90      0 500 1299 38040 9737 9737 9737 56120 i 

… 
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C.2.e) "Show ip bgp prefix" and "Show ip route prefix" 

1. These two commands are convenient in two ways : 
a. 1

st
 it allows to know which is the best default-path to join a prefix or 

a network on internet.  
For instance below, we can see that prefix 8.8.8.8 is learned through 
3 paths because RT-B has 2 Ebgp speakers and 1 Ibgp neighbor :  
the best path is the one of ISP-B of course(localpref100) 
 
RT-B#Show ip bgp 8.8.8.8 
BGP routing table entry for 8.8.8.0/24, version 347382180 
Paths: (3 available, best #1, table default) 
  Advertised to update-groups: 
     2          
  300 15169 
    20.20.20.85 from 20.20.20.85 (20.20.20.85) 
      Origin IGP, metric 40, localpref 100, valid, external, best 
      Community: 300:2 300:22 300:100 300:123 300:501 300:2065 
  400 15169 
    30.30.30.127 from 30.30.30.127 (30.30.30.127) 
      Origin IGP, metric 100, localpref 90, valid, external 
      Community: 400:30 
  500 15169 
    11.11.226.26 (metric 10) from 11.11.226.26 (10.10.193.62) 
      Origin IGP, metric 1, localpref 90, valid, internal 
      Community: 500:666 500:710 500:500 

 
RT-B#Show ip route 8.8.8.8 
Routing entry for 8.8.8.0/24 
  Known via "bgp 1000", distance 20, metric 40 
  Tag 300, type external 
  Last update from 20.20.20.85 2d16h ago 
  Routing Descriptor Blocks: 
  * 20.20.20.85, from 20.20.20.85, 2d16h ago 
      Route metric is 40, traffic share count is 1 
      AS Hops 2 
      Route tag 300 
      MPLS label: none 
 
 
 
 
 

b. 2
nd

 reason is that it displays you how your network are advertised 
and known by your peers. 

 
RT-B#Show ip bgp 11.11.232.0 
BGP routing table entry for 11.11.232.0/24, version 19706 
Paths: (1 available, best #1, table default) 
  Advertised to update-groups: 
     2          269        365        372        
  Local 
    11.11.224.3 from 0.0.0.0 (11.11.226.250) 
      Origin IGP, metric 0, localpref 100, weight 32768, valid, sourced, local, best 

 
RT-B#Show ip route 11.11.232.0 
Routing entry for 11.11.232.0/24 
  Known via "static", distance 1, metric 0 
  Advertised by bgp 1000 
  Routing Descriptor Blocks: 
  * 11.11.224.3 
      Route metric is 0, traffic share count is 1 
 
RT-B#Show ip bgp 10.10.195.0 
BGP routing table entry for 10.10.195.0/24, version 182779899 
Paths: (1 available, best #1, table default, RIB-failure(17) - next-hop mismatch) 
  Advertised to update-groups: 
     269        365        372        
  Local 
    11.11.226.26 (metric 10) from 11.11.226.26 (10.10.193.62) 
      Origin IGP, metric 0, localpref 90, valid, internal, best 

 
RT-B#Show ip route 10.10.195.0 
Routing entry for 10.10.195.0/24, 2 known subnets 
  Variably subnetted with 2 masks 
S        10.10.195.0/24 [1/0] via 11.11.224.3 
S        10.10.195.64/30 [1/0] via 11.11.224.7 

 
2. These 2 commands can give accurate information, but still we cannot get the 

communities values. It is important to try these commands many times on 
specific networks or destinations in order to debug preferred paths.  
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C.2.f) "Traceroute and looking glass information" 
 
To make the explanation easy, the paragraphs below will focus on network 
10.10.201.0/24. 

 

ISP-B
AS 300

ISP-D
AS 500

ISP-C
AS 400

85

90
86

90

86

85

Figure A.1: PEERING AGREEMENT WITH LOCAL PREFERENCE  
 

1. All the debug and monitoring commands described above were not able to 
give us clearly, which communities values were applied to each network. This 
information is necessary, when you design a traffic engineering case with 
redundancy option.   
In the case of a network, we would like to know which LocalPref value has 
the ISP transit/upstream apply.  
For that purpose, we can use the looking glass provided by the ISP. 
These bgp looking glasses will provide vital information for the inbound 
traffic on a network advertised to an ISP.  
 

a. Let's take the example of network 10.10.201.0/24. Its default 
ingress traffic should be ISP-B Ebgp speaker. As we can see below, 
since the community value applied to this network is 300:100, when 
we advertised it to ISP-B, within ISP-B's network, the LocalPref will 
be fixed at 100. 

 
 

 

b. On the ISP-B's looking-glass website we have the following outputs: 

ISP-B BGP looking-glass site; Network : 10.10.200.41 
 
BGP routing table entry for 10.10.200.0/24 
Paths: (2 available, best #1) 
  1000 
  AS-path translation: { ISP-A-AS } 
    edge1. (metric 45400) 
      Origin IGP, localpref 100, valid, internal, best 
      Community: Europe  Lclprf_100 ISP-B_Customer Germany  
      Originator: edge1 
  1000 
  AS-path translation: { ISP-A-AS } 
    edge1 (metric 45400) 
      Origin IGP, localpref 100, valid, internal 
      Community: Europe  Lclprf_100 ISP-B_Customer Germany  
   Originator: edge1 

 
c. In the case of ISP-C, the community value applied to this network is 

400:70, so we can deduct that the LocalPref will be fixed at 70. 
However the following input of ISP-C's looking glass will show that 
ingress path to reach 10.10.200.0/24 is going to ISP-B (check as-path 
400 500 1000) when all links are up. So Localpref will be 90. 

 
> show route protocol bgp table inet.0 10.10.200.0  
 
inet.0: 426611 destinations, 3049367 routes (426001 active, 161 holddown, 638 
hidden) 
+ = Active Route, - = Last Active, * = Both 
10.10.200.0/24   *[BGP/170] 1d 07:14:48, MED 3000, localpref 90, from 
30.30.33.253 
                      AS path: 300 1000 I 
                      to 30.30.33.233 via xe-2/0/0.0, Push 403894 
                    > to 30.30.33.235 via xw-2/2/0.0, Push 403894 
                      to 30.30.33.52 via xe-8/0/0.0, Push 403894 
                      to 30.30.33.167 via xe-11/1/0.0, Push 403894 
                    [BGP/170] 1d 07:14:48, MED 3000, localpref 90, from 195.22.211.254 
                      AS path: 300 1000 I 
                      to 80.80.80.4 via xe-4/0/0.0, Push 17147 
                    > to 80.80.80.218 via xe-4/2/0.0, Push 20914 
                      to 89.221.34.216 via xe-8/3/0.0, Push 17147 
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2. Now we would like to get information, for the outbound traffic of 
10.10.200.0/24. The most reliable way is to make a trace-route from an IP 
which belongs to 10.10.200.0/24.   
The trace-route will give the outbound path, but also specify if there is any 
additional setup on the next-hop. The following output show that next-hop is 
untouched, and that best ingress path for 10.10.200.0/24 is ISP-B Ebgp 
speaker. 

 
Tracing route to www.google.com [173.194.35.145] over a maximum of 30 hops: 
 
  1     3 ms     3 ms     3 ms  router.linksys [192.168.2.1] 
  2    15 ms    11 ms    13 ms  10.10.200.1 
  3    10 ms     9 ms    10 ms  10.10.198.2 
  4    10 ms     9 ms    10 ms  access.ISP-A [11.11.224.2] 
  5   117 ms   116 ms   118 ms  so-4-1-0.edge1.ISP-B.net [20.20.20.85] 
  6   117 ms   120 ms   141 ms  ae-4-90.edge3.ISP-B.net [20.20.19.199] 
  7   117 ms   117 ms   117 ms  GOOGLE-INC.edge3.ISP-B.net [20.20.1.142] 
  8   149 ms   117 ms   118 ms  209.85.254.108 
  9   119 ms   163 ms   118 ms  72.14.239.60 
 10   126 ms   127 ms   127 ms  216.239.48.116 
 11   127 ms   127 ms   128 ms  209.85.250.35 
 12   128 ms   127 ms   127 ms  muc03s01-in-f17.1e100.net [173.194.35.145] 
 
Trace complete. 

 
Traceroute will provide vital information for the egress traffic of a 
customer network.  

 
 
 


